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1 SDP Operational System Component and Connector View 
P. Alexander, V. Allan, U. Badenhorst, C. Broekema, S. Gounden, F. Graser, K. Kirkham, B. Mort, B. 

Nikolic, R. Nijboer, R. Simmonds, J. Taylor, A. Wicenec, P. Wortmann  

 

1.1 Primary Representation 

Figure 1: Science Data Processor (SDP) Component & Connector Primary Representation 

 

(LFAA = Low Frequency Aperture Array, CSP = Central Signal Processor, SRC = SKA Regional Centre) 

 

This is a component and connector view of the Operational System part of an instance of the Science                  

Data Processor (SDP). There will be multiple instances of this system, deployed at SKA observatories               

as well as SKA Regional Centres, see Context Diagrams (section 3). This view only covers the                

Operational System, see the Platform C&C View for Platform interactions not covered here.             

Elements of this view are components, which we understand to be software system instances, often               

deployed independently in a distributed fashion. See Element Catalogue (section 2) for detailed             

explanations of the meaning of elements and relations, and the Rationale (section 5) for              

documentation of the architectural patterns and decisions that informed this view. 

 

At observation time, measurement data enters SDP via the Central Signal Processor (CSP) and              

Transient Buffer (LFAA/CSP) interfaces. Within SDP it gets processed by Science Pipeline Workflows,             

which starts with Receive components ingesting the data into the system, writing it to the Buffer and                 
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performing Real-Time Processing. Batch Processing will happen at a later time by reading back the               

data written to the Buffer. 

 

The outputs of Science Pipeline Workflows are grouped into real-time data and Data Products.              

Real-time data is produced at low rates, but needs to be delivered immediately. Examples are               

real-time calibration, quality assessment data and alerts. This data gets exchanged internally using             

the Data Queues publish/subscribe middleware. After possible aggregation - for example by the             

Quality Assessment component - some of this data will get published to the system in real time over                  

the “Commands and Attributes” TANGO interface. 

 

However, the main results of Real-Time and Batch Processing (both in terms of size and scientific                

value) will be Data Products, which are stored by the Buffer. Those will get catalogued and delivered                 

to SKA Regional Centres by the Delivery component. Delivery has an interface to SKA Common that                

allows direct maintenance of the Science Data Product Catalogue. Furthermore Delivery will support             

analysis of Data Products, for example by Observatory Support Tools (see Delivery C&C View). Data               

Products eventually get migrated to Long Term Storage to free up space in the Buffer for new                 

observations. 

 

All Operational System components are steered directly or indirectly by Execution Control, which             

provides the top-level TANGO control interface in terms of attributes and commands to the              

Telescope Manager subsystem. Model Databases extract Science Data Model information about the            

telescope (Telescope State and Configuration) as well as the sky (Sky Model) and provides it to SDP                 

components as required. This should typically take the form of a snapshot stored in the Buffer in                 

preparation of processing. 

1.2 Element Catalogue 
This section is a dictionary where each entry is an element of the Primary Presentation. We give the                  

following properties for every element: 

● Functionality: Description of the functions implemented by the component. This will be the             

main text of the sub-sections 

● Reliability: The impact of temporary or permanent (i.e. data loss) failures of this element on               

the rest of the system. 

● Performance: Latencies and throughput required from this component 

● Resources: Noteable compute and storage resources required for functionality 

● Security: Internal access restrictions and associated mechanisms, mainly for robustness and           

to allow deploying SDP in cloud-like environments with multi-tenancy (e.g. test and SRC             

deployments). See Security View for external interfaces. 

1.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.2.1.1 Execution Control 

This is the top-level SDP control component, implementing the interface used by the SKA Telescope               

Manager sub-system to control SDP. Internally, it is responsible for monitoring and control of all               

processing and non-processing components. 

 

This component is further documented in the Execution Control C&C View. 
Reliability: Critical for operation of the SKA telescope, needs to be highly available and 
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robust against failures 

Performance: Latency requirements: On the critical path for every TM command, so delays 
should be robustly <1s. Forwarding of TANGO information to Data Queues (and 
vice-versa) should have a latency of <100ms. 

Resources: Compute resources for running contained controller sub-components, including 
replicas for quick failure recovery, see Controller Failover (section 2.4.6.1). 

Security: Access to configuration database coarsely authenticated (e.g. per top-level 
component), which is used to provide secrets management. 

 

1.2.1.2 Quality Assessment 

The Quality Assessment component aggregates information generated at runtime by both Real-time            

and Batch Processing to provide an early assessment of produced science data. This will involve               

aggregating data published by Science Pipeline Workflows using Data Queues, as well as some              

analysis to make the information usable to telescope operators. 

 

This component will have a similar internal structure as Real-Time and Batch Processing, as it will                

also employ Execution Engines and Processing Components, see the SDP Processing C&C View. The              

reason Quality Assessment is not actually seen as part of processing is because of its special function                 

in the architecture, which might for example lead to particular deployment choices. 

Reliability: Low - sometimes critical for observation control (such as for targets of            
opportunity), but does not impact ingest or processing functionality 

Performance: Throughput must be able to support Quality Assessment data (TBD, but likely <             
10 MB/s per metric), good latency to make real time analysis meaningful (TBD,             
but likely < 10s). 

Resources: Some processing for aggregation and analysis might be required 

Security: Requires access to Data Queues 

1.2.1.3 Model Databases 

The Model Databases component provides Science Data Model information, especially Telescope           

State, Telescope Configuration and Sky Model data (See System-level Data Model View). This             

component is responsible for creating Science Data Models as a Buffer object to be used in                

processing - and feeding back updates after processing has finished. Just like processing results, the               

Science Data Model and its updates can become Data Products associated with the Processing Block. 

 

This component is decomposed in the Model Databases C&C View. 

Reliability: Moderate availability, not critical for operation at all times. Once data has            
been persisted, it should be highly resistant to data loss. 

Performance: Decent latency (TBD, <10s) for extracting Science Data Models. As we use the             
Buffer as intermediate, this latency only affects how quickly we can start            
processing, but is not relevant to throughput. 
 
Good latency (TBD, <1s) for direct queries to Science Data Models. As this is a               
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user interface, feedback speed affects usability. 

Resources: Global sky model database, some processing for running query and extraction           
components 

Security: Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues. Telescope State and database           
access are external interfaces. 

1.2.1.4 Delivery 

The Delivery component is responsible for maintaining the Science Data Product Catalogue and for              

distributing Data Products to the SKA Regional Centres (SRCs). 

 

The Product Preparation and Delivery component is informed of new Data Products by the              

Processing Block Controller and then accesses the Model Databases to add new references to the               

Science Data Product Catalogue, which will be replicated to SRCs. Data Products associated with              

subscriptions are prepared and transferred to SRCs automatically based on the policy specified via              

the SKA Common interface. There is also an interface for SRCs to request Data Products directly. The                 

Location Service ensures that the location of all copies of each Data Product remain known. 

 

The Delivery component is decomposed further in the Delivery C&C View. 

Reliability: Moderate, not critical for operation at all times.  

Performance: Latency on outside interface, throughput for pushing out data products. 

Resources: Some internal databases and access to fast storage for staging data products.            
No data preparation is expected to be needed, since all of this work should              
either happen as part of a Workflow or at SRCs. 

Security: Requires access to the Buffer on-demand. Might require special access          
privileges to request Data Islands. Substantial external interfaces. 

1.2.1.5 Data Queues 

The Data Queues component provides a publish/subscribe mechanism useful for global data            

exchange within SDP. It handles medium-rate real-time information such as calibration solutions,            

alerts or Quality Assessment data exchanged between model databases, processing and Quality            

Assessment. The Data Queues component also supports sharing of intermediate processing results            

such as global calibration solutions between Execution Engine instances. Data Queues must support             

a certain amount of persistence in order to support reliability, to allow restarting processes to               

re-read data. However, it will not have to guarantee that data will be kept indefinitely, so for                 

example old calibration solutions might get discarded once storage limits get reached. 

 

The purpose of queues is to enable real-time communication between loosely coupled components.             

It is not expected to have particularly high throughput, and therefore should not get used for any of                  

the “primary” data streams handled by the SDP, such as visibilities or most of the Data Products.                 

Data Queues are expected to be implemented as a COTS communication middleware component             

deployed directly by Platform Services, see Platform Services Module View. 

Reliability: High availability, critical for processing. Should provide at-least-once        
guarantees, so for example alerts are guaranteed to get published 
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Performance: Small messages - such as alerts - should be forwarded with minimal latency             
(TBD, <100ms). Distributed throughput needs to support Quality Assessment         
and calibration data (TBD, likely <10MB/s per queue on average, might be            
higher in bursts). 

Resources: High-speed storage for resilience while maintaining throughput 

Security: Access to data queues likely not critical for security, might restrict per            
processing block. 

1.2.1.6 Buffer 

The Buffer is a high-performance, high-capacity store that persists primary inputs and outputs of              

processing using File System Interfaces. This encompasses at minimum visibility data, the Science             

Data Model as well as all Data Products produced by processing. 

 

The Buffer is meant to shoulder the main I/O burden involved in processing, with repeated reading                

of visibilities for self-calibration major loops likely representing the toughest challenge (with rates of              

up to 4 TB/s globally, TBD). To facilitate the solution, we generally do not expect the Buffer to                  

provide fast access to the entire namespace. Instead, the expectation is that high-performance data              

access will require accessing the Buffer in terms of local “Data Island” namespaces tailored to the                

needs of the process in question. 

 

This component is documented in more detail in the Buffer C&C View. 

Reliability: High availability, critical for processing. As temporary high-speed storage         
preventing data loss is not the Buffer’s responsibility. 

Performance: Very high throughput on storage interface (TBD, > 4 GB/s per node for             
“performance” buffer space, > 0.4 TB/s globally for “capacity” buffer space),           
very low latency (TBD, <10ms?) 

Resources: Large amount of storage (TBD, ~10 PB for “performance” storage, ~40 PB for             
“capacity” storage). 

Security: Some basic access restrictions per processing block, should protect data          
mounted read-only against corruption / manipulation 

 

1.2.1.7 Receive & Real-Time Processing 

The Receive Component handles data from the Central Signal Processor and the Low Frequency              

Aperture Array while the observation is running. Depending on the type of Receive measurement,              

this data might be visibilities, transient buffer or pulsar search/timing data. Multiple instances of              

Receive might be active at the same time in case multiple types of observations are running and/or                 

the telescope is split into sub-arrays. Received and possibly pre-processed measurement data will be              

written to the Buffer for later Batch Processing 

 

Furthermore, data are also fed directly to Real-Time Processing, such as a fast imaging or real-time                

calibration solving Science Pipeline Workflows. Real-time results of such processing pipelines are            

pushed out via Data Queues and might lead to e.g. alerts or calibration solutions getting published                
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back to the Telescope Manager. Both raw received data as well as results of Real-Time Processing                

can become Data Products, which are written to the Buffer similarly to Batch Processing. 

 

The decomposition of this component is documented in the Processing C&C View. 

Reliability: Moderately high, critical for keeping up with an observation. Note that           
different Receive & Real-time processing components have different reliability         
requirements. 

Performance: High throughput (TBD, ingest rate > 0.4 TB/s globally), latency requirements for            
real-time calibration and alerts (TBD, <10s). 

Resources: Compute required to run real-time pipelines (TBD, RCAL+fast imaging would be           
up to 2 Pflop/s effective); needs buffer capacity and throughput to write out             
visibilities (TBD, ~1.4 PB/h) 

Security: Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues associated with Processing Block,           
as well as access to Fast Telescope State and measurement data via external             
interfaces. 

1.2.1.8 Batch Processing 

Batch processing runs the most demanding Science Pipeline Workflows of the SDP, both in terms of                

computational and scientific complexity. To ensure performance, all its primary inputs and outputs             

are expected to come from/get written to the high-speed Storage Backends provided by the Buffer.               

After processing has finished, Delivery will read the data back from the Buffer in order to deliver SDP                  

Data Products. 

 

Multiple instances of Batch Processing can execute at the same time, thus providing an easy               

mechanism for scaling this part of processing. These instances can coordinate loosely by             

communicating via Data Queues (e.g. to exchange calibration solutions). 

 

The decomposition of this component is documented in the Processing C&C View. 

Reliability: Moderate. Main function of the SDP, yet processing can often degrade           
gracefully and (subject to resource availability) even get repeated. 

Performance: Very high throughput on reading Buffer (> 4 GB/s per node). Latency not as              
important, only real-time results are likely Quality Assessment data. 

Resources: Large amount of compute (TBD, up to > 10 Pflop/s effective globally) and             
buffer capacity 

Security: Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues 

1.2.1.9 Long Term Storage 

Long Term Storage is used for storing Buffer data that is marked for long-term storage by the Storage                  

Lifecycle Policy maintained by the Buffer (see Buffer C&C View). This will only happen after the                

associated Processing Blocks have finished. 

Reliability: Moderate availability, not critical for operation. Should be highly resistant to           
permanent data loss. 
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Performance: Needs to support at minimum the Data Product production rate of SDP 

Resources: TBD - enough for long-term archiving of data products 

Security: Should only be accessible by component managing data lifecycle 

1.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

Not shown in the primary presentation is various Platform Services communication relating to             

bringing services up or down or collecting logging and health information. For this C&C view, this                

communication is considered out of scope. See the Platform C&C view as well as some               

decompositions in the previous section. 

1.3 Element Interfaces 
The main interface types used by the SDP Operational System are Coordination, Storage and              

Queues. Additionally there is a database interface provided by Model Databases to Delivery, and a               

number of external connections. This section will explain what we expect those software interfaces              

to look like. 

1.3.1 Coordination 

Used for internal control communication within the SDP. Meant to manage a hierarchical key-value              

type store for SDP-wide configuration information as described in Execution Control Data Model             

View. This should support a scalable publish/subscribe mechanism for configuration update           

notifications. This interface should support: 

1. Read configuration values. Including an indication for when the key was changed last, or              

even a way to view all past values of a key. 

2. Write configuration values. Should include the ability to reliably change many configuration            

values in an atomic fashion (transactions). 

3. Watch configuration values to get notified of changes. 

 

As shown in the Execution Control C&C View, this interface is provided primarily by the               

Configuration Database component. This is expected to be implemented as a distributed database or              

queuing infrastructure using a reliable leader/follower server structure. 

 

This type of solution should provide scalable throughput and delays on reading and watching (by               

replication the state / propagating notifications in a tree-like structure). On the other hand, writes to                

the configuration will need to be more limited, so configuration updates should only happen at               

relatively low rates from only high-level controller components. This means that higher throughput             

dynamic data from lower level components will generally be expected to use Data Queues              

infrastructure instead, sacrificing inherent transactional consistency for more scalability. 

1.3.2 Storage 

Access to data stored in the Buffer. This allows connecting components that read and write bulk                

data. The interface provided should be similar to a typical hierarchical Unix file system interface (but                

not full POSIX!), with support for: 

● Read file: Support for reading large amounts of data addressed by file names. Should              

support efficient partial reads by offset. 
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● Write file: Partial writes should be supported as well. We do not expect the storage interface                

to inherently provide mechanisms to achieve read/write or write/write consistency outside           

of full “flush”. Some storage back-ends will likely have more capabilities here. 

● Access metadata: Discover files in a path structure. It is not expected that the storage               

interface will have to serve any other storage metadata. 

 

The implementation of this interface is the File System Interface as documented in the Buffer C&C                

View. The Buffer components in question will be deployed with the applications in question in such a                 

way that it offers at minimum a file system like interface. Other interfaces specific to the storage                 

backend might also be provided, for example to offer better performance or features. 

 

Behind the scenes, the storage components deployed with the applications will be configured to              

interact with a distributed infrastructure of storage and metadata servers. As Buffer throughput for              

reading, writing and meta-data access is critical to a lot of Buffer usage scenarios, the infrastructure                

will often be configured specifically to serve the needs of the processing in question (Data Island).                

See the Processing C&C View for how Data Islands are used for Processing. 

1.3.3 Data Queues 

Real-time mechanism for streaming data between services and processing at medium rates. Used to              

transmit live updates on calibration, alerts and quality assessment information. Should support: 

● Publish: Append a new data item to a named queue. 

● Subscribe: Start listening to data items published on a given queue. Within limits, it should               

be possible to start reading at previous positions in the stream in order to reconstruct               

context. After subscription the client should be notified of new entries getting published. 

● Read: Read a data item from a named queue. It should be guaranteed that after subscription                

every data item published on the queue would be read by the client at least once. 

 

This interface is implemented by the Data Queues component, with the implementation provided by              

Platform Services (see Platform Services Module View). It is typically implemented as a distributed              

network of “broker” servers with optional replication between them, and a similarly distributed             

“bookkeeper” service (using a leader/follower architecture) to store subscriber read pointers in            

order to provide at-least-once guarantees. Clients would typically use platform-provided information           

(such as environment variables) to locate and connect to the broker responsible for the named               

queue of interest. 

1.3.4 Science Data Model Query 

The Model Databases components provides Delivery as well as entities outside of the SDP (both               

users and other components) the ability to query Science Data Model information. This should take               

the form of a standard REST-type interface with a front-end appropriate for human use. It is not yet                  

fully clear what all the required capabilities of this interface will have to be, but it will have to                   

provide the capability to: 

● Query Science Data Model: Should allow discovering the information required to publish a             

Data Product (see Delivery C&C View). It should also provide the facilities to generate Sky               

Model dumps as required by LFAA. Finally, it should be possible to view Sky Model updates                

generated by processing. 

● Update Sky Model: Make a change to the Global Sky Model database maintained in the               

Model Databases component (see Model Databases C&C View). It should especially be            
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possible to “approve” updates generated by processing to make them available (or even the              

default) for future processing. 

1.3.5 External Interfaces 

The SDP external interfaces are described in detail in the following documents: 

● CSP: 300-000000-002_04_MID_SDP-CSP-ICD, 100-000000-002_04_LOW_SDP-CSP-ICD (Mid    

and Low respectively). 

● LFAA: 100-000000-033_01_LOW_SDP-LFAA-ICD. 

● TM: 300-000000-029_04_SDP_to_TM_MID_ICD,100-000000-029_04_SDP_to_TM_LOW_ICD 

● SRC, Observatory: See Delivery C&C View 

1.3.6 Element Behaviour 

The SDP system behaviour is controlled in a lot of different ways: real-time observation behaviour is                

tightly coupled to the operation of the rest of the telescope, while Batch Processing is almost                

entirely de-coupled (limited by Buffer capacity). Finally, Delivery will again operate on completely             

separate time-scales set by requests from external entities interested in the produced scientific data.              

Fortunately, all of these top-level behaviours have in common that they do not progress very quickly                

(typically on the order of minutes), which means that we will look at behaviour mostly from the                 

perspective of robustness and availability. 

1.3.6.1 SDP States 

The SDP will have to provide three main top-level functions: Receive and Real-Time Processing,              

Batch Processing and Delivery. These functions are expected to share common infrastructure (both             

in terms of software as well as hardware); however, they might degrade in different ways if this                 

infrastructure becomes unavailable. The SDP should make a best effort to make each function              

available, so we have to account for a number of degraded operation scenarios. 

 

Figure 2 and the following table give details about the degraded modes that the SDP architecture will                 

support. It uses an informal notation: If a component becomes unavailable, components that             

“require” it become unavailable as well, whereas components with an “optional” connection just             

enter a degraded state. The WAN Gateway is a sub-component of Delivery, see the Delivery C&C                

View. See Execution Control C&C View for more detail on how these states will be represented on                 

the control interface, and the Execution Control Data Model View for how Service states are               

represented in the SDP configuration.   
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Figure 2: SDP Component State Dependencies. 
 

Component Dependency Type 

Execution 
Control 

Platform Required - at least minimal resources to run controllers 

Execution 
Control 

Data Queues Optional: Execution Control only requires queues for publishing 
non-critical real-time attributes 

Buffer Execution 
Control 

Required (transitively: Platform) 

Model 
Databases 

Execution 
Control 

Required (transitively: Platform) 

Data Queues Execution 
Control 

Required (transitively: Platform) 

Long Term 
Storage 

Buffer Required (transitively: Execution Control, Platform) 
 

Quality 
Assessment 

Data Queues Required (transitively: Execution Control, Platform) 

Delivery Buffer Required (transitively: Execution Control, Platform) 

 Long Term 
Storage 

Optional: Used to fetch Data Products not already in Buffer. 
Might cause delays on Data Product requests. 

 Model 
Databases 

Optional: Used for updating Data Product Catalogue. Will delay 
publishing new Data Products, but will not delay processing as 
long as storage can still be migrated to LTS 

 WAN Gateway Optional: No connection to SRCs, but Data Products can be 
created and Observatory Access is supported 

Batch 
Processing 

Buffer Required, as Batch Processing cannot do work without Buffer 
input (transitively: Execution Control, Platform) 

 Long Term 
Storage 

Optional: Long Term Storage might cause Batch Processing to be 
delayed due to failure to free Buffer space. 
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 Model 
Databases 

Optional: Cannot extract Science Data Model snapshot, 
therefore cannot start new Processing Blocks 

 Data Queues Optional: Workflows depending on Data Queue interactions 
cannot be run 

Receive & 
Real-Time 

Execution 
Control 

Required (transitively: Platform) 

 Buffer Optional: just real-time processing, no measurement data or 
Data Products written 

 Model 
Databases 

Optional: Cannot extract Science Data Model snapshot, 
therefore cannot start new Processing Blocks 

 Data Queues Optional: Prevents processing from producing real-time data 
such as Quality Assessment or calibration 

1.3.6.2 SDP Activity 

 
Figure 3: SDP Activity Diagram 

 

As a processing-centric system, the operation of SDP is almost entirely determined by the Scheduling               

Block / Scheduling Block Instances set by TM. Scheduling Block Instances contain descriptions of              

Processing Blocks, which configure SDP processing for the observation. There are two types of              

Processing Blocks: 

● Real-time Processing Blocks are meant to start immediately, as they directly correspond to             

an observation that is about to start 

● On the other hand, offline Processing Blocks will be inserted into a scheduling queue              

managed by the SDP, where they will typically be executed according to resource availability. 
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For either Processing Block type SDP will add the Processing Blocks to the system, determine               

resource requirements and attempt to formulate a schedule. Information about the new Processing             

Blocks including whether scheduling succeeded will be published back over the TANGO interface.             

See Execution Control Data Model View for the representation of Processing Blocks and scheduling              

information as part of SDP’s Operational System configuration. 

 

Note that while Offline Processing Blocks are scheduled by SDP, TM can still request to abort queued                 

Processing Blocks. The abort command needs to specify whether just processing should be stopped              

or the entire Processing Block (including storage) should be cleaned up as well. Holding the               

Processing Block makes sense for example to support problem diagnosis and/or to temporarily hold              

input data until the Processing Block gets replaced by a new one. 

1.3.6.3 Real-time processing activity 

 
Figure 4: Real-time processing activity diagram 

 

The real-time processing activity should be controlled by the Telescope Manager interface, therefore             

the TANGO interface will be exposed right away. The first step is going to be to allocate resources for                   
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Real-time Processing Execution Engines - likely from a dedicated pool to make sure SDP can always                

support ongoing observations. Once processing is started, SDP will publish information about where             

to send data to ingest. At this point, scans can be started, ended and aborted as required using                  

TANGO commands. 

 

The most critical function of Real-time Processing is to receive, preprocess and write measurement              

data to the Buffer. Other real-time processing is less immediately critical and therefore slightly              

decoupled. Its primary purpose is to publish real-time information about the observation back to              

Telescope Manager. Examples include real-time calibration solutions, alerts and quality assessment           

data. Information generated at this stage will generally become Data Products written into the              

Buffer. 

 

Note that depending on the Science Pipeline Workflow, both the concrete activities as well as the                

types and volumes of data exchanged will change quite a bit. For visibility observations, CSP will                

provide a continuous visibility stream, which will be fed to real-time imaging and calibration              

processes. On the other hand, for pulsar search or timing observations SDP will receive discrete               

packets of data, which will be turned into Data Products without the need for real-time processing.                

This means that the sequence shown in Figure 4 is not expected to be hard-coded into the                 

Processing Block Controller, but should merely be seen as an example template for a real-time               

Science Pipeline Workflow. See the Science Pipeline Workflow View for concrete examples. 

1.3.6.4 Target of Opportunity / Resource Shortage 

A special case is when a target of opportunity appears, in which case the short-term observation                

schedule - and therefore Receive and real-time processing - needs to be reconfigured quickly              

without prior warning. For the purpose of SDP, this is the same behaviour as other real-time                

processing (as documented in the last section). We expect that the existing controller infrastructure              

will be able to react quickly enough to implement a quick change of configuration. 

 

However, an aspect that might be challenging to the SDP architecture might be the extra resource                

requirements of the sudden addition to the schedule. After all, SDP does not have the resources to                 

receive at the full data rate around the clock, so an unscheduled extra observation might require                

more processing and storage resources than SDP has available. This is especially true because target               

of opportunity observation would likely have no natural time limit, and only finish once manually               

aborted by TM. 

 

This is actually a special case of resource shortage, which is handled by the the SDP architecture in                  

two ways: 

1. Reserved resources - provide at least a minimum headroom so a new Processing Block will               

never immediately fail, even if the observation schedule changes, processing overruns or            

some hardware fails. 

2. Indicate resource shortage to TM and request advice on Processing Blocks to cancel. Once              

the reserve is in use, SDP should enter an alarm state (see Execution Control C&C View) to                 

indicate that operator action is required. This should lead to the cancellation of Batch              

Processing Blocks until enough Buffer space is available. As with scheduling new Scheduling             

Blocks, TM should use the SDP resource model to predict the effect of Processing Block               

cancellation on resource availability. 
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1.3.6.5 Batch processing activity 

 

Figure 5: Batch processing activity diagram 

 

In contrast to real-time processing, SDP schedules Off-line Processing Block execution internally.            

Outside of inserting new Processing Blocks into the schedule and aborting or replacing existing ones,               

TM has no direct control over what is executed when. However, SDP will report on the status of                  

Off-line Processing Blocks via the TANGO interface. 

 

Batch processing will often require storage preparation steps by the Buffer and (in rare cases) Long                

Term Storage, as processing inputs will need to be prepared for obtaining read with high throughput.                

While batch processing is running, the bulk of I/O will be such Buffer read access. Secondary global                 

information such as Quality Assessment data or calibration will be published via Data Queues. 

 

Processing Blocks will finish either because they complete, run over the scheduled time, or are               

aborted by TM. In all cases, we make a best effort to produce usable Data Products, and might                  

choose to retain input data such that processing can get re-started (see also Processing Block state                

discussion in Execution Control Data Model View). Data Products will then be migrated to Long Term                

Storage and/or delivered to SKA Regional Centres by Product Preparation & Delivery. If processing              

produced updates to the Sky Model or Telescope Configuration, those will be fed back so that the                 
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information is available for future processing. Again see the Science Pipeline Workflow View for              

more detailed examples. 

 

1.4 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 6: SKA1-Low Context Diagram 
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Figure 7: SKA1-Mid Context Diagram 

 

The Science Data Processor is a sub-system of the Square Kilometre Array system. It will be deployed                 

at minimum in two contexts: SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid. In both cases it primarily communicates with               

two SKA sub-systems - Central Signal Processor for measurement data and Telescope Manager for              

control and monitoring. For SKA1-Low, Transient Buffer Data comes from LFAA, whereas it gets              

received from CSP for SKA1-Mid. 

 

On the system level, the interface to SKA-Common allows the Observatory to directly access Sky               

Model data as well as the Delivery Access interfaces. This interface can be used to access SDP data                  

directly, as well as define how SDP Data Products are transferred to SKA Regional Centres outside of                 

the SKA system (see Delivery C&C View). 
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Figure 8: SKA Regional Centre Context Diagram (speculative) 

 

A final context SDP might be deployed in, is inside a SKA Regional Centre. This use case is not very                    

well defined yet, but this would likely involve a SKA Regional Centre implementing the control               

interfaces that are normally provided by Telescope Manager. The Science Data Product Catalogue             

and Long Term Storage of the nested Science Data Processor instance would need to be updated                

using a currently undefined interface. Extracting Data Products from SDP would presumably require             

usage of the second-tier SKA Regional Centre interface. 

 

1.5 Variability Guide 
The Science Data Processor supports a number of variability mechanisms. The most important one is               

the variability of processing: The aim of the architecture is to retain maximum flexibility in terms of                 

Science Pipeline Workflows while making it possible to achieve good performance overall. The             

mechanisms for this are detailed further in the Processing C&C View. 
 

Furthermore, the SDP Operational System is variable in terms of context in a number of ways. Firstly,                 

the split into Operational System and Platform means that SDP is not specialised to the type of                 

platform it runs on, which means that it can be deployed in context of SKA regional centres, which                  

might make different architecture decisions than the SDP platform. 

 

Furthermore, all external interfaces of SDP are either generic or optional, which makes a number of                

deployment options possible: 
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● The command and attributes interface provided using the TANGO protocol could in principle             

be implemented by an entity that is not TM. In fact, we could easily extend the architecture                 

to present control interfaces using other protocols (such as REST) to better support SRC              

integration in the future. 

● The Telescope State interface of Model Databases is optional as long as we have another               

way to obtain Science Data Models. As Science Data Models will be available as Data               

Products from SDP deployments at SKA sites, this should be enough for re-processing. 

● Absence of LFAA/CSP would make it impossible to run Receive and Real-Time Processing,             

and therefore limit SDP to batch processing jobs. This would also eliminate the need for the                

fast telescope state interface. In this mode SDP would only accept Scheduling Blocks             

containing Batch Processing Blocks. 

● The Delivery interfaces should be general enough that they will be useful for external data               

exchange no matter the deployment. This especially means that it should allow SRC             

deployments to work with both “local” and “remote” Data Products, and support data             

transfers both to and from other SDP deployments (or compatible implementations). See the             

SDP Delivery C&C View. 

1.6 Rationale 
This top-level component and connector view needs to implement a wide variety of functions,              

subject to a large number of architectural drivers. 

1.6.1 Experience 

The SDP architecture draws inspiration from a number of sources, which gives us confidence that it                

can be implemented and will have the desired qualities. 

1.6.1.1 Existing Architectures 

In many ways this is a very typical architecture for High Performance Computing: The system               

revolves around shared storage components (Buffer, Long Term Storage, Data Queues) used for             

exchanging data between long-running services (Execution Control, Model Databases and Delivery)           

and different kinds of processing (Real-Time & Batch-Processing as well as Quality Assessment). 

 

However, there are differences in detail. For instance, it does not seem to be as typical to have a                   

standard real-time communication infrastructure as we have with Data Queues. This type of             

infrastructure is often present in clusters, but generally employed for specialised purposes (such as              

logging). Exposing them directly to applications gives us more flexibility to deal with real-time              

behaviour expected from SDP. This choice was inspired by the MeerKat design [RD1.5], which              

reportedly uses a combination of SPEAD streams and a Redis database for just-in-time             

communication between processing components. The proposed solution is envisioned to be a robust             

compromise, combining the flexibility of a database with robust scalability and decent throughput. 

 

Furthermore, underlying the architecture is a heavy emphasis on cluster (re-)configuration to suit             

specific processing needs: Both storage and processing have abstraction mechanisms (Data Islands            

and Execution Engines) that allow profound tailoring of the infrastructure. This is clearly inspired by               

common workload managers such as Slurm, yet more ambitious in that workflow scripts will have to: 

● coordinate the Platform in terms of modern cluster Configuration Management solutions           

such as Ansible 

● enable solving the complex long-term scheduling problems caused by the Buffer 
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● deal with real-time commands from the TANGO control interface - our control infrastructure             

is not specialised to real-time or batch processing 

 

Coordinating this many moving pieces requires great care to ensure that the Operational System              

configuration remains consistent. Using a Configuration Database as the backbone to the            

architecture is something that is typically done in heavily distributed systems dealing with global              

consistency problems, such as Kubernetes (etcd) or Apache Mesos (ZooKeeper). 

1.6.1.2 Prototypes 

The concepts from this view have been trialed in a number of prototypes. Most notably: 

● The SDP Integration Prototype [RD1.1] has done a test development of Execution Control             

including the control interface and processing. It employs a Configuration Database           

internally, and has gathered experience dealing with cluster Configuration Management. 

● The P3-ALaSKA memo on Container Orchestration and Compute-Storage Provisioning         

Interfaces [RD1.2] has tested the viability of the Buffer component, including providing Data             

Islands using OpenStack Manila. 

● The SDP memo “Combining Task-Based Parallelism and Platform Services within a Science            

Pipeline Prototype” [RD1.3] tested the interaction of processing with Data Queues and the             

Platform using Algorithm Reference Library [RD1.4] code. 

● The SDP memo “Apache Kafka for an SDP log based architecture” [RD1.6] has tested that a                

choice of Data Queue technology (Apache Kafka) has sufficient throughput for our purposes.             

Apache Kafka is well established to scale to thousands of brokers and millions of messages               

per second with enough queues and partitions available [RD1.7]. 

1.6.1.3 SEI architecture patterns 

We are using the following architectural design patterns in this view: 

1) For coordination we are using a service-oriented architecture pattern, with Execution           

Control in charge of service registry and orchestration (via Platform Services). All top-level             

SDP components are expected to expose their functionality via the Configuration database. 

2) The Buffer decouples Receive, Processing and Delivery stages using a shared-data pattern            

with multiple storage tiers (including Long Term Storage). This allows for iterative processing             

of observed data, load-balancing of SDP as well as convenient long-term preservation of             

Data Products. 

3) The Data Queues perform a similar function for communication of information which is             

updated over the time that the raw data are processed, such Quality Assessment and              

calibration data. However, the architectural pattern employed here is a content-based           

publish-subscribe pattern, as the primary focus is distributing updates in real-time. 

4) Furthermore, a pipe-and-filter style is used in decompositions of parts of the system where              

near-real-time handling of data are essential, i.e. the Receive and Real-Time Processing            

components or internals of the Data Queues component. 

1.6.2 Scalability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-829 (Scalability) 

1.6.2.1 Internal Data 

The primary communication types in the architecture have been chosen specifically to address             

scalability concerns: 
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1. Storage will have to deal with the most challenging data rates on shared data, therefore we                

are limited to high-performance storage technology. In case these technologies can not            

provide enough scalability on their own, we can achieve scalability by splitting the back-end              

storage infrastructure into isolated Storage instances along Data Islands boundaries. This           

should give us the tools necessary to prevent the kind of metadata bottlenecks that seem to                

be common for large-scale cluster file systems. 

 

2. Distributed data that needs to be updated during processing is handled by Data Queues,              

which support subscription to data streams by name. This approach has proven to have              

many scalable implementations (for example Apache Kafka and Amazon Kinesis), as queues            

can be grouped together or considered separately as needed to scale the application. 

 

3. Finally, for slowly changing low-volume configuration-type data, we are going to employ a             

distributed configuration database. This is a pattern that scales well as long as write access               

to the database is relatively uncommon (and comes from few sources), as it becomes viable               

to cache copies of the information close to consumers. 

1.6.2.2 Processing 

Scalability of processing is supported on the highest level by parallel partitioning: The architecture              

encourages processing blocks to be implemented using multiple independent instances of execution            

engines and data islands to exploit “embarrassing” parallelism as much as possible. 

 

Further scalability is provided by the choice of Execution Engine. Many choices of Execution              

Framework today already provide good performance on the scale of SDP, but often with trade-offs in                

terms of other qualities such as modifiability or reliability. 

1.6.3 Performance 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-544 (Single pulse Transient Alerts), SDP_REQ-839 (Latency for calculating          

pointing solutions), SDP_REQ-662 (Real-time calibration latency), SDP_REQ-666 (Imaging transient         

detection latency) 

 

Data Queues provide a low-latency way to publish real-time information generated by processing.             

This information will be forwarded directly to the TANGO control system by the TANGO interface               

component in Execution Control (see the Execution Control C&C View). With a suitable deployment              

this should make it possible to emit alerts and calibration solutions with minimal delay. 

1.6.4 Usability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-814 (Level of Monitoring) 

For operators, SDP supports top-level monitoring of a standard set of attributes via TANGO, as well                

as more detailed drill-down investigation into logs via an Elastic Stack log interface (exposed by               

Platform, see the Platform Services C&C view). 

1.6.5 Reliability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-821 (Failure detection to Achieve Ai), SDP_REQ-822 (Node failures          

recovery), SDP_REQ-823 (Failure Prevention), SDP_REQ-824 (Ingest and Buffer Failure Prevention),          

SDP_REQ-825 (Monitoring to prevent critical failures), and SDP_REQ-52 (Failsafe), SDP_REQ-30          

(Graceful degradation). 
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There are a number of ways that critical failures can be prevented, and the SDP architecture allows                 

the implementation of a number of them. In rough order of action: 

1. Sometimes failures can be prevented by careful monitoring, for example by noticing that             

certain metrics show irregularities. In this case, it might be possible to migrate the affected               

resources and continue operation without the need for a failure to happen. For example, a               

large number of hardware failure scenarios are meant to be prevented by action internal to               

the Platform.  

2. Furthermore, metrics published by SDP will be monitored and alerts will be generated for              

operators - such as using the Platform’s Operations Interface and the TM control interface.              

The latter would need to be used for issues that need to be put into the context of the entire                    

system, such as unsatisfactory Ingest performance. In either case, this lead to human action              

to prevent undesirable outcomes down the line. 

3. Especially for software, failures can often be handled by re-starts, which ideally eliminate             

any consequences at the price of some performance. For instance, Execution Engines are             

expected to handle failure in executing Processing Components by taking advantage of their             

referential transparency. Furthermore, controller processes should use reliable        

infrastructure to persist their state (such as the Configuration Database) in such a way that a                

replica can take over after a controller problem. 

4. If an unrecoverable failure occurs, the consequences of the failure must be identified. This              

should be achieved by reporting the failure to the responsible controller processes. The SDP              

architecture is very hierarchical in its run-time structure, failures have a clear path to              

propagate both on the services side (service controller, then Master Controller) and on the              

processing side (Execution Engine, then Processing Block controller, then Processing          

Controller, followed by Master Controller). 

5. The architecture further makes sure that different parts of the hierarchy have minimal             

inter-dependencies with each other. This is pretty straight-forward for processing, where a            

failure should only directly impact processes with data dependencies (such as Delivery, but             

also possibly other Processing Blocks). For services there are more interdependencies, but as             

shown in the behaviour section, we can minimise the impact of failures in terms of what                

primary SDP functions become unavailable or degraded. 

1.6.6 Portability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-812 (Portability of SDP to SRCs) 

Telescope State control interfaces can be implemented independently, Science Data Models can be             

extracted from existing Data Products, while CSP and LFAA interfaces are optional if no real-time               

pipelines are implemented. Therefore SDP is portable to environments outside of one of the SKA               

telescopes. 

1.7 Related Views 
This view is decomposed further in the following views: 

● SDP Execution Control C&C View 

● SDP Delivery C&C View 

● SDP Processing C&C View 

● SDP Buffer C&C View 

● SDP Model Databases C&C View 
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Furthermore the SDP Platform C&C is a Component and Connector view on the same level as this                 

view. It appears in a number of decompositions. The SDP Workflow C&C view goes into more detail                 

on overall Operational System behaviour. 

 

Components from this view are implemented using modules documented in the SDP System-Level             

Module Decomposition and Dependency View. 

1.8 References 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD1.1] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137: SDP Integration Prototype (SIP) Prototyping Report 

[RD1.2] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000167, SDP Memo 070: P3-ALaSKA Container Orchestration and        
Compute-Storage Provisioning Interfaces 

[RD1.3] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000177, SDP Memo 081: Combining Task-Based Parallelism and        
Platform Services within a Science Pipeline Prototype 

[RD1.4] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000150 SKA1 SDP Algorithmic Reference Library (ARL) Report 

[RD1.5] Booth, R. S., et al. "MeerKAT key project science, specifications, and proposals."            
(2009). 

[RD1.6] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000163, SDP Memo 052: Apache Kafka for an SDP log based           
architecture 

[RD1.7] Todd Palino, “Running Kafka At Scale” (2015) 
https://engineering.linkedin.com/kafka/running-kafka-scale 
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1.9 Buffer and Long-Term Storage Component and Connector View Packet 
Contributors: P. Wortmann, J. Garbutt, J. Taylor, P. Harding 

 

1.9.1 Primary Representation 

 
Figure 1: SDP Buffer Component & Connector Primary Representation 

 

This is a component and connector view of the Buffer component of the SDP operational system (see                 

the SDP Operational C&C View). 
 

The Buffer stores and makes available primary inputs and outputs of processing using a file system 

interface. The data items stored include visibility data sets, the Science Data Model, as well as all 

produced Data Products. Having an intermediate store to “buffer” such data for hours to days at a 

time is critical to decouple SDP processing scheduling from the observation schedule of the 

telescope, as well as internal components from each other. Long Term Storage is expected to be an 

off the shelf system capable of being able to archive data for the full lifetime of the system. 

 

Storage Instances are assigned a unique canonical name. This canonical name is used to reference 

the artifact no matter where it is currently stored, be it in Long Term Storage, or in one of the Buffer 
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tiers , as required. Delivery makes use of this property to allow transfer requests to be serviced at 1

any time after the data products have been ingested and assigned their canonical name. 

 

As described in the SDP Execution Data Model View, each Data Island has a specific set of 

performance requirements. Each Storage Instance associated with the Data Island has a different 

size. The Data Island is often associated with a given Science Workflow that may have very different 

access patterns to other Workflows. In addition some data we want to keep for 50 years, some data 

we want to keep only until it is fully processed, and some processing needs very high performance 

access to the data, which can be regenerated by re-running the processing. 

 

Given the drive for good cost control and and the range of different requirements for different Data 

Islands, this suggests a heterogeneous system. Heterogeneity here, reflects the potential 

implementations in terms of Object and File, together with HDD vs. SSD vs. NvME to support the 

various Buffer tiers, for example “Performance” and ”Capacity” Buffer storage tiers, sometimes 

called “Hot” and “Cold”,  as well as different storage back-end implementations. The Buffer will 

handle the lifecycle of storage instances, including moving their contents into and out of Long Term 

Storage.  

 

All actual data transformation beyond simple copying will be implemented as applications using the 

Buffer, such as Processing. See the Processing C&C view for more detail about the connection to 

processing. 

1.9.2 Element Catalogue 

This section is a dictionary where each entry is an element of the Primary Representation. We give 

the following properties for every element: 

● Implementation: Is the component based on existing off-the-shelf software (with an 

example), or is it likely to be custom software 

1.9.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.9.2.1.1 Long Term Storage 

Long Term Storage is expected to be an off-the-shelf component (likely hardware and software), that 

is able to provide the storage for all the data products produced across the lifetime of the system. 

This component is also responsible for both off-site backup of the data and restoring data from 

backup, including full disaster recovery. 

Implementation: Off-the-shelf, such as an IBM Tape Library 

1.9.2.1.2 Storage Lifecycle Database 

The Storage Lifecycle Database keeps track of the status of all storage instances in the storage 

hierarchy (including LTS). This will require keeping track of storage requests and lifecycle policies 

(e.g. minimal retention and replication) at the granularity of data island partitions. This is a very 

common component in storage systems, so this could be implemented using off-the-shelf software, 

possibly even directly integrated with Long Term Storage. Note this includes tracking the source of 

1 In a sense this makes LTS a 3rd tier with all tiers under the auspices of the Buffer Master.  
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the data, i.e. is it imported test data, simulation data, or specify the specific processing that created 

the data. 

Implementation: Off-the-shelf software such as iRODS [RD01] or possibly software provided by 
the chosen Long Term Storage COTS solution. 

1.9.2.1.3 Buffer Master 

The Buffer Master component instantiates Data Islands as requested via the coordination interface. 

It maintains data lifecycle management information, especially considering decisions about when to 

delete data and/or move it to Long Term Storage. 

Implementation: Custom software component to orchestrate the off the shelf components via 
our specific configuration database description of a Data Island and its 
associated Storage Instances. 

 

1.9.2.1.4 Data Island 

Buffer storage is grouped into Data Islands, associated with a single Processing Block and - if 

processing - Workflow Stage. This should allow allocating storage local to compute resources in 

order to provide the best possible performance. 

 

Islands can also access storage from other islands, however this will clearly not have the 

performance guarantees we would normally associate with data islands. Generally this is needed 

when moving data, or creating an aggregate view across multiple Storage Instances. 

 

Further details on Data Islands can be found in the SDP Execution Data Model View. 

1.9.2.1.5 Storage Backend 

A Storage Backend provides the actual storage instances backing the File System Interface. Within 

an island, different backends could be used to separate inputs, outputs and temporary data spaces 

to provide performance isolation and speed up clean-up after a stage has finished. Implementation 

could be as distributed file system instances or object stores, subject to performance and 

operational considerations.  

Implementation: Off-the-shelf Storage software is expected to meet the needs of the Storage 
Backend. Buffer Prototyping [RD2.9] has explored various candidates, 
including BeeGFS, Lustre, Ceph, CephFS and Gluster. 

1.9.2.1.6 File System Interface 

A File System Interface is a component that gets instantiated with applications (such as service or 

execution engine components) to provide access to Buffer Storage. This access should be in terms of 

a global hierarchical namespace, with all “file” objects owned by a Data Island sharing a common 

island name prefix. This means that name lookups relate to one island at maximum (e.g. 

“[island_name]/[object_name]”). 
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For application development purposes the interface should be “file system”-like, but we do not 

expect POSIX compliance. The concrete features and guarantees might depend on the implementing 

backend, including support for specialised I/O libraries (e.g HDF5). Note that for robustness of 

restarts (for example workflow stages), the File System Interface should be able to protect read-only 

storage spaces against corruption. 

 

A straightforward implementation would be in terms of NFS-style “mounts” to bring files into view 

with the appropriate Data Island prefix. However at the same time, a “Ceph” object storage accessed 

using “librados” would also be permitted as long as objects can be found from their associated global 

hierarchical namespace. 

Implementation: Off-the-shelf software, usually provided by the same project/vendor as the 
Storage Backend. 

1.9.2.1.7 Data Island Controller 

When the Data Island Controller is created by the Buffer Manager, it orchestrates the creation of 

Storage Backends and File System Interfaces via Platform Service’s Remote Storage Provisioning (see 

the SDP Platform Services C&C View). It is worth noting locality concerns will need to be addressed, 

i.e. the storage backends can be picked to be near as possible to the Compute Resources that are 

expected to be used by the Science Workflow. While the design assumes a fully non-blocking 

network fabric, it is assumed that locality still matters to get the best performance, particularly if an 

access pattern is very latency sensitive. 

 

Once it is known how to connect the File System Interfaces, this information is reported to the user 

of the Data Island (usually the Processing Block Controller) via the configuration database 

connection. This connection information comes from the Platform’s Remote Storage Provisioning 

Interface and will be passed by the Processing Block Controller to the Platform’s Compute 

Provisioning Interface, so the Platform’s Compute Provisioning is able to connect the appropriate File 

System Interfaces to the appropriate compute resources. 

 

In some cases there will be some data movement required before reporting the Data Island as ready 

to connect. In a similar way, when deleting the Data Island, it is possible a subset of the data in some 

of the Storage Instances needs to be preserved by copying it into Long Term Storage, or into a 

different buffer tier. The Buffer Master will inform the Data Island Controller when data movement 

is required. 

Implementation: Likely a mix of existing off-the-shelf data movement software (such as rsync or 
likely a parallel alternative) and custom software to integrate the chosen 
Remote Storage Provisioning provided by Platform Service with the Buffer 
Master. 

1.9.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

Not shown in the primary presentation is various Platform Services communication relating to 

bringing services up or down or collecting logging and health information. For this C&C view, this 

communication is considered out of scope. See the Platform C&C view as well as some 

decompositions in the previous section. 
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1.9.2.3 Element Interfaces 

1.9.2.3.1 External Interfaces 

See the context diagram for a more detailed discussion of external interfaces. 

1.9.2.3.2 Internal Interfaces 

All interfaces are shown in the Primary Representation, and described in the above element 

catalogue. 

1.9.2.4 Element Behaviour 

1.9.2.4.1 Typical Processing Block Controller Usage 

The Buffer’s primary user is the Processing Block Controller. When starting a Science Workflow, the 

Processing Block Controller specifies the required Data Island, which includes the Performance 

requirements, Locality requirements and specifies all the Storage Instances contained in that Data 

Island. 

 

In the sequence diagram below we consider the case of a Real Time workflow that receives the 

SPEAD packets for the given Scheduling Block and writes out raw visibilities. Subsets of these raw 

visibilities, now stored in a buffer, are then used by a variety of Batch workflows which produce the 

final data products in the Science Data Model View  that are written out both to Long Term Storage. 

In addition, Delivery is responsible for taking the final data products and  distributing those data 

products to Science Regional Centers. When the Processing Controller is happy, the raw visibilities 

will be deleted from the buffer, and the resources are made available for a future Processing Block. 

 

In addition to the above, it is worth noting the very high read and write requirements that are 

expected by some Batch Workflows likely mean the input data will need to be moved to a smaller 

high performance storage backend, and when the workflow completes the output data will need to 

be migrated to the larger capacity buffer while it waits to be delivered to Science Regional Centres 

by Delivery. As soon as possible the data product will also be archived in Long Term Storage, which is 

expected to be more durable. 
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Figure 2: Sequence relating to Integrated Delivery of Workflow Products 

 

Note the above workflow is representative but greatly simplified. Many workflows will need access 

to the relevant Science Data Model, which the Model Database (SDP Operational C&C View) will 

write out to an appropriate Data Island. In addition, there will almost always be several Batch 

Workflows triggered to process each set of visibilies. There can be several of these in parallel, some 

with complex storage related dependencies. Indeed ,each Scheduling Block will likely involve several 

data islands of raw data, which at times may all need to be accessed by a single Science Workflow. 

There is more discussion on that last topic in Aggregating Data Islands. 

1.9.2.4.2 Error Handling involving the Processing Block Controller 

As some representative examples, we will explore the following failure modes and look at how the 

system should behave for each case: 

● Copy to Long Term Storage fails 

● Delivery fails and needs to retry 

● Performance buffer fails during a Workflow 

● Compute resources for a Batch Workflow fails when attached to Performance buffer 
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● Compute resources fail as part of the Real Time Workflow fails 

● Capacity buffer containing raw visibilities fails 

● Remote Storage Provisioning rejects the Buffer request because there is no available 

capacity 

● Data Island can’t be created as requested Storage Instance has not yet be created, or is not 

yet available 

● Failure of Buffer Master or Data Island Control 

 

Most of the responsibility for failure recovery lies with the Processing Block Controller, as it 

understands the specifics of each workflow. However we cover these details here, because it makes 

explicit some required features of the Data Island Interface. 

 

Should a copy to Long Term Storage fail, the storage resources holding the target data will need to 

be retained until either a retry of the copy succeeds or operator intervention decides an alternative 

course of action (i.e. either copy somewhere other than Long Term Storage or delete the data and 

regenerate it at a later date because there is space to keep the input data around for longer, 

although because the input data is usually larger than the output, this may not be possible). Delaying 

the deletion of a Storage Backend may cause problems with future scheduled workflows, as the 

resources they have been promised are not freed up in time. 

 

If Delivery fails, it could be retried in the future by fetching the data back from Long Term Storage, in 

a similar way to the Ad Hoc Delivery of Data Products use case. 

 

If the Performance Buffer fails during a Workflow, the simplest retry strategy is to schedule a rerun 

of the Workflow using a new Performance Buffer that will take a fresh copy of the input data. As 

always, the raw input data (e.g. raw visibilities) will need to be kept until the Workflow successfully 

completes and produces quality assurance approved Data Products. This may mean the input data is 

kept around longer than planned, which will impact the scheduling, in addition to the possible 

impact re-running the Workflow will make to the Schedule. In an extreme case where Storage is 

needed to ingest data from what is expected to be a very rare event, it is possible the raw data will 

need to be discarded, and there will need to be a new Scheduling Block added to look again at the 

same part of the Sky that produced the original raw input, and re-run all associated workflows to 

produce a full set of quality assurance approved Data Products. 

 

When Compute resources fail during a Batch Workflow, the simplest solution is to mirror the above 

case when the storage resources fail during a workflow. While it is possible the workflow has a 

checkpoint in its buffer so it can resume without having to re-run the full workflow, in other cases 

the intermediate results in the buffer will need to be discarded before re-running the workflow. 

 

When the Compute Resources fail as part of the Real Time Workflow, it may be possible that the 

failed component can be restarted on similarly located compute resources and re-attached to the 

existing Data Island, but the location of the new resources may dictate the need to attach the 

restarted ignest to a new Data Island. Given the nature of the SPEAD protocol it is expected that 

some data loss can be tolerated without having to re-observe the sky, but a decision should be made 

if the current Scheduling Block needs to be abandoned and rescheduled due to a wide scale failure 
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of the compute being used for the Real time workflow. Such failures would in any case be reported 

to TM, so the telescope Operators could take such decisions. 

 

Should a Storage Backend that is being used for a Real Time workload fail (for example, the network 

connection to disaggregated resources may fail, or the storage hardware could fail) it is possible 

trying to reconnect to the same Storage Backend and restart the affected parts of the Workflow may 

allow the Workflow to recover while losing only a very small amount of the observation for that 

Scheduling Block. Again, in extreme cases the Scheduling Block may have to be aborted and 

rescheduled. 

 

When a Data Island is requested, it is possible Remote Storage Provisioning rejects the request 

because it is out of resources, which could be because of failed hardware or resources being held 

longer that the scheduling expected. It may be possible to delay and retry later hoping enough 

resources have been freed up, but generally the schedule will need to be re-calculated based on the 

updated available amount of resource. 

 

When a Data Island requests a copy of data, it is possible that data is not yet available, possible due 

to a previous failure that the current schedule has failed to take into account. The Telescope 

Manager component is responsible for ensuring the requested schedule takes data dependencies 

into account, so that such failures may need to be reported to Telescope Manager to resolve its 

invalid request. 

 

Should there be a failure in the control plane, such as the Buffer Master and/or Data Island 

Controller, the storage will all be reported to Execution Control as being in the error state until the 

system can be recovered. It is expected that when creating shares via the Platform’s Storage 

Provisioning Interface, appropriate metadata will be added to aid recovering from failures. The 

Storage Lifecycle Database will contain the expected state of the system. This allows the Buffer 

Master, once restarted, to check the system is in the correct state, including checking the metadata 

reported via the Storage Provisioning Interface against what is expected. Once the system is 

restored, all the patterns of error handling discussed above can be used to restore the system’s 

schedule. 

1.9.2.4.3 Aggregating Data Islands 

It is expected that some Science Pipeline Workflows will require input data that spans multiple data 

islands, for example it may require access to all data products produced associated with a particular 

Scheduling Block, which may be stored in many different locations across the infrastructure. 

 

For this particular case, it is expected that a single workflow will need to access (via the appropriate 

hierarchical canonical name) to multiple Storage Instances at the same time. Looking back at Figure 

2, this interaction will be very similar to preparing the Second Data Island that is attached to the 

second Workflow, except the Storage Instances will be sourced from multiple source data islands. It 

is expected this would be a read only Data Island, and may involve composing multiple File System 

Interfaces, rather than copying all the data from the existing location. It is possible that the data 

products could be made available by direct access to multiple High Performance backed Storage 
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Instances, after the multiple parallel workflows that created all those data products have finished, as 

coordinated by the Processing Block Controller. 

1.9.2.4.4 Ad Hoc Delivery of Data Products 

In Figure 2 we explored when the Delivery of Data Products is coordinated by the Processing Block 

Controller, but there is an additional, albeit rare case, to consider where a Science Regional Centre 

requests a specific Data Product from Delivery. In this case Delivery is responsible for creating a Data 

Island that provides access to the specified Storage Instance. It is likely to involve copying the 

Storage Instance from Long Term Storage into a Buffer controlled File System interface, so Delivery is 

able to attach to the Data Island and deliver the data to the Science Regional Centre that requested 

it. 

 

It is worth noting it may take a significant amount of time to copy the artifact from Long Term 

Storage. The additional storage usage will be reported by the Platform, and could have some impact 

on the schedule created for the Science Pipeline Workflows usage of the buffer. As such the 

coordination still goes via Execution Control that will need to schedule when Delivery can have 

access to the Storage resources needed to deliver the request Storage Instance. 

1.9.2.4.5 Entering Low Power Mode 

When Platform Services enters low power mode, some or all of the storage provisioned by Platform 

Services will become unavailable. While it is not yet clear how much will need to be powered down 

these possible options should be considered: 

● Keep all Storage available (i.e. reduce power usage by stopping non-essential processing) 

● All Storage offline in low power mode, expect storage to be restored once back in normal 

power mode 

● Power down only one storage tier (e.g. only hyperconverged performance buffer) 

 

The Execution Control finds out about these problems via both the state of individual Data Islands 

reported by the Buffer Master, and the reported capacity for each Buffer tier reported by Platform 

Services. 

1.9.2.4.6 Recovery from graceful and ungraceful Power Outage 

When power is restored, and the Platform brings back all services, it is expected that the Remote 

Storage Provisioning component of Platform Services will be able to restore access to all the storage 

infrastructure it has already provisioned. In a similar way it is expected that when the Buffer Master 

starts, it can monitor the state of each Data Island via the Platform’s Storage Provisioning Interface, 

using the information in the Data Life Cycle Database to understand the expected state of each Data 

Island. For example, if part way through a copy process or import into Long Term Storage, the 

process should be restarted and completed once power has been restored. 
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1.9.2.4.7 Reporting Buffer State 

The Buffer needs to report state to Execution Control on the current state of each Data Island, and 

its health. When Platform Services reports that Storage it provides to the buffer has failed, the 

affected Data Island also needs to report that it has a problem that will need an operator to resolve. 

 

Figure 4: State of each Data Island 

 

This is this is separate to the concept of if processing has completed, and the Data Island contains all 

the data that is ready to be copied to long term storage.  

 

1.9.3 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 5: SDP Operational System Context of the Buffer 
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Above we see all Buffer Coordination comes from SDP Execution Control C&C View 

and we can see all the components that access the Storage provided by the Buffer. Model Database 

writes out the Science Data Model that will be consumed by Science Pipeline Workflows in both Real 

Time and Batch Processing. Delivery is mostly interested in transferring the outputs from the Science 

Pipeline Workflows run in Batch Processing that are persisted in Long Term Storage. We also see that 

Long Term Storage is isolated from the rest of the system via the Buffer and the Data Island 

abstraction the Buffer exposes to the rest of the Operational System. 

 

Not shown here is the connection from Buffer to Platform Services via the Remote Storage 

Provisioning interfaces. Also not shown is the connection from Execution Control to the Platform 

Services Compute Provisioning Interfaces that will be given information the Buffer gets from the 

Remote Storage Provisioning interface. 

 

It is worth noting how Delivery and Buffer are linked via the coordination of Execution Control. It is 

expected that Execution control will decided when Delivery is given access to the Storage Instances it 

has requested, in a similar way to the Science Pipeline Workflows running in both Receive & 

Real-Time Processing and Batch Processing. 

1.9.4 Variability Guide 

1.9.4.1 Variability in Storage Interface 

A core part of the Data Island abstraction exposed by the Buffer (see the Execution Control Data 

Model View for more details on Data Islands) is the hierarchical canonical name given to Storage 

Instances. It is this name that is used both to track what is stored in Buffer and Long Term Storage 

and is used by Delivery to report what is pushed to and pulled from Science Regional Centers. The 

fixed part of the Storage Interface is being able to Read and (in some cases) Write Buffer Data 

Models as per the System-Level Module Decomposition and Dependency View  via the hierarchical 

canonical name. While it is expected this will be done via a File System like interface, it could be 

implemented by mapping the canonical name to objects stored in object storage. 

 

Some prototyping work has looked at the possibility of using HDF5 to write out the Buffer Data 

Models, which would allow the usage of any Storage backend that can support the writing of HDF5. 

Preliminary information on this is discussed in [RD2.9] and will be evolved further.  

 

The majority of the SIP prototype work has been done inside a Docker Swarm environment where. 

The Performance Prototype team have used Ansible to mount various different file system interfaces 

on the Docker host. The SIP team were then free to bind mount into those locations as required by 

their various prototype workflows. This simple interface has proven the usefulness of decoupling the 

execution of workflows and providing Data Islands with varying capacity and performance 

characteristics - see the SIP Prototyping Report [RD2.3]. 

 

There has been protype work looking at how you can pass information between the Remote Storage 

Provisioning interface and the Compute Provisioning Interface [RD2.7]. One possible implementation 

option was uncovered via the CERN and SKA relationship [RD2.5]. CERN has contributed the the 

OpenStack specific Kubernetes extensions to allow an OpenStack Manila provisioned CephFS shared 

file system to be attached as a volume in Kubernetes. We have also explored using a CSI Flex-Driver 
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to control access to a locally mounted BeeGFS, and there seems to be no measurable performance 

impact from the extra bind mount. This helps validate the viability of the split of responsibilities the 

current architecture currently proposes. The main difference between the above solution and the 

proposed architecture is the addition of an “iRODS-like” canonical name to refer to the contents of 

the share, tracking the data as it moves between different storage tiers. 

1.9.4.2 Variability in Storage Tiers 

The trade off between price, performance and the capacity of storage required has lead to the 

expectation of multiple storage tiers. This document focuses on a concept with three storage tiers: 

Performance, Capacity and Long Term. However, this could be varied, depending on the results of 

the trade off at the time of purchase/upgrade. 

 

The main requirement is that Execution Control understands what resources and time a given Data 

Island request needs (with its specific locality and performance requirements). It needs this 

information to construct a viable schedule that makes best use of the Telescopes. 

1.9.4.3 SKA Low vs SKA Mid 

The dominant storage performance requirements for the Buffer come from the raw visibilities that 

are ingested by the Real-Time Processing then Processed into the final data products by the Batch 

Processing. While both telescopes produce SPEAD packets, the data rates of the produced visibilities 

are very different. As such, this leads to slightly different storage requirements for each telescope. 

 

Prototype work has included estimating the expected data requirements, both in terms of capacity 

and performance [RD2.9]. This has allowed both for evaluation of what different hardware can 

deliver and the expected cost of those these. This process has lead to the current working 

assumption of three storage tiers. 

 

There is a similar variability in the size of the Long Term Storage, around the rate at which data 

products are expected to be produced, and the expected 50 year lifespan of both instruments. 

1.9.4.4 Variability in Storage Hardware and Software 

The main architectural constraints around the Storage system is the requirement for the Compute 

resources running a Scientific Workflow having the ability to read storage anywhere in the given SDP 

site. Note there is no requirement for SKA Low to access any data stored on SKA mid. It is possible a 

single Science Regional Center may receive data from both sites. This is one of the main drivers of 

assuming a fully non blocking low latency networking between all servers, to be able to read data 

stored on storage hardware located anywhere in the system as per the SDP Hardware 

Decomposition View. 
 

The performance prototype efforts have focused on combinations of Software Defined storage and 

commodity hardware, and if that can meet the expected performance requirements. 

 

Cambridge University’s Data Accelerator (DAC)  is in the process of submitting an IO500 [RD2.11] 

result which will be available in the November 2018 timeframe.  Results of around 4 Tb/s Read and 2 

Tb/s Write based on the widely used industry standard IOR benchmark [RD2.12] are presented in the 

Buffer Prototyping Memo [RD2.9]. This is approaching the  estimated aggregate throughput 

requirements for the Buffer tier, albeit with considerations around affordability. The Data 
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Accelerator uses 0.5PB of NVMe disks spread between 24 commodity 2U storage servers, accessed 

by 196 clients, 12 NVMe’s on each storage server. For further details see the Prototype memo 

[RD2.9] that includes other tests exploring the max throughput each client can achieve. 

1.9.5 Rationale 

1.9.5.1 Experience 

1.9.5.1.1 SEI Architectural Patterns 

The Buffer decouples Receive, Processing and Delivery stages using a shared-data pattern with 

multiple storage tiers (including Long Term Storage). This allows for iterative processing of observed 

data, load-balancing of SDP as well as convenient long-term preservation of Data Products. 

1.9.5.1.2 Existing Architectures 

Using a parallel file system to store intermediate resources between multiple stages of a pipeline is a 

common mode. For just one example, EUCLID are using a similar approach of using a parallel file 

system to store intermediate results and decouple various different parts of their processing 

pipeline, eventually moving the final data products into Long Term Storage for further analysis. 

1.9.5.1.3 Prototyping 

The Variability Guide discusses much of the prototyping work and how it both validates and exploits 

the variation this architecture allows. A summary is provided here: 

● Prediction of mid and low data rates and hence buffer requirements [RD2.10] 

● P3 AlaSKA Performance Prototype work [RD2.5] 

○ Performance limits of existing Open Source Software Defined storage solutions on 

current commodity hardware 

○ (lack of) impact of Containers on storage performance 

○ Links between Storage and Compute Provisioning Interface 

● SIP Prototype [RD2.3] 

○ Interactions between P3 and SIP showed how the shared storage pattern can be 

used regardless of how the file system like interface is provided 

1.9.5.2 Functional and Performance Requirements 

The Buffer’s management of how data moves between the storage tiers is a key part of ensuring the 

data is always preserved. It is expected that, mostly for cost reasons, the performance tier would not 

have any redundancy. As the raw data in the capacity buffer could be used to recalculate the data 

products,  the raw data in the capacity buffer should to be kept available until all data products are 

stored in the Long Term Storage System. Depending on the size of the capacity buffer and the 

resilience that is within budget, the system could wait until offsite backups of the final data products 

are made before deleting the raw data and/or data products in the buffer. In particular this covers 

the requirement: SDP_REQ-281 (Protection against data loss) 

 

SDP_REQ-289 Maximum science product preservation lifetime. 

The SDP shall preserve science data products for not less than 50 years from the start of science 

operations.  
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The above two requirements impact the choice and long term maintenance of the chosen 

Long Term Storage solution over the 50 year lifespan of the SDP. The work CERN has done to 

maintain all its data across multiple generations of tape media and tape archive show that 

such requirements on the Long Term Storage solution are realistic. 

 

SDP_REQ-708 Partial data product retrieval 

The SDP shall support retrieval of partial data products. The minimum size of a delivered part may be 

bigger than the actual request to coincide with the storage partitioning of the preserved products. 

 

Each Storage Instance (i.e. data product) is given a canonical name and the location of the 

data is tracked by the Storage Lifecycle Database. This means when a data product is 

needed by Delivery it can be copied out of Long Term Storage into a new buffer associated 

with a new Data Island. 

 

Backup related requirements are expected to be met by the off-the-shelf Long Term Storage 

solution, in particular: SDP_REQ-260 (Restoration of data products), SDP_REQ-283 (Disaster 

recovery). For further details on the distribution of data products, see the SDP Delivery C&C View. 

1.9.5.3 Reliability, Availability and Maintenance Requirements 

 

Firstly let us consider two relevant buffer specific requirements: 

 

SDP_REQ-824 Ingest and Buffer Failure Prevention 

The SDP shall prevent degraded performance of the ingest & buffer subsystem causing critical 

failures. 

 

As discussed in the variability guide, much of the performance vs availability trade off comes 

down to cost. Most of the prototyped storage systems allow for an amount of replication 

(including erasure coding) to allow for relatively transparent recovery in the face of storage 

hardware failures. 

 

The platform is also expected to make good use of monitoring to carefully monitor hardware 

health metrics, such as how SSDs report the expected lifetime of the drives. Pro-active 

replacement may allow for a reduction in the required levels of replication to deliver the 

same level of uptime. 

 

In the description of error handling behaviour we noted that there is the option to keep raw 

visibility data for longer in the storage buffers to allow for the option to regenerate any data 

products that are lost during Batch Processing. 

 

SDP_REQ-761 SDP Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) 

The SDP Mean Time To Repair shall be less or equal to 8 hours 

SDP_REQ-762 SDP Inherent Availability (Ai) 

The SDP shall have an Inherent Availability (Ai) higher than or equal to 99.9%. 

SDP_REQ-763 SDP Critical failure identification 
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The SDP shall identify more than 99% of all critical failures and report them through the LMC to the 

TM. 

SDP_REQ-764 SDP Isolation of critical failures 

The SDP, through the LMC, shall isolate 95% of all critical failures and report it to TM. 

SDP_REQ-782 Power interruption survivability 

The SDP shall survive a main power interruption, at an arbitrary time. 

 

These requirements are discussed in detail in the SDP Platform Services C&C View . The 

automation of the services that make up the Buffer are key to meeting these requirements. 

In addition, it is expected that the services auto-heal on restarting of the Buffer Master 

process, making use of the persistent storage in the Storage Lifecycle Database to ensure the 

system can quickly recover from a full reboot. 

1.9.5.4 Constructability, Affordability and Scalability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-828 (Constructability), SDP_REQ-745 (Affordability), SDP_REQ-829 

(Scalability) 

 

We have chosen to work with Open Source software and existing commodity hardware for 

the current prototype work. Overall the prototype work suggests it is possible to build 

buffers of the required performance. 

 

While it is hard to prove the scalability without building the full system, the Data Island 

concepts ensures there is a sharding of the Buffer into smaller buffers. It does appear 

possible to create storage systems of the sizes required by the Data Islands and to build 

non-blocking low latency networks to connect the nodes to the appropriate storage 

resources. 

 

While the current prototypes are able to deliver the required performance, at today's prices 

they are not currently within budget. Affordability is discussed in more detail in the cost 

model and Basis of Estimate [RD2.10], but the current variability in the Buffer architecture 

allows for the system to adapt to new technologies over time, during the hardware refresh 

cycles of the SDP. 

 

Note that for this architecture, the buffer will include not only visibility data, but also 

intermediate and final data products of pipelines as well as sky model and telescope State 

representations. Although the visibility data is predicted to dominate, in terms of both 

capacity requirements and performance requirements. 

1.9.6 Related Views 

This view is a decomposition of the SDP Operational C&C View. 

 

This view refers to other views: 

● SDP Execution Control C&C View 

● SDP Delivery C&C View 

● SDP Processing C&C View 

● SDP Platform Services C&C View 

● SDP Hardware Decomposition View 
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● SDP Execution Control Data Model 

● SDP Science Data Model View 

 

Components from this view are implemented using modules documented in the SDP System-Level 

Module Decomposition and Dependency View. 

1.9.7 References 

 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

 

[RD2.1] https://irods.org/ 

[RD2.3] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137 SK1 SDP Integration Prototype (SIP) Report 

[RD2.5] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000151 P3-Alaska Prototyping Report  

[RD2.6] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000166 SDP Memo 069 P3-Alaska OpenStack Prototyping  
 

[RD2.7] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000167 SDP Memo 070 P3-AlaSKA Container Orchestration and        
Compute Provisioning Interface 

[RD2.8] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000165 SDP Memo 068 P3-AlaSKA Monitoring and Logging 
 

[RD2.9] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000126 SDP Memo 045: Overview of Buffer Prototyping 
 

[RD2.10] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000046 SDP Costing Basis Of Estimate, Rev 04 

[RD2.11] https://www.vi4io.org/io500/start  

[RD2.12] https://github.com/LLNL/ior  
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1.9.8 Buffer Data Lifecycle View Packet 

Contributor: P. Alexander 

1.9.8.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 1: Buffer and related components relevant to a consideration of the data lifecycle 

implemented within the Buffer component 

 

The Buffer component is responsible for the management of the data lifecycle.  This is implemented 

using a combination of three elements: 

● Definition and management of a scalable namespace 

● Response of the buffer to operations requested by workflows 

● Policies associated with items within the buffer.  More than one policy may be associated 

with data entities.  Examples of policies referenced below include 

 

Descriptive - one and only one associated with each data entity 

○ Input Input data 

○ Intermediate-STAGE Intermediate data to delete at  

end of processing stage 

○ Intermediate-PB Intermediate data to delete at  

end of processing block 

○ Product Data product 

Qualifier - zero or more policies associated with each data entity with the policy added last 

having the highest precedence 

○ Active A policy to force data to be persisted in the buffer  

○ No-delivery Do not deliver this data entity 
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○ No-LTS Do not migrate to LTS 

○ Force-delete Force deletion - do not migrate to LTS or deliver 

 

Policies will usually be applied to a part of the namespace and apply to all data items within 

that sub-namespace.  By associating policies with all of a sub-namespace it avoids a 

configuration script needing to know or access all objects in the namespace. 

 

The Buffer maintains in a persistent way (persistent between system restarts) the configuration of all 

data in the physical buffer, the namespace structure and policies. 

 

The No-delivery policy does not prevent an item being requested explicitly through an IVOA request 

and being subsequently delivered. 

1.9.8.2 Element Catalogue 

All the elements references in this view are described in the Operational System Component and 

Connector View 

 

1.9.8.2.1 Relations and Their Properties 

The primary representation shows only those components and  interfaces relevant to the behaviour 

associated with data lifecycle.  The Operational System Component and Connector View documents 

the full relationships between the components. 

 

1.9.8.2.2 Element Interfaces 

The implementation of the data lifecycle is all within the buffer component 

 

Parameter information in the Processing Block is used in the Science Pipeline Workflow script to set 

policies and issue instructions to the buffer - see Buffer Workflow Stages in the Execution Control 

Data Model.  This interface is via library code called from the workflow script.  That code resides in 

the Workflow Libraries module. 

1.9.8.2.3 Element Behavior 

The behaviour of the element with respect to the management of data lifecycle is documented here 

in a number of behavioural cases. 

 

1.9.8.2.3.1 Standard processing 

 

The supported behaviour of the buffer during standard operation is: 

1. Data is ingested with a data distribution of data between physical data objects appropriate 

for all processing and has the associated Input policy 

2. Data are associated with a series of linked processing blocks: this will always be at least two 

(for ingest and real-time processing and batch processing) but may exceed two if for 

example the data are to be processed differently for two commensal observations 
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3. Between the execution of processing blocks data may be migrated by the buffer between 

different tiers of the buffer 

4. At the start of execution of a processing block the Science Pipeline Workflow script issues a 

request to the buffer to: 

a. Indicate the resources required for processing for all data, input, intermediate and 

product 

b. Prepare data for processing (this may trigger the buffer to migrate data between 

tiers and possibly provide some physical reordering of the data) 

c. Define the required data island structure and associate data with data islands 

d. When data are available the processing itself will be scheduled by the processing 

controller.  

5. Within a processing block, at the end of each processing stage 

a. Data with the policy Intermediate-STAGE are deleted 

b. The physical data may be reorganised between a modified structure of data islands 

6. At the end of each processing block: 

a. Any data with the Force-delete policy are deleted 

b. Data with the policies Intermediate-PB and Intermediate-STAGE are deleted 

c. Data with the Product policy are  

i. associated with a delivery data island unless the No-Delivery policy is set 

ii. migrated to long term storage unless the No-LTS policy is set 

iii. Data are deleted from the buffer when migration and delivery are complete 

d. If there are no further linked processing blocks 

i. Data with the policy Input are deleted 

 

 

Notes: 

● Data products are defined by the policy associated with them, therefore ingested data may 

be defined as Product 

 

1.9.8.2.3.2 Processing archived data  

 

In this case there is no ingest, data exists already within either the LTS or resides on the buffer. 

These data are products from an earlier stage - either products from an earlier processing or ingest 

or delivered (see 2.4.3).  

The supported behaviour of the buffer during processing of archived data is: 

1. At the start of execution of a processing block the Science Pipeline Workflow script issues a 

request to the buffer to: 

a. Indicate the resources required for processing for all data, input, intermediate and 

product 

b. Retrieve and prepare data for processing - this will trigger the buffer to copy data 

from the LTS or possibly elsewhere in the buffer.  Change the policy on the copied 

data from Product to Input  

c. Define the required data island structure and associate data with data islands 

d. When data are available the processing itself will be scheduled by the processing 

controller.  
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Then data lifecycle continues as from step 5 of the standard processing Section 2.3.1. 

 

1.9.8.2.3.3 Calibration observation and calibration solutions 

 

The SKA will perform specific observations in which a calibrator source is observed. The SDP will                

process these data according to instructions in the processing block for these observations and              

determine the required calibration solutions.  The following data management steps are supported 

 

● The solutions are entered into the SKA Configuration Repository. The analysis of a             

calibration observation must therefore be scheduled by the telescope operations to be            

completed before processing any observation which needs to make use of this calibration             

solution  

● Processing blocks requiring the calibration solutions trigger a query of SKA Configuration            

Repository for the required solutions 

● The science data model incorporates the required solutions for processing for that            

processing  

 

1.9.8.2.3.4 Delivering data into the buffer 

 

External data may be delivered into the buffer.  This is via the delivery component which receives 

data from a trusted source.  

 

The supported behaviour of the buffer in this case is: 

1. Delivery creates data objects in the buffer and sets the policy to Product/No-delivery 

2. Buffer will migrate these products to LTS  

 

1.9.8.2.3.5 Aborting processing: Ingest 

 

SDP may receive an instruction from TM to abort an Ingest processing block.  This may occur for a 

number of reasons which SDP does not need to be aware of.  This is a two-stage process.  In the first 

stage the abort command sets the processing block into the ABORTED state.  The second step is that 

SDP receives either the Reset command (which deletes data) or the KeepData command. The 

KeepData command transitions the Processing Block from the ABORTED state to the CLEANUP state 

and allows clean-up activities to ensure the data is kept. 

 

On Abort and KeepData: 

1. The Ingest processing continues in CLEANUP state until it is possible to stop cleanly with data 

in a state to be read in future.  

2. The processing block controller instructs that Data are marked with a standard Input policy 

and will remain in the buffer until linked processing blocks complete 

 

On Abort and Reset: 

1. The processing block controller instructs that all data associated with the processing block 

are given the policy Force-delete 
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2. The buffer proceeds to remove all data 

 

1.9.8.2.3.6 Aborting and Restarting a processing block 

 

SDP may receive an instruction from TM to abort a processing block.  This may occur for a number of 

reasons which SDP does not need to be aware of.  The abort command must also indicate which of 

the following data are to be retained. 

● Input 

● Intermediate 

● Product 

 

The supported behaviour of the buffer in this case is: 

1. On receiving the abort command the processing block controller instructs: 

a. If Input data are to be retained - do further action as linked processing block has not 

completed 

b. If Input data are not to be retained set policy to Force-delete 

c. If Intermediate data are to be retained set policy to Active 

d. If Intermediate data are not to be retained do nothing 

e. If product data are to be retained do nothing 

f. If product data are to be deleted set policy to Force-delete 

2. Buffer proceeds to a cleanup stage as if at the end of processing block - step 6 in 2.3.1 above 

TM may subsequently issue instructions to execute a processing block on retained data.  If this 

restarted processing block access retained intermediate data it must explicitly in the workflow 

remove the Active policy on these intermediate data.  

 

1.9.8.2.3.7 Delivery requests data in LTS 

 

Delivery may request access to data that are no longer in the Buffer - this may occur for a variety of 

reasons such as Delivery receives an external pull request on a data item, or Delivery failed to deliver 

a product before it was removed from the Buffer perhaps as a result of a Delivery failure mode. 

 

The supported behaviour of the buffer in this case is: 

1. The request triggers a copy from LTS to the Delivery data island in the buffer 

2. The data item is given a No-LTS policy 

3. The data item is deleted on completion of delivery 

 

1.9.8.2.3.8 Test data and test observation data 

 

For workflows and observations which produce data to be used internally by the observatory for test 

purposes the workflow will explicitly set the No-delivery policy on the data. 

 

If the observatory staff schedule a test observations in which they know that a number (to be 

identified subsequently) of workflows will be run to process these data for testing / commissioning / 

debugging reasons, then the workflow creating the test data will explicitly set the Active policy on 
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the data.  When the data are no longer required a cleanup workflow setting the Force-delete policy 

must be run and the standard end of processing block behaviour (Section 2.3.1) will ensure the data 

are deleted. 

 

1.9.8.2.3.9 Ingested data retained as a data product 

 

The workflow realising the Ingest processing block sets the Product property for the data.  If the data 

are not for delivery the No-delivery property should also be set by the workflow. 

 

1.9.8.2.3.10 Failure mode: unrecoverable crash of a workflow 

 

If a workflow crashes and their is no internal recovery possible the Processing Controller sets the 

Force-delete policy on all data except the Input data for that processing block. 

 

1.9.8.2.3.11 Failure mode: insufficient resources for TOO 

 

A Target of Opportunity (TOO) is an override to all current processing.  In the event that the buffer 

resource requirements for the TOO are not available the Processor Controller instructs Buffer to 

delete any migrated but not delivered data products as this is recoverable by Delivery requesting 

these products at a later time from the LTS. 

 

If this does not provide sufficient resource for the TOO, the operator is informed and the operator 

may execute explicit Abort instructions with selected data retention policy to running processes (see 

sections above on aborting processing). 
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1.9.8.3 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 2: The context of this view is the Operational System Component and Connector View 

 

1.9.8.4 Variability Guide 

None documented for this view 

 

1.9.8.5 Rationale 

This view documents behaviour of the buffer in terms of required management functions.  No 

further discussion of rationale for this behaviour is needed. 

 

1.9.8.6 Related Views 

● SDP Operational System C&C 

● Buffer C&C 

● Science Pipeline Workflows 

● Execution Control C&C view 

● TM-SDP ICD 

● Execution Control Data Model 

 

1.9.8.7 Reference Documents 

None 
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1.10 Delivery Component and Connector View Packet 
Contributors: R. Simmonds, S. Goliath, P. Wortmann, K. Kirkham, S. Sanchez 

1.10.1 List of Abbreviations 

AAAI Authorisation, Access, Authentication and Identification 

DOS Denial of Service 

HPSO High Priority Science Objective 

IAM Identity and Access Management  

I/O input/output 

IVOA International Virtual Observatory Alliance 

PCB Process Control Block 

SDP Science Data Processor 

SIA IVOA Simple Image Access protocol 

SKA Square Kilometre Array 

SRC SKA Regional Centre 

SSA IVOA Simple Spectral Access 

TAP IVOA Table Access Protocol 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

WAN Wide Area Network 
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1.10.2 Primary Representation 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Delivery Primary Representation. This shows the internals of the Delivery component responsible for 

publishing the existence of data products and transferring them to SKA Regional Centres. 

 

The diagram above shows the component and connector view of the Delivery component as it will 

be deployed at the SDP sites. The purpose of the Delivery system is to make data products available 

outside of the SDP sites. To do this, it publishes details of new data products and provides 

components to manage and perform product transfers. Publishing Products is achieved by adding 

entries to the Science Data Product Catalogue and creating an entry in the Location component that 

tracks instances of products that, as transfers occur, will be replicated at SKA Regional Centres 

(SRCs). 

 

The Delivery System is expected to transfer approximately 1 PB of data per day, so hardware and 

network interfaces to the Wide Area Network (WAN) used for these transfers must be capable of 

moving data at close to 100Gb/s. According to the System Sizing Document  [RD03], High Priority 

Science Objective (HPSO) data products will be generated at a rate of 25Gbits/s in LOW and 9Gbits/s 

in MID. The System Sizing Document also contains estimates that the size of HPSO imaging data 

products will range from few TBs to approximately one hundred TBs. This means that ten thousand 

entries would be added to the Science Data Product Catalogue each year relating to imaging data 

products. The size of non-imaging products, and consequently the number of entries in the Science 

Data Product Catalogue for these, will depend heavily on how they will be packaged, which is still not 

fully determined. This could be as large as two million entries per year, though this number could be 

decreased considerably if products are packaged corresponding to longer collection times. 
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Figure 2: Delivery deployment view showing the primary components deployed at the two SDP sites, and 

deployed at the SRC sites to receive the data products and the replicated Science Data Product Catalogue. It 

also shows how the SKA Headquarters (SKAO) can access the Delivery system to manage data distribution 

policies and access IVOA services. 

 

Referring back to Figure 1, the WAN Gateway component is exposed to the WAN network that links 

the SDP sites to other sites that will receive SKA data, notably the SRCs. The SDP sites may deliver 

data to other “drop off points” that will be defined by the SKAO before the system CDR. It will accept 

inputs from these external sites through the Regional Centre Access component. The Delivery 

components that are not in the WAN gateway will only accept requests from the WAN that pass 

through the Regional Centre Access component. 

 

The WAN Gateway transfers data between sites it connects to using the Transfer Endpoint 

component. The WAN Gateway also hosts a WAN Health Monitor component that is used to 

perform active monitoring of the WAN. As they perform different activities and have different 

security requirements, it is expected that the Transfer Endpoint, Regional Centre Access and WAN 

Health Monitoring will all be hosted on separate servers. 

 

Data relating to the transfers is stored in the Transfer / Subscription Queue component and is 

accessed by the Transfer Control component that initiates the SDP Data Product transfers.  The 

Science Data Product Catalogue holds information describing each data product created by the SDP. 

The Science Data Product Catalogue is created at the SDP sites and replicated between the two SDP 

sites and out to sites in other regions. It is likely that each SRC will want a copy of the Science Data 

Product Catalogue to enable fast searches to be performed, though since it is likely to hold 

proprietary information, it should only be replicated to sites that can conform to the SKA data 

security policies.  
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The Publish Product component is used at SDP sites to add new entries to the Science Data Product 

Catalogue as new SDP Data Products are created at the SDP sites. 

 

The Location Service that is used to track the location of SDP Data Products that have been 

transferred to SRCs. This only holds keys that reference data products, with a list of sites that hold 

the products.  

 

The Delivery Access component allows Observatory staff to manage the data transfer policies by 

adding and removing subscriptions. This will be managed using a web based GUI.  It also provides 

access to IVOA services to Observatory staff. It also accepts authenticated requests from the 

Regional Centre Access component to a restricted set of services with the access policy set by the 

SKAO.  

 

1.10.3 Element Catalogue 

1.10.3.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.10.3.1.1 Publish Products 

Used to update the Science Data Product Catalogue when new products are created. It subscribes 

for updates from the Execution Control operational system level component for information about 

new products and adds this information to the Science Data Product Catalogue as it is made 

available. This information is received from a message queue which has the information added as 

the execution of that Processing Block completes. At this point it accesses the Model Databases to 

gather additional information needed to create new catalogue entries. Details of what is collected to 

create an Science Data Product Catalogue entry can be found in the SDP System-level Data Model 

View. In addition each entry is given a unique key which is computed from the scheduling block / 

processing block / data product id. Also, an entry is added to the Location database to indicate that 

the data product is available from this SDP site and to prepare the Location database for updates 

when the data product is replicated to other sites. 

 

Reliability: Moderate, capable of reproducing catalogue entries when interrupted by failure in this 

service or dependent services. Capable of retrying operations when dependent services fail by 

reading from persistent message queues. Availability will not affect transfer elements. 

Performance: Create Science Data Product Catalogue entries within minutes of the arrival of a new 

Process Control Block indicating that a workflow has completed. 

Security: Authorised access is by SDP administrators or operators. Deliberate or inadvertent Denial 

of Service (DOS) attack will not interfere with other Delivery or SDP elements. This component is 

isolated from the external network. 

Resources: Rack mounted dual-socket server with redundant hardware and network available for 

failover, redundant container deployment. 

1.10.3.1.2 Science Data Product Catalogue 

This catalogue identifies each of the SDP Data Products that is created at an SDP site. It includes all 

of the metadata that is needed to find a particular SDP Data Product. It does not contain all data 
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items that may be needed for re-processing of SDP Data Products as individual objects. However, 

since snapshots of the Science Data Model are stored as SDP Data Products, additional information 

for data re-processing can be extracted from these snapshots at the SRCs. The metadata items used 

to create entries Science Data Product Catalogue is described in the SDP System-level Data Model 

View. Each entry also has a unique key used to cross reference entries in the Science Data Product 

Catalogue with entries in the Location database. 

 

Reliability: Moderate availability. It should be able to recover from data loss and corruption using a 

backup. 

Performance:. It should be able to create entries at a rate of 2 per minute approximately (write 600 

bytes/s) .  Answer catalogue queries within seconds. 2

Security: Only directly accessible from the SDP site by authorised users. Replication passes through 

the Regional Centre Access component that limits access to authorised sites. 

Resources: Catalogue will grow at a rate of approximately 20GB per year, requiring up to 1TB of 

enterprise class storage. Redundant hardware and network available for failover. 

1.10.3.1.3 Location 

This is used to store the locations of SDP Data Products. This provides a list of sites a SDP Data 

Product is available from, referenced by the unique key for that SDP Data Product in the Science 

Data Product Catalogue. The construction of the URI to access a product at a site is performed by the 

Transfer Control at a site, so this does not need to be stored. Each key represents a single data 

product that is referenced in the SPDC.  

Reliability: Moderate availability. It should be able of recovering from data loss and restoring 

corrupted data. Mechanisms to check the consistency of the information would be beneficial in case 

of update failures, though missing information will not cause the Delivery system cease working, it 

could just result in some additional requests from SRCs for data products that have already been 

delivered to other SRCs. 

Performance: Write new database entries (at a rate of 2 per minute). Answer database queries 

within seconds. 

Security: Only accessible through other Delivery components. 

Resources: Enterprise class storage for a database which will grow at a rate of approximately 3GB 

per year. Redundant hardware and network available for failover. 

1.10.3.1.4 Transfer / Subscription Queue 

The Transfer / Subscription Queue is the data store used by Transfer Control to hold its state. The 

state includes the priority queue of the IDs for SDP Data Products for which transfers have been 

requested and a queue of handles to SDP Data Products that are ready to be transferred.  The 

Transfer / Subscription Queue also holds the subscriptions that are used to create new transfer 

requests when new SDP Data Products are registered at a site. It also holds state used to place limits 

on the Transfer Control, such as number of file transfers active at any time, as well as statistics used 

to track the amount of data that is transferred to each site. 

 

Reliability: High availability. Low availability will affect transfer control and may delay data transfers. 

2 Assuming 1 million of entries will be created in the SPDC and that the size of each one will be 20KB. These 
assumptions have been made for the rest of the document. 
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Performance: Moderate transaction I/O that will handle 2700 data products per day.  

Security: Only accessible through other Delivery Components. 

Resources: Small capacity storage. Modest compute and transaction I/O requirements. Redundant 

hardware and network available for failover. 

1.10.3.1.5 Transfer Control 

This manages the transfers to and from a site. For transfers from a site it is responsible for managing 

the queued data product transfer requests. It does this by picking an entry from the  request queue 

held in the Transfer / Subscription Queue component and requesting a handle to all the files 

associated with this product from the Buffer through the coordination interface. When a response is 

received to say that a file is ready to transfer, it queues ready to be transferred. Files will be passed 

to the Transfer Endpoint based on configured limits on the number of file transfers to keep active to 

any destination at any time. Transfer Control informs the Buffer through the coordination interface 

when it has finished transferring a particular file, so buffers can be freed.  

The Transfer Control component also implements the subscription service. To facilitate data transfer, 

this compares subscriptions (rules for what data should be transferred to other sites) with available 

data products and past transfers, and creates new transfer requests for the data products which are 

now available.  For example a subscription may state that all data associated with a particular project 

should be delivered to a particular SRC. Therefore as files relating to that project are added to the 

Science Data Product Catalogue, new file transfer requests are created and added to the request 

queue. 

 

Reliability: Moderate, with the capability to recover from interrupted transfers. Availability will not 

affect Transfer Endpoint component.  

Performance: Enough to generate new Data Product transfer requests from subscriptions and 

identify the data products with highest priority to be transferred when there is available capacity on 

the outgoing WAN link. 

Security: Authorised access is by SDP administrators or operators to the control interface.  

Resources: Modest compute and I/O requirements, redundant hardware and network available for 

failover, redundant container deployment. 

1.10.3.1.6 Transfer Endpoint 

Called when a product is ready to be delivered to setup a transfer with a specific remote endpoint at 

an SRC. It is called with the handles / URIs for the local files and the URIs that they will be delivered 

with to the external endpoint at an SRC.  

 

Reliability: Transfers should be possible while the Buffer holding data to be transferred is 

operational. 

Performance: Requires Storage read and network write performance sufficient to fully utilise 

available network connections. Performance will downgrade when hardware fails. Nominal 

performance should be sufficient to keep up with products produced during normal telescope 

operations.  

Security: Deliberate or inadvertent DOS attack will not interfere with other Delivery or SDP 

elements. Breach of this platform must not lead to access to the rest of the SDP or to access to other 

Transfer Endpoints, at SRCs for example. 
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Resources: Storage implemented on horizontally scalable fast media with tuned network endpoints. 

Compute servers holding pairs of 100GB/s network interface cards setup in a fault tolerant 

configuration. 

1.10.3.1.7 Delivery Access  

This provides a web-based interface that is used for managing data transfers and for SKA staff to 

access IVOA services. The management of data transfers includes being able to request particular 

products to be transferred to specific site/s, or to insert subscriptions that provide rules for which 

products should be transferred to which site, based on metadata published about the products in 

the Science Data Product Catalogue.  

The IVOA Services accessible through this component are the Simple Spectral Access (SSA), the 

Simple Image Access (SIA), the Table Access Protocol (TAP), and the DataLink protocol. The SSA and 

SIA services will access the Science Data Product Catalogue via the TAP service, which will directly 

query the Science Data Product Catalogue. The DataLink protocol offers a binding mechanism to 

represent the logical links between metadata in the Science Data Product Catalogue, and data 

available to researchers at SRCs. 

Reliability: Moderate. Delivery can keep working without this, but there will no longer be any ability 

to add new subscriptions or for the Observatory or SRC operators to monitor scheduled transfers. 

Failure will also prevent the Science Data Catalogue from being accessible to the Observatory or for 

new entries to get replicated to SRCs.    

Performance: Capable of providing interactive response to queries. Catalogue queries should be 

responded to within a small number of seconds.   

Security: Deliberate or inadvertent DOS attack could will limit ability to access service.  

Resources: Modest compute requirements.  

1.10.3.1.8 Regional Centre Access 

This component provides the interfaces through which SRCs communicate with the SDP. It provides 

access to a subset of the services provided by the Delivery Access component. 

It provides catalogue synchronisation output which sends updates to the Science Data Product 

Catalogue to the SRCs and provides synchronisation input in the case this component is deployed at 

an SRC. Finally it provides the interface for transfer management for the SRCs.  

    

Reliability: Low. Failures will prevent some interactions with SRCs, but will not stop other Delivery 

operations.   

Performance: Capable of handling interactive use from SRC operators and replication traffic from 

the Science Data Product Catalogue.  

Security: Deliberate or inadvertent DOS will limit interaction from SRCs and Science Data Product 

replication.   

Resources: Modest compute and I/O requirements. 

1.10.3.1.9 WAN Health Monitoring 

Component that performs active monitoring of the WAN and provides an interface to historical 

monitoring information. This should at least collect available bandwidth and latency information. 
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PerfSonar is an example of system that could be used for this. Having this within the WAN Gateway 

will ensure that testing is performanced on the “last mile” link to the SDP. 

 

Reliability: Moderate. Failure will not prevent any other Delivery component from operating. 

However, keeping a full record of network health is preferred.    

Performance: Needs to be able to run network at WAN speed for bandwidth testing.   

Security: Moderate risk. Ideally historical data will be kept off-site so can be installed if 

compromised. However, a DOS attack could use all the available bandwidth on the WAN  

Resources: Compute server and network interfaces capable of saturating the WAN network. 

 

1.10.3.2 Element Interfaces 

1.10.3.2.1 Delivery External Interfaces 

 

Model Databases 

Interface used by Publish Product to collect additional information needed go build the Science Data 

Product Catalogue that is not provided over the Coordination interface. 

 

Coordination 

This interface is used by three Delivery components to exchange coordination information with the 

Execution Control  and Buffer system level elements.  

 

Coordination: Publish Product 

Used to tell Publish Product that new metadata is available that might lead to an update of the 

Science Product Catalogue. Used to return health information to the Execution Control system 

element via the Delivery Control element. 

 

Coordination: Transfer Control 

Used to request files to be transferred from the buffer. 

Used to return health information to the Execution Control system element via the Data Control 

element. 

 

Coordination: Delivery Access 

Used to request Data Products for use by IVOA services. 

 

Storage 

This interface is used by two Delivery components to access data products stored in the SDP buffer. 

 

Storage: Transfer Endpoint 

Used by the Transfer Endpoint to read data that it is transferring to a remote endpoint. 

 

Storage: Delivery Access 

Used by the IVOA services that need to access data products. 
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1.10.3.2.2 SDP External Interfaces relating to Delivery 

 

Regional Centre Access  

Interface for access to the Delivery component from SRCs. 

 

Regional Centre Access : Catalogue Replication 

Used to replicate the contents of the Science Data Product Catalogue to remote sites. It is likely that 

all SRCs would want a replica of this to enable fast searching, though it is possible that a small 

number of replicas managed by the Observatory will suffice. 

 

Regional Centre Access : Location Query and Update  

Used to make data product location information available, so that the sites holding replicas of 

particular products can be found, and for updating the locations of data products. 

 

Regional Centre Access :  Restricted Transfer Management 

This provides ways for SKA Regional Centres to request data products and obtain monitoring 

information on transfers that have already been requested. Access to this interface and what can be 

requested over it will be set by a SDP operations policy, when it arises. 

 

Transfer 

The bulk data transfer interface used for sending and receiving data products. GridFTP [RD01] is a 

suitable protocol for use on this interface with existing research networks. 

 

Monitor 

Used by the WAN Health Monitor to test the network by contacting monitoring services located at 

remote sites. 
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1.10.3.3 Element Behavior 

1.10.3.3.1 Delivery Interactions 

 
Figure 3: Activity diagram showing interactions between Delivery System and other components for its data 

transfer activities. It includes the sequences that would be run whenever the delivery systems are started. 

In the diagram above, the left lane shows what an SRC should do when it wants a data product that 

it does not have. It should first check using the Location database if the data product is available 
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from and SRC and request it from there if policy allows. Operations staff at the SRCs can also monitor 

the progress of transfers that have been requested for their site. The right lane shows that the 

Observatory staff can maintain a data transfer policy by adding and removing subscriptions and can 

monitor transfers. This centre lane shows the actions of the Delivery component on startup, and 

when it receives a Process Control Block to indicate that new data products may have been created. 

It includes checking state for the case that the Delivery system has failed and has to be restarted. 

 

1.10.3.3.2 Science Data Product Catalogue Entry Creation 

 

 

Figure 4: Sequence Diagram showing Science Data Product Catalogue Entry Creation 

 

Catalogue entry creation occurs during normal SDP operations. The Delivery element utilizes the 

subscriber role in publish-subscribe behaviour for discovering information about new metadata for 

SDP Data Products. New catalogue entries may result in a subscription policy being fulfilled via a 

subsequently-generated request, and are replicated with eventual consistency to SRCs. 
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1.10.3.3.3 Data Subscriptions 

 
Figure 5: Data subscription lifecycle 

 

The Subscription lifecycle, as influenced from the Observatory, the SDPs, or any of the Regional 

Centres, is shown in Figure 5. Each checkSubscriptions will trigger the actions in Figure 4. 

 

Transfer Control will reconcile the state of existing transfer requests and SDP Data Product locations 

on startup, because shutdown may have been irregular. Any discrepancy will be resolved with a new 

transfer request. 
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1.10.3.3.4 Data Transfer 

 

 
Figure 6: Sequence of actions taken when a transfer request is removed from the data transfer queue. 

 

Transfer Control gets the names of requested data products from the Transfer / Subscription Queue               

and requests these via the coordination interface. File handles are returned to Transfer Control              

which then passes these to the Transfer Endpoint to perform the data transfer. The remote Transfer                

Endpoint updates the Location database once it has received the product and it is ready to share it                  

with other sites. Transfer Control informs the Storage component that it no longer needs access to                

the file at this time. The status of the transfer is the communicated back to the Transfer /                  

Subscription queue to mark it as failed. Failed requests are retried periodically. 
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1.10.4 Context Diagram 
The Context Diagram below depicts the Delivery C&C scope. See also the Operational System C&C 

View primary representation. 

 

 

Figure 7: Context Diagram of the Delivery System 

1.10.5 Variability Guide 
 

The same components will be used at both SDP sites. SRCs need to support the same file transfer 

protocols and support the location service updates. They also either need to have a set of IVOA 

services that support the schema used in the Science Data Product Catalogue, or convert the 

replicated Science Data Product Catalogue to a data model that works with their IVOA service 

implementation. All sites (SRCs and/or the SKA Observatory (TBC)), providing support for science 

data processing need to provide a common set of services. 

1.10.6 Rationale 

1.10.6.1 Drivers 

 

It is undesirable to have end users accessing SDP resources directly, since they are being sized and 

provisioned just to support the creation of the SDP Data Products and the networks are being sized 

for transporting these products to SRCs. Therefore, support is given according to the requirements 

for telescope operators and we have provided support for data transfer requests and monitoring to 

SRC operators, but not exposed services to the the science community as a whole. 

 

Given that the SRC design has been outside of the scope of SDP, and is being done on a longer 

timescale, we needed a data transport system that can interface with as yet unknown storage 

systems on remote sites. Therefore we have used a simple data transfer endpoint paradigm that can 

can be integrated with multiple different local storage systems. 

 

The use of the endpoint paradigm also means that a range of tools including GridFTP service can be 

deployed, that are capable of the high performance WAN transfers needed to  make best use of 

international research networks. 
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Given that searches of the Science Data Product Catalogue can closely couple interaction with the 

tools and services that perform these, replication of the catalogue to sites closer to where these 

services will run is preferable. Therefore we have catalogue replication as a part of the architecture. 

We prefer solutions that can be implemented using Open Source software to avoid being locked into 

proprietary solutions, and have already prototyped the key parts of this system using Open Source 

software. 

 

We also recognise that future development of the Delivery System will likely be performed in 

collaboration with CERN. We have used tools developed by the CERN community where possible in 

our prototyping and this has influenced the architecture. 

 

We want to enable tools and operators at SRCs to locate SDP Data Products that have been 

replicated to other SRCs, thus enabling them to be accessed without a new request to an SDP site. 

This is to limit the use of the WAN networks leading out of the Science Processing Centre to mainly 

handling new product distribution. 

 

The Science Data Product Catalogue has to support IVOA services due to the following level 2 

requirement: 

SDP_REQ-710 Science Data Product Catalogue IVOA support. The SDP science catalogue shall 

contain sufficient meta-data to support standard IVOA queries as a minimum. 

Therefore we have contributed what is required for this to the SDP Data Model. Also, the SDP has to 

support a set of IVOA services to SKA staff due to this L1 requirement: 

SKA1-SYS_REQ-2353 Virtual Observatory interface. The Science Data Products being 

long-term preserved by the SKA1_Low and SKA1_Mid telescopes shall be accessible via a set 

of International Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) services and data models. The set 

includes SIA, TAP, SSA, DataLink and SODA services and the ObsCore data model. Access to 

SKA1_Low and SKA1_Mid Science Data Products shall only be possible for SKA staff users. 

The architecture allows for this through a set of services provided in the Delivery Access component. 

1.10.6.2 Quality Attribute Scenarios 

 

Scenario/Driver Applicability 

SDP_REQ-782 - Power 

Interruption Survivability 

Delivery element able to recognize and recover from an 

interrupted data transfer. 

SDP_REQ-793 - SKA1 Software 

Quality 

Includes copyright notice, software license, and practices that 

cover work management, code management, documentation, 

testing, deployment, logging, and alarming as described in 

[AD14]. 

The standard manage practices will limit the choices for 

startup, shutdown, and recovery. 
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1.10.6.2.1 SDP_REQ-285 Accessibility 

The SDP shall enable per user access to SDP resources (hardware and software) using the 

Authentication and Authorisation facilities provided by the SKA. 

 

Scenario Refinement for Scenario 1 

Scenario(s) All software security issues discovered must be communicated to 
deployment sites within one day and fixes provided within one week. 

Business Goals Security of SKA and SRC data and services. 
Relevant Quality Attributes Security 
Sce
nari
o 
Co
mp
one
nts 

Stimulus Identified security risk 
Stimulus Source Security issue discovered from an incident or from code review or 

notification from external source. 
Environment Internet facing services, firewalls and intrusion detection systems. 

Communication should occur during all operating environments. 
Artifact (If Known) Maintainers of the delivery software 
Response Maintainers to send out notification to a security communication list 

and then a software update. Communication sent out regarding fix or 
mitigation. Software fixes deployed at the SDP sites. 

Response Measure Communication within one day. 
Fixes provided within one week. If that is not feasible then provide 
mitigation within one week until the fix is ready. 
Communication about fix or mitigation within one week or as soon as 
available. 

Questions  
Issues  
 

Scenario Refinement for Scenario 1.1  

Scenario(s) Delivery system software must be secure and protected using SKA 
authorization.  

Business Goals Enforce data access policy for data products 
Relevant Quality Attributes Security 
Sce
nari
o 
Co
mp
one
nts 

Stimulus Detection of unauthorised access to data products, intentional or 
unintentional. 

Stimulus Source Human or system 
Environment During normal operation and during maintenance, down-time, etc. 

Operation with the SKA data access policy. 
Artifact (If Known) All software that can access data products. Access logs. Data product 

storage systems (preservation system, delivery system, SRC storage, 
backup storage, etc.). SKA A&A system. 

Response Prevent further unauthorised access to data products. 
Determine the intent of unauthorised access. 
Record all access to data products. 
Fix the bug in the system. 
Inform the SKA Observatory. 

Response Measure Once unauthorised access has occurred, prevent further 
unauthorised access within 1 minute until issue is resolved. 
Communication within one day. 
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Fixes provided within one week. If that is not feasible then provide 
mitigation within one week until the fix is ready. 
Communication about fix or mitigation within one week or as soon as 
available. 

Questions  

Issues  

 

6. Related Views 

This view is a decomposition of the Operational System Component and Connector View. The 

System-level Security View further describes security issues as relating to the Delivery System. SKA 

Regional Centre relationship is described in the SKA Regional Centre Requirements [RD02]. The SDP 

System-level Data Model View has also informed this document. 

 

1.10.8 References 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD01]  gridFTP: http://toolkit.globus.org/toolkit/docs/latest-stable/gridftp/  

[RD02] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000735, SKA Regional Centre Requirements, R. C. Bolton and the 
SRCCG 

[RD03] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000038, SDP System Sizing Rev 03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.11 Execution Control Component and Connector View Packet 
Contributors: S. Gounden, P. Wortmann 
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1.11.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 1: Execution Control Decomposition Diagram 

 

Figure 1 shows the component and connector view of the Execution Control component, a              

decomposition of the Operational System C&C view. The phase 1 design effort of the SKA has been                 

split into a number of elements, each of which has a distinct functional scope. These elements are                 

controlled by a central Telescope Manager (TM) which requires each element to provide a              

well-defined interface to allow monitoring and control of the element. This local monitoring and              

control concept promotes an interface led design and allows segmented simulation and integration             

of telescope components. 

SDP local monitoring and control is realised through this component, Execution Control. The             

Execution Control component provides top-level control over the SDP resources, both hardware and             

software, to ensure that the required capabilities can be realised. Execution Control thus             

encompasses the internal control and monitoring of the individual components of the SDP as well as                

the interface(s) between the SDP and other telescope subsystems, directly in the case of TM, and by                 

proxy via the TM in the case of other elements. Top-level control of the SDP is implemented through                  

a TANGO interface. 

Execution Control is critical for operation of all other SDP components. However, it will be possible                

to restart or temporarily disable most Execution Control sub-components (description of which            

follows below) without Execution Control becoming unavailable. The one critical component is the             

Configuration Database, as it is required for controller restarts. 

1.11.2 Element Catalogue 

1.11.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.11.2.1.1 TANGO interface 

Top-level control of the SDP is realised through a TANGO interface. The TANGO interface              

encompasses TANGO devices that implement the control interface to TM. Control and Monitoring             
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Information, Telescope State Information as well as alerts to and from TM will be exchanged through                

TANGO attribute subscriptions and commands. Configuration information that changes infrequently          

will be read from the Configuration Database whereas real-time, time-critical information (such as             

alerts) is read from data queues. Similarly, the TANGO interface can receive information at run time,                

such as commands or attribute adjustments, which will be forwarded to the rest of the system. 

1.11.2.1.1.1 Decomposition 

 

Figure 2: Tango Interface Implementation 

Internally, the TANGO interface component is implemented by a number of TANGO devices             

providing the expected SDP element interface. This structure can be changed relatively easily, and              

will likely evolve as we learn more about how the telescope needs to operate. Currently it is                 

envisioned to contain: 

● The SDP Tango Database, which provides the ability to lookup TANGO devices 

● The SDP AlarmHandler and SDP Logger, which aggregate TANGO alarm and logging data.             

Actual alarms and logs will be published by other TANGO devices. 

● The SDP Master, SDP Subarray and SDP TelState will provide the top level TANGO devices               

visible to TM. These TANGO devices will themselves publish mostly slowly changing data             

about the current configuration of SDP, using forwarded attributes to make available more             

quickly changing attributes. 
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● On the next level, TANGO devices for SDP Processing Blocks provide more detailed             

information about planned and ongoing processing within SDP. 

 

Note that because of TANGO limits these devices will likely have to be statically allocated,               

which means that for batch processing SDP will need to re-use TANGO devices dynamically.              

This also means that enough devices must exist to capture the maximum number of batch               

processing blocks that can be active at the same time, likely hundreds. 

● Finally, SDP might employ “back-end” TANGO devices specialised to synchronising the 

TANGO interface with Data Queues, like for Quality Assessment, Real-Time Calibration and 

Science Events. The idea is that if necessary such TANGO devices dealing with time-critical 

information could use separate TANGO device servers via attribute forwarding to guarantee 

latency. 

Additional TANGO devices could be added to the structure to expose more information, such as for 

tracking the detailed state of SDP services (see section 2.4 Element Behaviour).  

1.11.2.1.2 Master Controller 

The Master Controller is a relatively lightweight component, providing the first point of control of               

the SDP. It is primarily responsible for starting, stopping and managing SDP services, which includes               

the remaining elements of Execution Control.  

The Master Controller has a critical role in start-up and shut-down of the system, as well as the                  

ultimate responsibility for determining the SDP behaviour in the case of service failures. Please refer               

to section 2.4 (Element Behaviour) for more detail about the responsibilities of the Master              

Controller.  

1.11.2.1.3 Processing Controller 

Scheduling blocks configured by TM are managed by the Processing Controller. This especially             

involves managing sub-arrays and their associated real-time Processing Blocks for ongoing           

observations. Furthermore, the Processing Controller needs to determine and implement (and if            

necessary, enforce) the resource schedule of Batch Processing Blocks for off-line processing. 

As such, the Processing Controller has the main responsibility for dynamic resource allocation             

decisions, which means that it learns about available resources from the Platform and assigns them               

to Processing Blocks. In case of resource shortage due to hardware or software failure (or a                

Processing Block taking longer than expected), it might have to forcefully deallocate resources in              

order to ensure continued operation of the SDP. 

See behaviour documentation in the Operational C&C View for top-level behaviour scheduling            

processing and some discussion of the proper reaction to resource shortages. 

1.11.2.1.4 Processing Block Controller 

The Processing Block Controller is responsible for executing Science Data Workflows implementing            

Real-Time and Batch Processing. The main processing workflow stages are executed using Execution             

Engines, components designed for heavy-duty distributed processing tasks (see Processing C&C View            

). Once processing is complete, results are stored in the Buffer and handed over to Delivery and Long                  

Term Storage as required. 
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The Processing Block Controller will implement complex dynamic behaviour, especially handling           

real-time commands such as aborts as indicated by TM. Once a stop command has been received,                

one of two outcomes is possible: 

● Discarded immediately and resources are deallocated 

● Retained for processing at a later stage 

 

The general behaviour of Processing Blocks is described in more detail in the Workflow Scripts C&C                

View and the SDP-TM MID ICD [AD08, AD12].  

1.11.2.1.5 Monitoring 

The Monitoring element aggregates configuration information, metrics and logs to report on the             

overall health of the SDP. The Monitoring element submits aggregated health information via data              

queues to various TANGO devices in the TANGO interface (see above, also SDP-TM MID ICD [AD08,                

AD12]). 

1.11.2.1.6 Configuration Database 

The Configuration Database is a store for control information about SDP components. It tracks the               

dynamic configuration of the SDP system as a whole, which includes running services as well as                

active processing. This meaning all current Processing Blocks including Workflow Stages and Data             

Islands with their respective states. The idea is to have a “single source of truth” about the state of                   

the Operational System: In a distributed system we can never ensure that all components have a                

shared understanding of the current system state, but the Configuration Database ensures that we              

can force agreement on certain important aspects of the configured state. 

 

Any process running within SDP should have a path in the database that allows it to learn its                  

configuration and gain access all needed resources. As Failover Handling in the behaviour section              

details, this is what should allow controller services to recover after failure. See the Execution               

Control Data Model for details. 

 

The configuration database is expected to provide service discovery, secrets management as well as              

a notification infrastructure between services (low-rate message passing). Note that these functions            

might get implemented as separate components and some might have to be tightly integrated with               

Orchestration Services (see decomposition in Platform C&C View). However, given the likely low rate              

of SDP configuration changes, one or several high-availability key-value-stores such as Apache            

Zookeeper, Consul or etcd would likely suffice for a scalable and robust implementation of this               

component. 

1.11.2.1.7 Platform Services  

Platform Services is a high-level component documented in the Platform Services C&C View. In              

comparison with other Operational System components, Execution Control is more tightly coupled            

with the Platform, which is why we show the relationship explicitly here. 

In practice this means that configuration infrastructure is going to be shared for managing              

deployments. The Platform itself will appear to Execution Control as a service (see behaviour              

documentation). Furthermore, Execution Control will be the only component in the architecture that             

does dynamic resource allocation, and subscribes to metrics and logs. 
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1.11.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

N/A? 

1.11.2.3 Element Interfaces 

The inter-element interfaces are described below. 

● Queues: Used for time-critical, real-time data. This is used by the Tango interface. Details on               

queues can be found in the Operational System C&C View. 
● Coordination: Used for communication with the configuration database. See Operational          

System C&C View as well. 

● RPC (Remote Procedure Call) interfaces: A general purpose messaging interface. Might get            

replaced by Queues or Coordination once sufficiently analysed, see Variability Guide. 

● Logs and Health Metrics interface: Allows querying monitoring data from the Platform, see             

Platform C&C View. 
● Workflows: This will be implemented by a standard version control system to retrieve             

current workflow listings and to estimate resources required for running them. Might get             

implemented by Artefact Repository in Platform C&C, see also Code Management C&C View. 

1.11.2.3.1 TANGO Interfaces 

TANGO is a distributed control protocol used to exchange control information between SKA             

sub-systems. To implement the TM interface, SDP exposes a number of TANGO devices that report               

on the SDP state using attributes as well as act as a target for commands. It will also be used to                     

obtain Telescope State information from other sub-systems. 

 

See decomposition of the TANGO interface in section 2.1.1 above for details on how this will be                 

implemented. 

1.11.2.4 Element Behavior 

Execution Control is the critical component governing the overall behaviour of the SDP, both in               

terms of external interfaces and in terms of internal coordination. It is especially responsible for: 

● Startup and Shutdown of the SDP 

● Service startup and shutdown 

● Failover 

● Resource Allocation 

● Start/Stop (including aborts) of processing 

In the following sections we will go into more detail about some of these behaviours. 

1.11.2.4.1 System and Service States 

The Master Controller maintains the state for SDP as a whole as well as individual services. For most                  

services (or their controllers), the basic states will be along the lines of “On”, “Off”, “Maintenance”                

or “Fault”, see Execution Control Data Model. Execution Control manages the following services: 

● Master Controller 

● Processing Controller 

● TANGO Interface 

● Monitoring 

● Model Databases (see Model Databases C&C) 
● Delivery and WAN Gateway (see Delivery C&C View) 
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● Buffer Services and Long Term Storage (see Buffer and LTS C&C View) 
● Platform (represented by Platform Configuration Interface, see Platform C&C View). 

Note that Execution Control is decomposed rather deeply here, as we do not want to couple the                 

state of too many components together to improve robustness. This is also used in the start-up and                 

shut-down sequences, see below. 

1.11.2.4.1.1 Commanded State 

Transitions between states are not instantaneous, therefore we have to account for states where              

the state a SDP component should be in is different from its current state. Therefore every service                 

might have a “commanded” state set by the Master Controller. When a service gets first started (see                 

below), it is assumed that the commanded state is “On”. 

If the commanded state is different from the actual state of the component, the component is seen                 

as either transitioning or in a failure state (see below). Note that a component does not need to                  

transition directly to the commanded state, but might pass intermediate states. Note that we might               

not actively report on the commanded state - it is redundant as the entity that gave the command                  

should be aware of it. However, we might report transition states and definitely will report failures. 

Note that there are dependencies between services, as documented in the behaviour section of the               

Operational C&C View. This means that the Master Controller would automatically command            

services to shut down if a service they depend on receives a similar command or indicates a critical                  

failure. 

1.11.2.4.1.2 Startup Sequence 

 

Figure 3: Startup sequence Diagram 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the startup procedure for the SDP system. It is initiated by an orchestration script                 

run by Platform Services (see Platform Services C&C View). The sequence of steps is described               

below. 

1. Orchestration services deploys the Configuration Database. 

2. Orchestration services deploys the Master Controller.  
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3. The Master Controller starts up and initialises the Configuration Database. This means that             

Configuration database is cleared of previous data. 

4. Orchestration Services detects that the Master Controller has started up. This could either             

be by a custom health check or a query to the Configuration Database. 

5. Platform Services registers the Platform Configuration Interface as a service, publishing the            

Platform state and providing the compute and storage provisioning interfaces. 

6. Orchestration services starts up the Processing Controller. 

7. The Processing Controller starts up and registers itself in the Configuration. It initialises the              

processing tree of the Configuration Database as needed. 

8. Orchestration services starts up the remainder of the SDP. 

Note that after the platform is registered in the configuration, the Master Controller has the ability                

to deploy the Processing Controller and the remainder of SDP through the orchestration interfaces              

provided by the Platform as well. This would cause a callback into Orchestration Services to perform                

the remaining deployments - here we show the more straightforward implementation option. 

1.11.2.4.1.3 Startup after Crash 

It might happen that SDP was not able to shut down properly, in which case a number of processing                   

blocks might still have been active in the configuration at the time of the shutdown. A restart of SDP                   

will remove the Processing Block from the configuration, however we assume that the Buffer will               

retain associated storage if possible (most critically measurement data). This means that TM can              

reschedule any processing blocks, and it will locate the data just as it normally would. 

On the other hand, note that such a recovery will involve the buffer containing storage with a                 

lifecycle policy that prevents SDP from discarding it, even if it is not useful after processing blocks                 

have been rescheduled. This could be solved by having the Buffer publish a list of storage instances                 

via configuration on the TANGO interface such that an operator can update these policies. 

1.11.2.4.1.4 Shutdown Sequence 

The SDP shuts down under the following conditions: 

● On operator command, for example for maintenance of the SDP 
● To minimise damage in the event of a failure 
● Instructed to do so by TM 

In either case the Master Controller receives and executes the command.  
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Figure 4: Shutdown Sequence  

 

The process is illustrated in Figure 4. The first step is shutting down processing by setting the                 

commanded state of the Processing Controller to “Off”. This will cause most activity within SDP to                

cease eventually. While this action would cancel running processing blocks, we would still allow              

workflows to perform clean-up operations to minimise the likelihood of data loss. Therefore this              

step might take a bit of time and is performed before any other services are shut down. 

 

After processing is finished, other non-platform services are commanded to shut down as well. In               

either case the Master Controller might choose to impose a time limit - which might be configured as                  

part of the shutdown command depending on how urgent we need services to cease operation. If                

this happens the service in question will be forcefully deallocated by the Master Controller by rolling                

back all associated deployments. The same will happen if a service fails as part of the shut-down                 

sequence. 

 

After the Master Controller has shut down as much of the SDP as it can, it will shut itself down,                    

indicating to the Platform to shut down as well if appropriate. This will cause orchestration service                

scripts to run that will shut down any remaining Operational System components - meaning any               

stragglers that the Master Controller might have missed and especially the Configuration Database. 

 

After that, the Platform might be expected to use further orchestration scripting to shut itself down                

if commanded to do so. 
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1.11.2.4.1.5 Forced Shutdown 

 
Figure 4: Forced Shutdown Sequence 

 

If the Master Controller fails to shut down the system gracefully, there should also be the option to                  

shut down the system forcefully via the Platform. This should simply deallocate all deployments              

associated with the SDP system directly - basically using the straggler termination process             

mentioned in the previous section to terminate the entire system. 

1.11.2.4.1.6 Failure States 

For the purpose of SDP components, we define a failure state as a component being rendered                

unable to provide the expected functionality - so in other words, an inability to transition into or                 

maintain the commanded state due to reasons unlikely to be resolved without intervention. When a               

service enters this state, the Master Controller might choose to forcefully deallocate and restart it               

and/or change the states of dependent services. 

1.11.2.4.2 Reporting 

Execution Control is also responsible for reporting the state of SDP via the TANGO interface               

component. This means both aggregating service state information into top-level states that indicate             

the ability to serve its primary functions to a minimum degree. 

 

However, beyond this SDP also needs to report on a number of metrics that indicate a more                 

qualitative view of the current SDP operation. On one hand this means typical top-level indicators,               

like current SDP capacity and load. On the other hand, this especially covers raising alarms to warn of                  

imminent or potential problems before they cause actual failures. 

1.11.2.4.2.1 SDP Element State 

Top-level reporting will be in terms of the services corresponding to the primary SDP functions               

(Delivery, Receive and Real-Time Processing, and Batch Processing). This means that the SDP             

element state as a whole is “Off” if all three components are “Off”, and “On” if all three components                   

are “On”, and degraded in all in-between states. Note that because of state propagation this               
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indirectly covers the state of almost all SDP components. A Failure State in any of the top-level                 

components will cause the SDP element to report a failure as well. 

 

The state of SDP sub-components and the SDP element is going to get reported via the TANGO                 

control interface. The following table defines a mapping between SDP states and TANGO states, in               

rough order of priority: 

 state healthState 

Off, fault OFF/DISABLE? FAILED 

Off, commanded state not “Off” INIT OK 

Off OFF OK 

Failure state ALARM FAILED 

Alarm state ALARM OK 

Stand-by state 

(SDP element only) 

STANDBY OK 

On ON OK 

Not “On” ON DEGRADED 

1.11.2.4.2.2 Logs and Metrics 

Monitoring aggregates metrics and logging information relating to the health of the SDP, which is               

aggregated using Platform mechanisms directly from the processes in question. It will also be              

reported directly via the Operators Interface by the Platform (especially logs) as well using dynamic               

attributes on the TANGO interface. 

 

Note that if contrasted with service states (which propagate through the controllers and             

configuration), this represents an entirely independent way to learn about the inner workings of              

SDP. This is important to make sure that we can monitor the system without introducing complexity                

into controllers - and as a corollary do not need to rely on the correctness of controllers to believe in                    

metrics and logs. 
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1.11.2.4.2.3 Alarms 

 
Figure 5: Metrics and Alarms 

 

Metrics can especially lead to alarms, which are automated requests for operators to pay attention               

to a certain metric. The general process is illustrated in Figure 5: Alarms should generally be based                 

on metrics or logging data which is reported independently. 

 

As appropriate components close to the potential alarm should attempt to take preventative action              

to minimise the likelihood for actually raising the alarm. The alarm itself should only be raised after                 

such preventative action have had a chance to take effect, which might be implemented as a higher                 

threshold for the alarm or a delay. 

 

Once raised, alarms will be pushed via Data Queues to the TANGO interface. As alarms do not signal                  

loss of functionality, they do not automatically propagate - they should be filtered based on               

relevance to overall system operation. This especially applies to alarms that are propagated up the               

the SDP element level. 

1.11.2.4.3 Service Behaviour 

The Science Data Processor is a highly available service-oriented architecture. This is realised by              

decomposing the system into loosely coupled services, with controller processes that can be             

re-started with minimal loss of functionality and leaving no resources orphaned. The details of those               

mechanisms are explained below. 

Note that in contrast to the last sections, a service does not only refer to top-level services managed                  

directly by Execution Control. Instead, here a service is a deployment as defined in the Execution                

Control Data Model that deploys processes that interact with SDP configuration. 
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1.11.2.4.3.1 Service Discovery and Communication 

Services should generally not communicate with each other directly, but use infrastructure such as              

the Configuration Database or Data Queues as intermediates. This means that the services do not               

need to discover each other, but just the appropriate database location or named queue that the                

service in question is monitoring. This ensures that even if the service in question is currently down                 

(e.g. getting restarted), it can still pick up any requests. 

However, there are other cases: Most notably, when deploying a new process, information can get               

passed in using the command line or (preferably) environment variables. In most cases this should               

reference the configuration database so the information in question could be updated after the fact,               

but in some cases this might not be desirable. Furthermore, if there is a good reason for services to                   

connect to each other directly, they might use access information associated with the deployment.              

This mechanism might tie into service discovery mechanisms provided by the platform. 

1.11.2.4.3.2 Service Failover 

 

Figure 6: Service Failover Sequence Diagram 

 

We would expect most Controller services (mostly in Execution Control, but also in other top-level               

components) to work in a replicated fashion. Figure 6 illustrates a simple passive replication scheme:               

The configuration database will coordinate with Orchestration Services (see SDP Platform C&C) in             

order to manage replicas, detect failing components and assign “master” status as required. The              

configuration database will be used to store the current dynamic state of the system, such that after                 

taking over from a crashed component a different instance can reload the state and carry on without                 

causing system disruption. 
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1.11.2.4.4 Processing 

While the Master Controller is in charge of starting and maintaining services, the Processing              

Controller similarly manages processing. This activity involves similar activities - various software            

needs to be deployed, monitored and cleaned up on command. 

 

However, in contrast to services these activities happen according to a schedule, and involve much               

greater amounts of dynamically allocated resources. This means that in contrast to the Master              

Controller, the Processing Controller will have to allocate resources (at least on a “logical” level) and                

ensure that this allocation is honoured when e.g. processing overruns. Another notable difference is              

that detailed control of processing is delegated to workflows, which run as the Processing Block               

Controller. Execution Control must deal with this hierarchical split of control. 

1.11.2.4.4.1 Resources & Scheduling 

 

Figure 7: Scheduling Sequence Diagram 

 

Execution Control must negotiate resource usage between TM, the Processing Controller and the             

Platform. This especially has to take into account that resource availability can be variable, and TM                

will want to do evaluate possible schedules without direct involvement of SDP, as observation              

planning will involve many restrictions external to SDP. 

 

In Figure 7 we illustrate the rough schema how this is supposed to work: SDP will publish information                  

about both the current schedule (and therefore load) as well as the current capacity. This will go via                  

the Configuration Database (using the Execution Control Data Model for the schedule) from which it               

will be published by the TANGO Interface component. Observation planning will then read this              

information via TANGO and use the SDP Resource Model library (see System Module View) to derive                

qualitative estimates for the amount of resources required. This should be done in such a way that if                  
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the resource library indicates that a certain set of Processing Blocks is possible to add to the                 

schedule, SDP is almost certain to be able to do so. 

 

After TM has settled on a set of Processing Blocks to add, this will be communicated to SDP via the                    

TANGO interface, at which point they will get added to the configuration, triggering the Processing               

Controller to reschedule processing according to the new requirements. This information would then             

be available on further attempts to schedule new Processing Blocks. 

 

Note that the three involves sub-systems will reason about resources at different levels of              

abstraction: 

1. Telescope Manager: Will reason about resources in terms of overall capacity values, such as              

canonical cores or storage capacity. The SDP resource library will generate those as rough              

top-level indication for how “hard” a certain observation is on different SDP resources. 

2. Operational System: Execution Control will deal with resources in a somewhat more            

fine-grained manner. We will see resources as comprised of granular controllable entities            

such as nodes, container or storage servers. These entities will have some locality             

information (“rack A-E”), but no actual identity to not unduly complicate scheduling. See             

Resource Assignment in the Execution Control Data Model. 
3. Platform: Once the Platform is commanded by the Operational System to deploy on certain              

resources, it will internally resolve those into physical resources, such as actual nodes. This              

level of resource handling is supposed to remain entirely encapsulated within the Platform. 

1.11.2.4.4.2 Failure Detection 

There are a number of ways the architecture can detect the failure of a component. Those are in                  

order of desirableness: 

1. The component in question self-diagnoses the problem. 

2. If an outside entity is needed to detect the failure, the next detection method should be                

Platform health checks specified for the deployment (such as a heartbeat or another simple              

lifeness check). This will allow Platform-level recovery mechanisms to act, such as re-starting             

the software or migrating to spare hardware.  

3. Finally, the responsible controller process is responsible for catching the remaining error            

conditions. This firstly means monitoring the deployment in the configuration, as this is             

where the software or the Platform would indicate a problem to the controller. Secondly,              

the controller should employ high-level safety checks (such as timeouts and possibly other             

high-level liveness checks) to make sure that the component is functioning as intended. 

In every case SDP should publish logs and/or metrics such that the failure can raise an alarm if                  

appropriate. 

1.11.2.4.4.3 Failure Handling 

Failures in processing are handled in a hierarchical manner: Problems are handled first by the most                

local software component, escalating to higher controller processes as appropriate. This means that             

an error will be handled by one of the following mechanisms: 

● Deployment (e.g. Execution Engine): If the deployed software can deal with the problem on              

its own, this is clearly preferred. If the software can recover from hardware and software               

problems by getting restarted and possibly moved to spare resources by the Platform, this              

should be indicated at the time of deployment in the Platform’s Configuration. 
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Note that this might not be a simple yes/no affair: Execution Engines might be okay with                

losing worker nodes, but might not be able to recover from losing the master node.               

Furthermore, while for services it might generally be okay to restart the software in              

question, for processing we might want to leave this decision to the Processing Block              

Controller, as we might have processing deadlines to honour and intermediate results might             

already be sufficient. 

 

● Processing Block Controller: In case a Workflow Stage implementation can not handle the             

problem on its own, the Processing Block Controller needs to make a decision. This might               

involve re-starting the Workflow Stage in question, possibly on different resources. 

 

In some cases this might require cancelling other stages as well, for example if an in-use                

storage deployment indicates a problem. In such cases it might also be necessary to start               

extra stages, for example to recover partial data from failed storage or intermediate output              

data from a failed execution engine. In any case the Processing Block Controller (and              

therefore workflow) has the responsibility to recover the situation as much as possible             

within the given resource constraints. 

 

● Processing Controller: In cases where it is impossible to salvage the situation, the Processing              

Block itself should be marked as failed, causing a forced deallocation of all deployments              

associated with the Processing Block. Next the Processing Controller will restart in case of              

real-time processing, and reschedule and then possibly restart in case of batch processing. In              

either case the number of retries should be bounded to avoid falling into an endless loop. 

 

● Master Controller: In the case where the Processing Controller cannot deal with the             

situation (e.g. due to a software problem in the Processing Controller), the Master Controller              

should detect the failure, do forced deallocation and restart the Processing Controller like it              

would any other service. This should only be necessary in very rare cases. 

 

Note that low power mode is an important use case where SDP might have a deployment problem                 

(nodes getting shut down due to power limits) that needs to escalate up to the Processing Controller                 

level for global re-schedule of batch processing. 
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1.11.3 Context Diagram 

 
Figure 6: SDP Context Diagram 

 

1.11.4 Variability Guide 

 
Figure 6: SDP Context Diagram 

 

Most the the “RPC” or “REST” interfaces shown in the primary representation and decomposition              

are placeholder protocols. This basically covers communication where it is not entirely clear yet              
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whether or not we can use the Configuration Database as an intermediate - specifically between               

Controllers within Execution Control, between Execution Control and services/processing, as well as            

between Execution Control and Platform Services. This is shown explicitly in Figure 6 - but as all                 

components in question connect to the Configuration Database already, this can also be seen as a                

variability available to us if we can convince ourselves that this scales sufficiently well. 

1.11.5 Rationale 

1.11.5.1 Prototyping 

The design of Execution Control ran in parallel with the SDP Integration Prototype effort. Details of                

Execution Control prototyping can be found in [RD1.11.1].  

1.11.5.2 Availability / Reliability 

To mitigate the risk introduced to the SDP by Execution Control being a potential single point of                 
failure, the Execution Control component implements distributed control i. e. The control function is              
distributed among the Master controller, the Processing Controller and the Processing Block            
controller to eliminate the risk associated with having a single (centralised) point of control.  

1.11.5.3 Performance 

Latency is limited by implementing the faster Queues interface, used for accessing time-critical             

information. 

1.11.5.4 Modifiability 

The instantiation of Processing Block Controllers to manage Processing Blocks creates containerized            

workflows. 

1.11.6 Related Views 

This is a decomposition of the Operational System C&C view. Components from this view are               

implemented using modules documented in the SDP Execution Control Module View. 

1.11.7 References 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD1.11.1] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137 SKA1 SDP Integration Prototype Report 
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1.12 Model Databases Component and Connector View Packet 
Contributors: P. Wortmann, V. Allan 

1.12.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 4: Model Databases Primary Representation 

 

This is a component and connector view of the Model Databases component of the SDP Operational                

System (see the SDP Operational C&C View). 
 

The Model Databases component provides Science Data Model information, especially Telescope           

State, Telescope Configuration and Sky Model data (See Science Data Model View). This Science Data               

Model will be written into the Buffer and/or Data Queues to be used in processing. After processing,                 

this will become a Data Product associated with the Processing Block, and updates to it might get                 

published via the Sky Model Database or Telescope Configuration such that they might become              

available for use in later observations. 

 

To this end, Telescope State and Telescope Configuration data will either be read from other SKA                

elements or from the Buffer. The latter option allows reusing Science Data Models generated in the                

past, such as for doing further processing on SDP Data Products (e.g. at SKA Regional Centres). 

 

Global Sky Model data will be stored and maintained internally by the Model Databases component.               

Sky Model data can be queried from outside SDP, which will be used both to maintain the database                  

directly (such as reviewing and applying Sky Model updates) as well as to provide Sky Model dumps                 

to the LFAA sub-system (see context diagram in Section 3). 
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1.12.2 Element Catalogue 

1.12.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.12.2.1.1 Model Databases Master 

The Model Databases Master component starts up the other sub-components, especially extraction            

components as required for Workflows. It also takes care of any maintenance tasks that need to be                 

performed on the Sky Model Database. 

1.12.2.1.2 Sky Model Database 

The Sky Model Database stores Global Sky Model data. This primarily catalogues known sources on               

the sky, see the Global Sky Model Data Model View. The sky model database will have to contain                  

information of constantly evolving quality and certainty. It is expected that a certain amount of               

versioning must be supported, for example to  

1.12.2.1.3 Science Data Model Query 

The Science Data Model Query interface provides interactive views into the available Science Data              

Model data, so both Sky Model as well as Telescope State and Telescope Configuration data. This                

should include managing versioned Sky Model data to support scientific review. Furthermore, this             

interface will provide Delivery as well as LFAA the capability to extract the most current Science Data                 

Model information on-demand. 

1.12.2.1.4 Science Data Model Builder 

The Science Data Model Builder component extracts Science Data Model from TM and SDP sources               

and generates its internal Data Queue and Buffer representations, optimised for high speed access              

and distributed updates. This means both creating Science Data Model and initialising Buffer / Data               

Queues accordingly, see behaviour section below. 

1.12.2.1.5 Science Data Model Publish 

After processing has finished, processing data will be read back in order to capture updates. This will                 

generate updates to the Global Sky Model or propagate new information to the Telescope              

Configuration Repository maintained by TM. See behaviour section for details. 

1.12.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

1.12.2.3 Element Interfaces 

Model Databases has to coordinate with Execution Control and access the Buffer and Data Queues,               

see the SDP Operational C&C View [RD01] for details. Especially note that for querying Science Data                

Model information, SDP is expected to provide an interactive interface, likely using HTTP. 
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1.12.2.4 Element Behaviour 

1.12.2.4.1 Building the Science Data Model 

 
Figure 2: Science Data Model Builder sequence (observatory deployment) 

 

The request to build a new Science Data Model representation will come to the Model Databases                

Controller as a notification from the Processing Block Controller via the Configuration Database (see              

Execution Control C&C View [RD04]). This will lead to the deployment of a Science Data Model                

Builder component with access to the Data Island and Data Queue infrastructure associated with the               

Processing Block in question. It will read parameters associated with the Processing Block and              

Telescope Configuration provided on request by the Telescope Manager to determine the context of              

the Science Data Model. 

 

This will lead to the formulation of a suitable query to the Sky Model Database, which should                 

generate the Local Sky Model portion of the Science Data Model from a certain versioned sub-set of                 

the Global Sky Model. Furthermore, the Engineering Data Archive of the Telescope Manager might              

get queried to obtain archived Telescope State data. Both of these queries might depend on               

Processing Block and Telescope Configuration Data. This means for example that Telescope            

Configuration data can get used to document known errors in the Engineering Data Archive so that                

they can get fixed when generating a Science Data Model. 

 

The SDM initially will be generated into the Buffer. Elements meant to be updated dynamically while                

processing (such as calibration) might be replicated to initialise the appropriate Data Queues as well. 
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1.12.2.4.2 Publishing Science Data Model updates 

 
Figure 3: Science Data Model Publish sequence 

 

After processing has finished, newly generated Science Data Model information needs to be             

aggregated and propagated back to the appropriate components. This means that Model Databases             

will first gather information generated by processing steps from the Buffer and Data Queues, which               

should result in a consolidated version of Science Data Model information. 

 

As the next step, data updates will be fed back to improve future Science Data Model generation.                 

For the purpose of SDP, there are two possible targets: 

1. Telescope Configuration information (calibration) might get automatically uploaded to TM          

so that the data can be used in subsequent processing 

2. Updated sky model information will be used to generate a new version of the Global Sky                

Model in the Sky Model Database. The added data will need manual validation before it can                

get used in processing. There might be a separate store to hold such updates until they get                 

added to the actual Sky Model database. 

 

The Science Data Model Publish step will only complete once all information has been aggregated               

and updated. 
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1.12.3 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 4: SDP Operational System Context of Model Databases 

 

As a component that mainly aggregates information, Model Databases interacts will all main data              

exchange infrastructure of the SDP architecture: Storage, queues and coordination. Furthermore, it            

exchanges information with both TM and Delivery. 

1.12.4 Variability Guide 

 

1.12.5 Rationale 
 

1.12.6 Related Views 

This view is a decomposition of the SDP Operational C&C View. 
 

Components from this view are implemented using modules documented in the SDP System-Level             

Module Decomposition and Dependency View. The data model used by the Sky Model Database is               

described in the  Global Sky Model Data Model View. 

1.12.7 References 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

 (no reference documents) 
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1.13 Processing Component and Connector View Packet 
Contributors: B. Nikolic, P. Wortmann, P. Alexander 

1.13.1 Primary Representation 

1.13.1.1 Batch Processing 

 
Figure 1: Batch Processing Primary Representation. 

 

This component & connector view shows decompositions of the “Batch Processing” (Figure 1),             

“Receive and Real-time Processing” (Figure 2, below) as well as “Quality Assessment” (Figure 3,              

below) from the the Operational System C&C view. The elements of the primary representation are               

themselves possibly distributed software instances, especially Data Islands and Execution Engines.           

Distribution options will be demonstrated using example deployment diagrams in the Variability            

Guide (section 4). 
 

Both batch processing and real-time processing are expected to be performed by a number of               

instances of Execution Engines running in parallel. This is to ensure scaling and performance              

isolation: the aim is for performance to be independent of other running Execution Engines. This               

applies both to different Processing Blocks (instances of Batch or Real-Time Processing) as well as               

Execution Engines executing independent workflow stages within a Processing Block. 
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As scaling of storage throughput is especially important to the SDP architecture, the parallel              

Execution Engine structure is mirrored in the Buffer component by associating each engine with its               

own “Data Island” instance. These islands should have been set up by the Processing Block controller                

to provide high performance storage backends and metadata services for data local to the Execution               

Engine work, see Buffer and LTS C&C View. This will often - but not always - involve setting up                   

dedicated storage instances for the Data Island in question. In fact, where we have more lenient                

performance requirements storage we will often want to share storage infrastructure between Data             

Islands to prevent unnecessary duplication or movement of data.  

 

Specifically, for batch processing the storage interfaces shown in Figure 1 will need to support a                

projected throughput of up to 4 GB/s per node for reading visibilities once per major loop from the                  

buffer[RD.1.5.2]. Data Queues will be used for distributed data that gets updated at runtime, with               

rates of up to 100 MB/s/node (and queue) for solving global calibration[RD05,RD06]. Configuration             

data will be read from the Configuration Database in Execution Control (see Execution Control C&C               

View) at a much lower rate, possibly even just to read Processing Block data at the start of                  

processing. 

 

1.13.1.2 Receive and Real-Time Processing 

Figure 2: Real-Time Processing Primary Representation. 
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For real-time processing, we expect the same rough order of magnitude of performance             

requirements as Batch Processing, with a projected storage throughput roughly 1 GB/s/node write             

performance (assuming 0.4 TB/s ingest to 500 nodes [RD.1.5.2]). 

 

 

1.13.1.3 Quality Assessment 

 
Figure 3: Quality Assessment Processing Primary Representation. 

 

Finally, Execution Engines might also get deployed to act as Quality Assessment data aggregators. In               

this case, both input and output data is expected to be via Data Queues. This is not a particularly                   

challenging use case architecturally, as data rates handled are relatively low. 

1.13.2 Element Catalogue 

1.13.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.13.2.1.1 Data Island 

These components have the responsibility for storing data used and produced by Execution Engine              

instances. The File System interfaces provides a namespace with a tree-like directory structure             

unique to the Data Island to provide Execution Engines a unique way to name objects. To prevent                 

bottlenecks over storage metadata queries, each Data Island should have a local storage namespace              

such that metadata queries do not overlap between islands. See Buffer and LTS C&C View. 

1.13.2.1.2 Processing (Batch / Real-Time / Quality Assessment) 

These SDP Operational System components execute the SDP processing associated with a Processing             

Block. Each is managed by a Processing Block Controller instance within Execution Control (see              

Execution Control C&C View). For the purpose of the processing architecture, the main difference              

between Batch-, Real-Time Processing and Quality Assessment is the presence of the interface for              

Fast Telescope State and Measurement Data as well as the expected data rates. 
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Depending on the current stage of processing and resources made available to the Processing Block               

Controller, different Execution Engines will be instantiated. The choice of Execution Engine type             

(Execution Framework) depends on the requirements of that workflow stage in terms of qualities              

such as latency, throughput, scalability, modifiability and reliability. 

1.13.2.1.3 Execution Engine 

These components are responsible for processing of input data into intermediate and eventually             

final Data Products. Each Execution Engine instance represents a Processing Workflow Stage            

associated with a Processing Block instance (see Execution Control Data Model View). Possible             

decompositions of the Execution Engine Component have been documented in the Distributed Dask,             

DALiuGE (TODO: link) and Message Passing Interface C&C Views. 

 

The fact that every Execution Engine is associated with exactly one Data island means that               

communication between Execution Engine instances is deliberately restricted by the architecture.           

The two primary ways that Execution Engines can exchange data are: 

 

1. An Execution Engine instance might write outputs to storage allocated for the purpose of              

sharing it with other Execution Engines (create an intermediate data product). This data can              

then be used as input to other Execution Engine instances. This might involve reorganisation              

of Data Islands as an intermediate step. 

 

Note that this mechanism allows to build simple top-level graphs from Execution Engine             

instances. This is quite a common pattern for large-scale distribution, and especially a             

simplified version of the DROP concept prototyped by DALiuGE [RD.1.5.1]. 

 

2. Data Queues can used for just-in-time communication with other Execution Engines           

instances. This is the only way in the architecture for execution engines to exchange data               

with each other at runtime (or other SDP components, for that matter). This is expected to                

be useful for gathering and aggregating metrics, quality assessment data or coordinate            

progress on calibration. 

 

This means that we support both “sequential” (over the Buffer) and “parallel” (over Data Queues)               

distribution of work. See behaviour section for illustrations of these use cases. In practice, this maps                

well to workflows Execution Engines instances may each be responsible for processing the data from               

one sub-band for one major loop. 

 

Note that these restrictions do not apply to internal Execution Engine data distribution: In the most                

extreme case, we might implement a Processing Block using a single “global” Execution Engine that               

handles all communication internally until the time Data Products get produced. In this case the               

architecture can not offer many scaling guarantees, but this might occasionally be the right choice to                

allow adoption of specialised distributed algorithms (such as global consensus calibration). 

1.13.2.1.4 Data Queues 

Intermediate infrastructure for streaming data, separated into a number of named queues. Queue             

names have a global namespace, so data produced by an Execution Engine can be received by any                 
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other component that knows the name, such as for example the TANGO control interface, a               

Processing Block Controller or another Execution Engine. 

 

The streams are expected to have moderate throughput compared with the Buffer. It is especially               

expected that as long as queues are sufficiently fine-granular, the infrastructure can be scaled easily               

by adding more brokers. Calibration solutions might need roughly 100 MB/s per queue [RD05,RD06],              

and Quality Assessment might also become quite significant (TBD). 

1.13.2.1.5 Execution Control 

Provides configuration information to Execution Engines and the Buffer. The interface will be             

implemented by the Configuration Database. The information exchanged will mostly be parameters            

of the Workflow Stage and possibly to exchange Information about the state and progress of storage                

and processing (see Execution Control Data Model View). 
 

The amount of data exchanged here should be minimal. If configuration data must be read by                

Execution Engines in a distributed manner, it should be preferred to use internal communication to               

reduce the load on Configuration Database infrastructure. 

1.13.2.1.6 Measurement Interface, Telescope State Interface 

Provides input data to Receive components, which will transfer the real-time data obtained using the               

various protocols involved (SPEAD, FTP, TANGO) into a consistent stream of raw data that can be fed                 

to processing software down the line. SDP might end up with a caching infrastructure for               

information from the TANGO control system in case it turns out to become a scalability problem. 

1.13.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

Not applicable 

1.13.2.3 Element Interfaces 

Queues, storage, coordination as well external interfaces are covered in the Operational System C&C              

view. 
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1.13.2.4 Element Behavior 

1.13.2.4.1 Execution Engine Control 

 

Figure 4: Execution Engine and Data Island control by Execution Control 

 

This sequence diagram shows the rough control flow of creating Execution Engines and Data Islands.               

The Processing Controller initiates processing by creating a Processing Block Controller (see            

Execution Control C&C View). This will generate the configuration for all required Execution Engines              

and Data Islands in the Configuration Database, which the Processing Controller will assign resources              

according to global scheduling and resource availability. Note that while a Processing Block             

Controller will be instantiated with an expectation to get assigned a certain amount of resources,               

this might not always happen due to failures or delays. From the point of view of the Processing                  

Block / Execution Engine, certain resources might become unavailable or never become available in              

the first place. This will be indicated by the Processing Controller using Resource Assignments to the                

Processing Block in question, see the Execution Control Data Model View. 
 

Once resources have been allocated and the software has been deployed, the Processing Block              

Controller will perform any needed initialisation steps to provide Data Islands and Execution Engines.              

Execution will be monitored until the Execution Engine is finished, at which point the Processing               

Block Controller might free the associated resources. This is also the point where storage owned by                

the Data Island can be freed - as long as it is not currently shared or required for a Data Product. The                      

Data Islands will only get removed from the configuration after Delivery has finished creating the               

Science Product Catalogue entry, at which point storage associated with Data Products will get              

moved to Long Term Storage. 
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1.13.2.4.2 Sequential Execution Engines 

 

Figure 5: Sequential Execution Engines data exchange via Data Islands  

 

One of the primary ways to exchange data between Execution Engines is using Data Islands,               

especially shared storage: After an Execution Engine has finished writing outputs to a Data Island, we                

might set up a new Data Island for a new Execution Engine that makes the output available. Note                  

that the architecture might also allow re-using the data island with a different Execution Engine. 

1.13.2.4.3 Parallel Execution Engines 

 

Figure 6: Parallel Execution Engines data exchange via Data Queues 

 

The other way data can be exchanged by Execution Engines at runtime is using Data Queues: As this                  

infrastructure is available globally, it can be used for streaming data from and to other Execution                

Engines. The example behaviour shows one possible configuration: A number of “worker” Execution             

Engines stream input via a Data Queue to a “Stream Processor” Execution Engine, which does               

distributed processing before streaming results back. We expect that similar distribution schemes            
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will be used for Quality Assessment. Note that approaching this as a “streaming” problem avoids               

global synchronisation points, which could become a problem for performance. 

 

This method of data exchange between concurrent Execution Engine instances is expected to             

become quite useful for problems that need to take a “big picture” view of the data, such as global                   

calibration. This allows us to keep heavy processing (say, imaging or predict) in quite small and                

well-defined data islands, while streaming calibration data out to a global calibration Execution             

Engine. Having a separate Execution Engine for calibration would especially allow us to decouple the               

calibration process from the control flow of imaging (e.g. the major loop): Calibration could keep               

iterating and improving solutions, with other Execution Engines pulling and pushing queues            

independently depending on where they are in their respective control flow. 

1.13.3 Context Diagram 

 
Figure 7: Processing C&C Context 

 

The context of Processing is the Operational System C&C view. The elements decomposed in this               

view are Receive & Real-Time Processing, Batch Processing as well as Quality Assessment. 

1.13.4 Variability Guide 

1.13.4.1 TANGO interaction 

While the Fast Telescope State interface is marked as using the TANGO control protocol in the                

Operational System C&C view, this does not mean that the execution engines will interact directly               

with it. We might want to introduce an intermediate component that caches TANGO data to ensure                

scaling of Receive processing independent of the capacity of the TANGO infrastructure. 

1.13.4.2 Processing for Testing/Maintenance 

We have described all processing as falling into three categories in the primary representation -               

real-time processing, batch processing and quality assessment. However, this should not suggest            

that we would not occasionally use this infrastructure to run execution engines for purposes that are                

not directly connected to an observation and/or not commanded by TM. 
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Examples might be test runs of pipelines, which could include special simulation Execution Engines              

that generate visibility data into the Buffer as a stand-in for ingested data. Furthermore, we might                

run workflows and Execution Engines purely for maintenance reasons, for example to move or check               

the consistency of data. In many ways the processing infrastructure still operates like a standard HPC                

system under the hood, and we likely will not want to specialise it too much. See also Science                  

Pipeline Workflow View. 

1.13.4.3 Execution Engine Variability 

The processing architecture leaves the internal design of Execution Engines and Storage Backends             

open. They can implement arbitrary data distribution methods internally as long as they implement              

the required interfaces (storage, queues and configuration). This is a conscious decision, as Science              

Pipeline Workflows will have very different requirements for their Execution Engines in terms of -               

amongst others - performance and supported programming models. 

 

In fact, we further support Execution Engine variability by designing Processing Components (see             

Processing Component Module View) so they can be reused. This means that Execution Frameworks              

will not have to re-implement domain-dependent functionality, and can focus entirely on, say,             

performance or maintainability. In this section, we will walk through a number of concrete examples               

of architectures that we might wish to support within the SDP. 

1.13.4.3.1 Trivial Execution Engine 

 

Figure 8: Trivial Execution Engine Example 

 

In the easiest case, an Execution Engine might just be a single Process on a single processing node -                   

illustrated using the dotted deployment box in the diagram. Despite its limits, this type of “Execution                

Engine” is very important for the SDP architecture. This easily allows SDP to integrate “legacy”               

astronomy software into workflows as long as they primarily work with file objects compatible with               
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SDP data models. Furthermore, there will likely be good reasons for SDP to maintain their own set of                  

Execution Engines and components tailored towards single-process use: This is an easy way to              

introduce small Workflow modifications on the fly - such as a custom Python script flagging a certain                 

selection of visibilities.  

 

Another use case for single-process Execution Engines would be processing that bottlenecks the             

storage instance of the data island and therefore does not actually benefit from having more               

processing nodes available. An example would be an Execution Engines migrating or reordering data              

between different storage types such as the hot and cold buffer (for, say, visibilities and data                

products). Such Execution Engines would by design use large Data Islands with bad locality, which               

offer few performance guarantees. 

 

Note that Figure 8 also indicates that the process should internally use Processing Components to do                

domain-dependent work. As explained in the Processing Component Module View, the reasoning is             

that we would want to be able to migrate such single-process applications to more complex               

Execution Frameworks once the need for extra scalability arrives. 

1.13.4.3.2 Simple Distributed Execution Engine 

 

Figure 9: Simple Distributed Execution Engine Example 

 

There are many ways to implement a distributed system, and the SDP architecture is not specialised                

towards one of them. For the purpose of illustration, this diagram shows a simple master/client               

design where a driver program on a “engine master” node distributes tasks to “local engine” nodes,                

where they would be executed using Processing Components. The strength of this paradigm is that it                

makes load balancing straightforward. 
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In a distributed setting, these local engines would access the Data Islands using separate File System                

Interfaces locally deployed to their processing nodes. If the Data Island in question provides access               

to fast temporary storage with sufficient consistency guarantees regarding distributed updates, it            

might choose to use this to exchange data between Local Engine instances - or simply mirror it to                  

provide robustness. 

 

Examples for execution engines that roughly fit into this template would be the SDP prototype               

DALiuGE [RD.1.5.1] (see also DALiuGE Execution Engine C&C View - TODO: link) or Distributed Dask               

(see the Distributed Dask Execution Engine C&C View). 

1.13.4.3.3 Manual Message Passing 

 

 

Figure 10: Distributed Execution Engine using manual message 

 

There are obviously a number of variants on this pattern, such as replacing the master and clients                 

with equal worker ranks, organising internal communication using a message bus. This is the type of                

architecture used by standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) applications. See the Message            

Passing Interface Execution Engine C&C View for more detail. 

 

This paradigm will be useful where the Execution Engine wants tight control over data movement.               

For the SDP this might become useful for complex global distributed algorithms, such as calibration               

solving. 
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1.13.4.3.4 Streaming Execution Engine 

 
Figure 11: Streaming Execution Engine Example 

 

Especially for real time processing it makes sense to implement the execution engine using static               

components that perform a transformation on a steady stream of data. In the example, we have a                 

“Receive” and a “Processing” engine component which communicate via a streaming link. This is              

useful where we want to optimise latencies, such as for implementing Receive and real-time              

calibration. This architecture was inspired by the MeerKat design. 
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1.13.4.3.5 Interfaces via Cache 

 

Figure 12: Caching Execution Engine Example 

 

Especially for latency-critical applications, the Execution Engine might not want to rely on the              

performance of external stores. This might be especially applicable to Science Data Model             

information (see Science Data Model View) that might be delivered to the Execution Engine in a                

Buffer representation unsuitable for quick access. Therefore an Execution Engine might elect to use a               

local “cache” component (such as an in-memory Database like Redis) as an in-between. 

1.13.5 Rationale 
A theme in Processing is decoupling: While we might not currently be able to prove that storage or                  

Execution Engine technology satisfies all requirements sufficiently, especially considering that future           

performance requirements have no natural upper bound. However: 

1. we are sure that solutions are available for addressing every driver in isolation, and 

2. concrete requirements will vary a lot depending on Science Pipeline Workflow and even             

stage within said workflow. 

 

Therefore we can greatly increase our chances for realising any overall system quality simply by               

making technology decisions dependent on workflow. This obviously comes at the cost of increasing              
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development complexity (need to develop interfaces and wrapping code) and has the potential to              

decrease performance if not done carefully, however this is preferable to assuming a “miracle”              

Execution Engine or storage technology. 

1.13.5.1 Experience 

The architectural approach of splitting work into isolated pieces to take advantage of both              

“embarrassing” parallelism while also improving robustness and testability is a common strategy for             

dealing with large-scale distributed systems, as popularised by the MapReduce[RD.1.5.4] concept.           

Note that reduction would also be possible in the SDP architecture due to Data Island reorganisation.                

This general concept is also implemented in workflow engines and workload managers such as              

SLURM, where job dependencies can be used to build complex networks of independent tasks, each               

possibly with their own low-level distribution schemes. 

 

In this context it is also not an uncommon idea to tie specialised “burst buffer” storage[RD.1.5.5] to                 

task execution. This is a concept that is currently prototyped for SLURM. 

1.13.5.2 Scalability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-829 (Scalability) 

See Operational C&C View for scalability concerns of coordination, queues and Buffer. 

 

The decomposition into multiple Execution Engines is driven by the scalability requirement: limiting             

interaction between Execution Engines means that we can harness “embarrassing” parallel           

scalability. The challenge will be partitioning the algorithms into a sufficient number of independent              

Execution Engines and the data movement involved in managing their inputs and outputs. 

 

Along similar lines, the decomposition into multiple Data Islands is driven by scalability of metadata               

and name spacing (such as maintaining a consistent view of file paths of storage objects). As every                 

data island will its own private namespace, performance of metadata queries and updates should be               

isolated from other islands. 

1.13.5.3 Modifiability 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-826 (General Workflow / Algorithm Performance) 

An important reason for supporting a large number of Execution Engines is to ensure modifiability of                

Science Pipeline Workflows: Different execution engines might allow us to describe pipelines in             

different ways, which allows us to experiment with e.g. both low- and high-level programming              

models depending on the requirements of the pipeline in question. 

1.13.5.4 Performance 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-826 (General Workflow / Algorithm Performance), 

SDP_REQ-827 (Execution Engine Constraints) 

Splitting storage and Execution Engines to favour locality not only improves scalability, but also              

allows achieving better baseline performance: This means we can build up the system from solutions               

optimised for a certain (smaller) scale, which is an easier problem. We can especially implement a                

number of optimisations automatically, such as placing storage physically closer to the compute             

using it - ideally to the point of deploying it to node local storage. 
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1.13.5.5 Robustness 

Requirements: SDP_REQ-818 (Software Reboot Time), 

SDP_REQ-819 (Software Maximum Recovery Time), 

SDP_REQ-820 (Software failure requiring Rollback Recovery), 

SDP_REQ-822 (Node failures recovery) 

The fact that Execution Engines only interact with the execution environment in very defined ways               

means that if an execution fails (for example because of hardware failure) we can easily repeat it on                  

alternate hardware. 

1.13.5.6 Testability 

Execution Engines run separate from each other, and have a small number of well-defined              

general-purpose interfaces: We can easily set up realistic Buffer and configuration data, and Data              

Queue interactions can be simulated. This means that we can test Execution engines both outside               

observatory deployments, and especially outside the context of a running SDP operational software             

system.  

1.13.6 Related Views 

This view is a decomposition of the Operational System C&C view. 
 

Possible concrete Execution Engines decompositions are given in the following views: 

● Distributed Dask Execution Engine C&C View 

● DALiuGE Execution Engine C&C View (TODO: link) 

● Message Passing Interface Execution Engine C&C View 

 

Processing is instantiated as requested by Science Pipeline Workflows. See the Science Pipeline             

Workflows Module View for how this is implemented, and the Science Pipeline Workflow View for               

domain-specific algorithms using this structure. 

1.13.7 References 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD.1.5.1] Wu, Chen, et al. "DALiuGE: A graph execution framework for harnessing the            
astronomical data deluge." Astronomy and Computing 20 (2017): 1-15. 

[RD.1.5.2] R. Bolton et al., Parametric models of SDP compute requirements, 
SKA-TEL-SDP-0000040, revision 1C, 2016-03-24 

[RD.1.5.3] P. Wortmann, SDP Memo 038: Pipeline Working Sets and Communication 

[RD.1.5.4] Dean, Jeffrey, and Sanjay Ghemawat. "MapReduce: simplified data processing on 
large clusters." Communications of the ACM 51.1 (2008): 107-113. 

[RD.1.5.5] Liu, Ning, et al. "On the role of burst buffers in leadership-class storage systems."              
Mass Storage Systems and Technologies (MSST), 2012 IEEE 28th Symposium on.           
IEEE, 2012. 
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1.13.8 DALiuGE View Packet 

Contributor: A. Wicenec 

This view packet is © Copyright 2018 The University of Western Australia. 

1.13.8.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 1: DALiuGE as SDP Execution Engine for batch processing. 
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Figure 2: DALiuGE as SDP Execution Engine for real-time processing. 

 

Figures 1 and 2 are Component and Connector views, where elements are software instances and 

relations are communication. It shows how the DALiuGE Execution Engine, part of the more 

overarching DALiuGE System [RD1.13.8.1], [RD1.13.8.2], would fit into the SDP processing 

architecture (see Processing C&C View) as an Execution Engine for both real-time and batch 

processing. DALiuGE has been successfully tested in these scenarios, both small and large scale, but 

not yet on full SKA1 scale. 

 

A DALiuGE Execution Engine consists of a Physical Graph Manager, which submits a Physical Graph 

(in a JSON representation) to a DALiuGE Master Manager, which in turn distributes sub-graphs to the 

DALiuGE Node Managers running on each of the compute nodes. Depending on the implementation 

of the tasks either the node managers or the tasks themselves will communicate with the Buffer and 

Data Queues to obtain inputs and generate outputs.  
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1.13.8.2 Element Catalogue 

1.13.8.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.13.8.2.1.1 DALiuGE Physical Graph Manager 

The Physical Graph Manager element is part of the so-called Dropmake package of the overall 

DALiuGE system [RD1.13.8.1, RD1.13.8.2]. Dropmake contains a logical to physical graph translator, a 

static scheduler and the Physical Graph Manager. Only the latter part is relevant in the context of the 

Execution Engine, since it is directly involved in the deployment of the physical graph to the nodes 

assigned to the processing by the Execution Control Module. The other parts of the system are 

executed independently and off-line.  The static scheduler takes a number of constraints into 

account and will use them to optimise resource usage based on multiple objectives as well as 

multiple constraints at the same time. Objectives can include things like task and data placement, 

run-time and power consumption. Constraints can include things like hardware capabilities, 

hardware availability and deadlines. 

1.13.8.2.1.2 DALiuGE Master Manager 

The DALiuGE Master Manager receives the physical graph from the Physical Graph Manager, splits it 

up into the partitions derived by the DALiuGE scheduler and sends the individual graph partitions to 

the compute nodes. The IP addresses of the actual compute nodes involved in the processing will be 

put into the physical graph by the Physical Graph Manager, based on information received from the 

Execution Control. Note that due to the lack of a reference implementation or definition of the 

interface between the Execution Control and the Execution Engine, the DALiuGE engine is using the 

implementation included in the DALiuGE system [RD1.13.8.1, RD1.13.8.2], which implements an 

interface with SLURM. 

1.13.8.2.1.3 DALiuGE Node Manager 

DALiuGE Node Managers are the main work horses of a DALiuGE execution engine, this is where all 

tasks get executed. Each DALiuGE Node Manager will have a physical graph partition assigned by the 

DALiuGE Master Manager. DALiuGE currently does not support ‘task stealing’, since the side effects 

and associated costs and overheads of moving tasks and data are essentially unpredictable at least 

at run-time. 

1.13.8.2.1.4 Buffer 

The Buffer will provide a File System Interface to the DALiuGE Execution Engine, which will be used 

by DALiuGE Node Managers (or the tasks) to read primary inputs and write outputs. 

 

1.13.8.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

1.13.8.2.3 Element Interfaces 

For Configuration, Data Queues and Buffer interfaces the schemas/protocols will be defined outside 

of this view. 

 

Internally, DALiuGE utilises ZeroMQ [RD1.13.8.3] event messaging library to implement the 

communication between DALiuGE tasks (drops) and also between the tasks and the managers for 
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monitoring purposes. For the equivalent of the SDP Data Queues, DALiuGE is using direct method 

calls for in-process tasks and ZeroRPC [RD1.13.8.4] (which is based on ZeroMQ [RD1.13.8.3] and 

MessagePack [RD1.13.8.4]) for out-of-process and cross compute node tasks. 

1.13.8.2.4 Element Behavior 

 
Figure 3: Conceptual DALiuGE sequence diagram. 

 

In Figure 3 solid arrows represent actions, dashed arrows represent events. The main point of this 

diagram is that DALiuGE managers are not involved in the triggering or execution of the tasks. The 

initial trigger for Drop 1 (N=0) has to be generated by either an external system or a specialised 

initialisation Drop. From that point onwards all trigger events are raised by Data Drops changing 

their state to ‘Finished’ (standard Data Drops), or ‘Block Finished’ (streaming Data Drops). For an 

explanation of the Drop concept, please refer to the text. 

 

In DALiuGE, submitting a physical graph is a static process between the Physical Graph Manager, the 

DALiuGE Master Manager and the DALiuGE Node Managers. The static and data activated design of 

DALiuGE provides an extremely small overhead of only a few microseconds per task. This is at least 

two orders of magnitude lower than comparable frameworks like distributed Dask [RD1.13.8.4]. It 

also provides a far more predictable resource usage and runtime. In case a specific task (or a 

complete workflow) runs over its allocated resources (including runtime), DALiuGE, if configured to 

do so, will terminate that task or workflow. 

 

As noted above, DALiuGE is statically scheduling the whole physical graph, based on the best 

available knowledge about the hardware capabilities and the task requirements. Thus there is no 

need for a centralised dynamic task scheduler, which also removes an architectural bottleneck. 

Nevertheless, in case the need would arise, it would be possible to integrate a level of dynamic task 

scheduling at the level of the Data Island Managers, which could then also include a task stealing 

mechanism. 
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Different from other frameworks, DALiuGE represents and implements data items as nodes on the 

physical graph just like task items.  In order to avoid confusion, we are thus calling the nodes on a 

physical graph Drops. At run-time Drops are instances of Python classes, which are all derived from a 

single, abstract Drop Class. Each Drop, be it a Data Drop or a Task Drop , essentially represents a 3

wrapper around its payload (either some pointer to actual data or a task implementation), exposing 

consistent interfaces to the DALiuGE Execution Engine. Raising data to the same level as tasks, both 

conceptually and in the implementation, has a number of advantages. The main one is that Data 

Drops are actually objects with methods. Those methods implement a state machine as well as the 

interface to the DALiuGE event and monitoring system. After all, what we really care about is the 

output data, the task(s) are only the means to produce it . Drops are keeping lists of consumers and 4

producers, which essentially means that a Drop ‘knows’ which events it is expecting from where 

(producers) and which events it is supposed to send to where (consumers). In addition the Drop 

classes also implement a system ensuring globally unique identifiers for every single Drop, which 

enables complete traceability of both the data, the tasks used and all the parameters associated to 

an actual execution of a physical graph.  

 

By implementing Data Drops, DALiuGE can also deal with dependencies on both the task and the 

data level in an explicit way. In DALiuGE Data Drops take care of their payload data. Since Data Drops 

know their producers and consumers (as well as their expiration time), they can  clean up their 5

referenced data payload autonomously once every dependency is satisfied or the expiration time 

has passed .  6

3 also called Application Drop 
4 In general this is true for any intermediate or final data item. 
5 This is configurable per Drop 
6 The way Dask is implementing dependencies is by tasks holding on to the data until the dependencies are 
satisfied, which in turn is controlled by the centralised scheduler. 
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1.13.8.2.5 Context Diagram 

 
Figure 4: DALiuGE Execution Engine Component Context 

 

Figure 4 shows the component context when running DALiuGE in a batch processing environment. It 

can run alongside (and independently) of other Execution Engines, both contained within the same 

Processing (Block) instance and external. Other Execution Engines could well be separate DALiuGE 

Execution Engines. 
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Figure 5: DALiuGE Module Context 

 

While module dependencies are not shown in this view, the module dependencies of a DALiuGE 

implementation are worth pointing out: The DALiuGE Physical Graph Manager implementation 

would be part of the Science Pipeline Workflows, implementing the Execution Engine Interface that 

is used to steer workflows. 

 

From there DALiuGE would use the DALiuGE specific Drop Wrappers to access SDP-defined 

Processing Functions and use Data Models to interact with Buffer, Data Queue and Configuration 

interfaces provided by Platform Services. 

1.13.8.2.6 Variability Guide 

Not applicable at this time 

1.13.8.3 Rationale 

DALiuGE (formerly called DFMS for Data Flow Management System) has been architected and 

designed from ground up to meet the SDP requirements and the original architecture and design has 

been verified with an implementation and running a whole set of scalability test cases as well as real 

world science processing. Looking at other existing execution engines, we think that at least some of 

them would be configurable and/or modifiable to meet the SDP requirements as well. DALiuGE has 
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the advantage that it is a well known entity and specifically tailored to what the SDP needs and not 

more, maybe currently still a bit less in some areas. For sure it is not the only solution, but it has a 

few quite unique features, including the verified level of scalability. The question remains, whether 

the effort involved in tailoring and tweaking other solutions to our needs is less or more work than 

continuing to work on DALiuGE. The other open question is about long-term maintainability. The 

landscape of execution engines is changing very fast, what seems to be the go-to solution right now, 

might disappear completely or significantly change in a few months from now. Neither commercial 

nor open source solutions are immune to that problem. If anything, the effort of designing, 

implementing and testing DALiuGE has shown that it actually is not that hard to write a tailored 

solution that meets most if not all our requirements. The remaining issues and challenges are in 

areas which are issues and challenges for all the other existing engines as well. These include 

predictable workflow scheduling under multiple constraints and I/O dependencies. DALiuGE can 

execute single or multiple workflows on very small to very large numbers of compute resources. It is 

highly modifiable, has been tailored to a number of existing missions in batch and stream processing 

context and does not rely on a global file system. We firmly believe that DALiuGE could also 

overcome the complexity and associated risk of the current architectural choice of multiple 

execution engines.  

1.13.8.4 Related Views 

This is a possible decomposition of the Processing C&C View. 

1.13.8.5 Reference Documents 

 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD1.13.8.1] DALiuGE on-line documentation, https://daliuge.readthedocs.io/ 

[RD1.13.8.2] DALiuGE System Component and Connector View, SDP Memo  

[RD1.13.8.3] ZeroMQ, https://zeromq.org  

[RD1.13.8.4] ZeroRPC, http://www.zerorpc.io  

[RD1.13.8.4] MessagePack serialisation library, http://msgpack.org/index.html 

[RD1.13.8.4] Dask.distributed documentation, https://distributed.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ ,    
Revision acc4b907. 

 

 

1.13.9 Dask View Packet 
Contributor: P. Wortmann 
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1.13.9.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 1: Dask as SDP Execution Engine 

 

This is a Component and Connector view, where elements are software instances and relations are 

communication. It shows how Distributed Dask [RD1.5.9.1] would fit into the SDP processing 

architecture (see Processing C&C View) as an Execution Engine. 

 

A Dask Execution Engine consists of a Dask (driver) program, which submits tasks to a scheduler to 

be dynamically distributed between Dask workers. Workers will communicate with the Buffer and 

Data Queues to obtain inputs and generate outputs. Internally, data may be transferred either 

between the driver program and workers (to submit task parameters or receive results) or between 

workers (to obtain the results of dependency tasks). 

1.13.9.2 Element Catalogue 

1.13.9.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.13.9.2.1.1 Dask Program 

The “driver” Python program that defines all work to be done by the Execution Engine. The Dask 

program would implement the Execution Engine interface to interact with workflows by reading the 
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configuration from the configuration database, parameterising the program and generating suitable 

tasks from it. It would also be in charge of reporting on progress and reacting to commands, such as 

cancelling processing when commanded to do so. 

 

Tasks are extracted from the program and serialised using the “cloudpickle” Python package 

[RD1.5.9.2], which allows transplanting the full task definition including code and environment data 

to the Dask workers. 

1.13.9.2.1.2 Dask Scheduler 

The scheduler process is in charge of collecting tasks from Dask Programs  and distributing them 7

across workers. This is done dynamically by monitoring workers and graph execution, and only 

scheduling the task once dependencies are available and workers are not too busy. To estimate the 

remaining amount of work, the scheduler will estimate the complexity of remaining tasks based on 

either annotations or experience gathered with similar tasks. 

1.13.9.2.1.3 Dask Worker 

Workers are the main work horses of a Dask execution engine, this is where all tasks get executed. 

Each Dask Worker will have a local queue of tasks assigned by the Scheduler, but workers can also 

“steal” tasks from each other if it turns out that the scheduler did not anticipate the complexity of 

tasks correctly. 

1.13.9.2.1.4 Buffer 

The Buffer will provide a File System Interface to the Dask Execution Engine, which will be used by 

Dask Workers to read primary inputs and write outputs. 

1.13.9.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

1.13.9.2.3 Element Interfaces 

For Configuration, Data Queues and Buffer interfaces the schemas/protocols will be defined outside 

of this view. 

 

Internally, Dask utilises MsgPack [RD1.5.9.3] serialisation library to implement a schema-less 

protocol that used between all Dask components. Python objects are generally serialised using 

cloudpickle [RD1.5.9.2] with some exceptions to optimise special cases. There is furthermore 

support for compression and encryption, which however is of limited relevance to the SDP. 

7 A Dask Scheduler process can serve many Dask Programs at the same time - in principle this could be used to 
share the Scheduler between Processing Blocks, however for consistency with the SDP architecture we assume 
only one Dask Program per Scheduler here. 
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1.13.9.2.4 Element Behavior 

 
Figure 2: Task behaviour (adapted from “Journey of a Task” in the Dask documentation[RD1.5.9.1]) 

 

In distributed Dask, submitting Tasks is a dynamic process between the Dask Program, the Dask 

Scheduler and the Dask Worker. Each task goes through a complicated life cycle as shown in Figure 

2: It starts with the Dask Program submitting it to the Scheduler, which will determine its place in the 

task graph and - if applicable - delay it until dependencies are in-memory. 

 

Then the scheduler will select a worker to transmit the task to, by taking information about the 

workload of the worker and data location into account. Nevertheless, a task might still get 

dynamically re-balanced later by workers “stealing” tasks from each other if execution runs into 

worker load imbalances. 

 

The worker to execute will load dependencies from other workers using direct communication, 

execute the task and store the result locally. The fact that the task has been finished will be reported 

to the Dask Scheduler, which might notify the Dask Program. In either case this might cause new 

tasks to get inserted into the graph. 

 

By default, data stays with the Worker that generated it. If the Dask Program wants to use the data, 

it will need to request the data itself after the task has finished. Data stored on workers will 

eventually be garbage-collected as the Dask Program together with the Scheduler determine that it 

is not used anymore. 
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1.13.9.3 Context Diagram 

 
Figure 3: Dask Execution Engine Context 

 

As shown on Figure 3, Distributed Dask will typically be run as part of Batch Processing. It will be 

running alongside (and independently) of other Execution Engines, both contained within the same 

Processing (Block) instance and external. Other Execution Engines could well be separate Dask 

instances, with separate schedulers. 
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Figure 4: Dask Module Context 

 

While module dependencies are not shown in this view, the module dependencies of a Distributed 

Dask implementation are worth pointing out: The Dask Program implementation would be part of 

the Science Pipeline Workflows, implementing the Execution Engine Interface that is used to steer 

workflows. 

 

From there the Dask program would use Dask-specific Processing Wrappers to access SDP-defined 

Processing Functions and use Data Models to interact with Buffer, Data Queue and Configuration 

interfaces provided by Platform Services. 

1.13.9.4 Variability Guide 

Not applicable at this time 

1.13.9.5 Rationale 

Not applicable - rationale for Dask architecture is out of scope for SDP 

1.13.9.6 Related Views 

This is a possible decomposition of the Processing C&C View. 

1.13.9.7 Reference Documents 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 
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[RD1.5.9.1] Dask.distributed documentation, https://distributed.readthedocs.io/en/latest/, 
Revision acc4b907.  

[RD1.5.9.2] cloudpickle python package, https://github.com/cloudpipe/cloudpickle 

[RD1.5.9.3] MsgPack serialization library, http://msgpack.org/index.html 

 

1.13.10 MPI View Packet 

Contributors: M. Farreras, B. Nikolic 

1.13.10.1 Primary Representation 

 

Figure 1: SDP Execution Engine using Message Passing Interface 

 

This is a Component and Connector view, where elements are software instances and relations are               

communication. It shows how MPI [RD1.5.10.1] would fit into the SDP processing architecture (see              

Processing C&C View [RD02]) as an Execution Engine. 

 

A Message Passing Interface (MPI) Execution Engine consists of an MPI program, which uses an               

implementation of the MPI API [RD1.5.10.1] (aka. MPI Library). The MPI program runs in a Multiple                

Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) fashion. One instance of the program will be the master (driver)               

and the others will be workers. Master interfaces with Execution Control, taking the coordination              

role. Master and Workers will communicate with the Buffer and Data Queues to obtain inputs and                

generate outputs. Data transfers between processes are explicitly specified in the MPI program.             
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Internally, data will be transferred through the MPI Library. Communication with Storage can also be               

done through the MPI library which is able to handle concurrent accesses to data. 

1.13.10.2 Element Catalogue 

1.13.10.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

1.13.10.2.1.1 MPI Program 

The MPI Program defines all work to be done by the Execution Engine. It runs in a MIMD fashion,                   

where every process running the program takes its role depending on its rank (MPI communication               

rank). One process, typically process with rank 0, takes the role of Master, whereas the rest will take                  

the role of Workers. 

 

The MPI Master program implements the Execution Engine interface to interact with workflows by              

reading the configuration from the configuration database and parameterising the program. It would             

also be in charge of reporting on progress and reacting to commands, such as cancelling processing                

when commanded to do so. 

 

The MPI Worker program (and Master too if not too busy) implements the computation of the actual                 

tasks. Each MPI Worker will take its share of work (depending of its rank) and either read the                  

necessary data from Buffer or prepare to receive it from origin (i.e. master or co-worker), execute                

the task and report results (usually to master) if needed or write them into Buffer.  

 

Coordination of work among processes is not the job of a single process but instead it happens                 

globally and explicitly within the MPI Program. Therefore, the MPI program in both sides master and                

worker handles data distribution, work distribution and coordination.  

 

1.13.10.2.1.2 Buffer 

The Buffer will provide a File System Interface to the MPI Execution Engine, which will be used by the                   

MPI Program to read primary inputs and write outputs. 

1.13.10.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

1.13.10.2.3 Element Interfaces 

For Configuration, Data Queues and Buffer interfaces the schemas/protocols are defined in the             

Operational C&C View. 
 

Internally, all data transfers will happen through the Message Passing Interface (MPI).  

1.13.10.2.3.1 Message Passing Interface 

MPI is an Application Programming Interface (API) for Message Passing. There is many different              

implementations for it. MPI provides a set of functions for data communication among processes,              

where processes can exchange data in different manners: among two processes (point to point              

communication), among a set of processes (collective communication), communication can be           

initiated by one process (one-sided communication), and it can be synchronous (blocking) or it may               

happen asynchronously (unblocking).  
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MPI provides a lot of flexibility as it gives full control over data movement to the Execution Engine                  

Program, which can be specially convenient for global distributed algorithms such as calibration             

solving. 

 

Besides data movement, since MPI-2, MPI implementations also provide primitives for Parallel I/O,             

that would allow multiple processes to access Buffer concurrently in a safe manner. It also provides                

Dynamic Process Management, which allows to increase/decrease the number of processes. This            

feature adds flexibility to the MIMD paradigm, particularly for SDP it may help the Execution Engine                

to deal with load balancing. 

 

MPI is the de facto standard for communication in High Performance Computing (HPC) and therefore               

highly optimized implementations are available for different High Performance Networks (i.e           

Infiniband, Omni-Path, Cray Aries). There is open source implementations (i.e. MPICH, OpenMPI) and             

vendor specific (i.e. IntelMPI, CrayMPI, IBM MPI Parallel Environment (PE)). Also it is worth              

mentioning projects like OpenFabrics and Unified Communication X that aim to support and             

promote open source software for emerging fabrics. They provide an extra-layer of standardization             

for implementing portable software optimized for several HPC networks (i.e. OpenMPI runs on top              

of OpenFabrics).  

 

This ensures on one hand portability across platforms, as MPI is the currently best supported HPC                

solution (which is an important quality for SDP); on the other hand it enables effective utilization of                 

available bandwidth and lower latency which would make a difference especially in workflows where              

data communication rate is high or where communication involves a big amount of data.  

1.13.10.2.4 Element Behavior 

 

Figure 2: MPI program behaviour for a simple master/worker model and simple data distribution pattern. 
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Especially in its most recent revisions, MPI supports more complex data distribution and aggregation              

(e.g., tree reduction) and control (one sided communication, etc). This is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

The MPI Program follows the MIMD paradigm. Tasks are part of the code, which is replicated in each                  

process. Code does not travel. The distribution of work is coordinated (implemented) in the MPI               

Program, where each process takes its share of work (depending on its rank) and this can be static                  

(in the typical MPI model) or dynamic (if using the Dynamic Process Management). 

 

To perform its task(s), processes need to get hold of the associated data, either reading inputs data                 

from the Buffer or Data Queues or through explicit MPI communications. Data dependencies are              

therefore controlled by the MPI program and explicitly satisfied with the MPI communication.             

Process synchronization (i.e. notify master that worker has finished its task) also happens through              

MPI by use of MPI synchronization primitives (i.e. Wait or Barrier). 

1.13.10.3 Context Diagram 

 

Figure 3: MPI Execution Engine Context 

 

As shown on Figure 3, MPI Execution Engine will typically be run as part of Batch Processing. It will                   

be running alongside (and independently) of other Execution Engines, both contained within the             

same Processing (Block) instance and external.  
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Figure 4: MPI Module Context 

 

While module dependencies are not shown in this view, the module dependencies of a MPI               

implementation are worth pointing out: The MPI Program would be part of the Science Pipeline               

Workflows, implementing the Execution Engine Interface that is used to steer workflows. 

 

From there the MPI program would use MPI-specific Processing Wrappers to access SDP-defined             

Processing Functions and use Data Models to interact with Buffer, Data Queue and Configuration              

interfaces provided by Platform Services. 

 

Since the main programing language for SDP is Python, and MPI defines language bindings for C and                 

Fortran, we may need a Python binding to interface with Python. One popular option for that                

purpose is MPI for Python.  
 

MPI for Python is currently constructed on top of the MPI-2.1 specifications. It supports              

point-to-point and blocking collective communications of any picklable Python object (built-in or            

user-defined), using the pickle module [RD1.5.10.3]. This feature is convenient but object            

serialization is expensive (in terms of time and memory) so the package also provides optimized               
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direct communications of Python objects exposing the single-segment buffer interface (NumPy           

arrays, built-in bytes/string/array objects), which can be used in conjunction with user-defined MPI             

datatypes describing complicated memory layouts, to enable a more efficient implementation of            

algorithms involving multidimensional arrays.  

 

Another interesting feature of MPI for Python are the futures. The mpi4py.futures            

package[RD1.5.10.4] provides a high-level interface for asynchronously executing callables on a pool            

of worker processes using MPI for inter-process communication. The mpi4py.futures package is            

based on concurrent.futures from the Python standard library. As it runs on separate processes there               

is no issues with GIL. Internally, it either uses the Dynamic Process Management features of MPI 2 to                  

spawn processes or it can reorganize the existing processes in a master - worker manner. 

 

1.13.10.4 Variability Guide 

Not applicable at this time 

1.13.10.5 Rationale 

Not applicable - rationale for MPI architecture is out of scope for SDP 

1.13.10.6 Related Views 

This is a possible decomposition of the Processing C&C View. 

1.13.10.7 Reference Documents 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the               

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD1.5.10.1] Message Passing Interface Specifications https://www.mpi-forum.org/ 
 

[RD1.5.10.2] MPI for Python documentation, https://mpi4py.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ 
 

[RD1.5.10.3] Python pickle serialization module, https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html 
 

[RD1.5.10.4] MPI for Python Futures 
https://mpi4py.readthedocs.io/en/stable/mpi4py.futures.html 
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2 SDP Platform Component and Connector View 
Contributors: J. Garbutt, J. Taylor, P. Harding, A. Ensor, V. Allan, P. Wortmann 

2.1 Primary Representation 

 

 

Figure 1: Platform Services Component and Connector Primary Representation 

 

The SDP Operational System, including all its processing, executes on resources provisioned and 

orchestrated by Platform Services. 

 

On the left you can see the interface to the Artefact Repository that can be used by automated build 

systems to build and import images for new and updated Science Pipeline Workflows, Platform and 

SDP Services. 

 

Also on the left hand side, you can see Platform Services has connections used by operators. The 

bootstrapping of Platform Services is started via SSH Access. Once the Operational Dashboard 

provided by Configuration and Orchestration Services is available, all other services can be started, in 

the predefined order described in detail below. Once complete, Platform Services are all up and 
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running, and the SDP Operational System is started such that all its TANGO interfaces are available 

and ready to accept requests that for instance triggering the starting of Science Pipeline Workflows. 

 

On the right hand side, you can see connections used by the SDP Operational System. Firstly logs and 

health metrics are both collected and queried. Secondly the Configuration Database is used both to 

communicate the current available system capacity. Thirdly we have the Compute and Storage 

provisioning interface, used by the SDP Operational System to request changes in the system’s state, 

such as dynamically deploying some Operational System software, as used in the execution of 

Science Pipeline Workflows. 

2.2 Element Catalogue 

2.2.1 Element and Their Properties 

This section is a dictionary where each entry is an element of the Primary Presentation. We give the                  

following properties for every element: 

● Functionality: Description of the functions implemented by the component. This will be the             

main text of the sub-sections 

● Prototype: Candidate technologies investigated by P3-AlaSKA performance prototype 

● Alternatives: Other candidate technologies (not extensively prototyped) 

2.2.1.1 Configuration and Orchestration Services 

The Configuration and Orchestration Services component uses off-the-shelf Configuration 

Management tooling to ensuring the SDP Operational System and all the services it requires are 

either running or stopped as required.  

 

The key runtime component is the Operations Management Platform. The prototype uses RunDeck 

[RD2.3] for this purpose. Operational tasks requested via either the Operations Interface or the 

Platform Configuration Interface trigger custom written scripts executed by the Operations 

management platform, for more details see the SDP Platform Services Module View. The Operations 

Management Platform provides one-click automation both via a User Interface and an API to 

monitor the execution of the operational scripts, helping to track all changes made to the system. 

 

The operational scripts generally take the appropriate desired state configuration and feed that into 

an off-the-shelf Configuration Management system. The prototype has been using Ansible for this 

purpose. 

 

The initial bootstrapping of the Operations Management platform is generally done via ssh. Once 

available the rest of the Platform Services and the SDP Operational System can be bootstrapped. For 

more details see the behaviour section below that details the ordering to make this work. 

 

The interfaces to Configuration and Orchestration Services are: 

● Logging and Metrics are used to aggregate logs and metrics exposed by the Operations 

Management Platform 

● Internal Control bus is used in several ways, including: 

○ Operations management platform is used via User Interface Services and Platform 

Configuration Interface to trigger all operational tasks 
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○ Core Infrastructure Services are used by the Configuration Management system to 

orchestration all hardware (Compute, Storage and Networking). 

○ Container Orchestration Services and Artefact Repository are used to run Containers 

● Not shown is the fact all Platform Services are configured by Configuration and 

Orchestration Services 

2.2.1.1.1 Implementations 

Prototype: Ansible triggered via Rundeck 

Alternatives: Puppet, Chef, Jenkins, Ansible AWX 

The current prototype work has focused on using Rundeck to trigger scripts that use Ansible to 

enforce the desired state requested by the chosen configuration. 

 

One advantage of choosing Ansible is the large community that has built and shared lots of existing 

reusable components. For example, our prototype’s OpenStack installation uses OpenStack 

kolla-ansible and Kayobe to automate the provisioning of OpenStack using Docker containers and 

Ansible. Much of the configuration done by Kayobe is built on open source roles found via Ansible 

Galaxy. 

2.2.1.2 Platform Configuration Interface 

The SDP Operational System accesses Platform Services through the Platform Configuration 

Interface. It is expected to be custom code that is a very thin wrapper around the APIs exposed by all 

Platform Services other than the Logging and Metrics Services. 

 

The key things the SDP Operational System needs from the Platform Configuration Interface are: 

● The following requests from Telescope Manager are forwarded to Platform Services: move 

to low power mode, resume from low power mode, shutdown the whole system (including 

all of SDP Operational System, its workflows and Platform Services).  

● Used to understand the current state of Platform Services, including the available capacity of 

Compute and Storage resources 

● Buffer (see SDP Buffer C&C View ) needs to provision its storage backends via Storage 

Provisioning 

● Execution Control (see SDP Execution Control C&C View) needs to start Science Pipeline 

Workflows (for both Batch and Real-time Processing) via the Compute Provisioning interface, 

attaching the storage the Buffer component has prepared via Storage Provisioning. In a 

similar way, Execution Control may need to start and stop SDP services such as Delivery. 

 

Interfaces to Platform Configuration Interface: 

● Configuration Database to interact with the SDP Operational System, to help decide where 

and when to start Science Pipeline Workflows, and forward requests for some operational 

tasks requested by Telescope Manager 

● Compute and Storage Provisioning Interface to allow the SDP Operational System to start 

Science Pipeline Workflows 

● Internal Control bus is expected to be used largely to trigger operations run by the 

Configuration and Orchestration Services component 
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● Logging and Metrics are used to aggregate logs and metrics exposed by the Platform 

Configuration Interface 

2.2.1.2.1 Implementations 

Prototype: Direct access to Ansible provisioned Docker Swarm cluster and OpenStack 

Manila 

Alternatives: Thin proxy to Kubernetes and OpenStack Manila 

The current prototype has allowed direct access to the Platform Services of Docker Swarm and 

OpenStack Manila, all tied together with some Ansible scripting, and with some limited use of 

RunDeck. This is because there has only really been a single static Data Island and no direct Buffer 

control that would dictate a more dynamic and integrated approach implied by this architecture. 

2.2.1.3 Operations Interface 

Operators access Platform Services through the Operations Interface. 

 

Initially there is ssh access to perform the initial bootstrap of Platform Services. Once the initial 

bootstrap has completed the Operations as a Service dashboard exposed by the Configuration and 

Orchestration Services is available to complete the bootstrap of the system and trigger any other 

operational tasks. 

 

The second responsibility of the Operations Interface is securing access to Web Services (a mix of 

both APIs and User Interfaces) that are exposed by other Platform Service components. While not 

shown in Figure 1, securing all these Web Services will be done via integration with the SKA provided 

AAAI system, as per requirement SDP_REQ-285 (Accessibility). It is expected that all information and 

operations are available via an API, with a subset being available via User Interfaces. 

 

To better understand this component, we will describe each of the interfaces in Figure 1: 

● Web Services: secure access to web dashboards and APIs exposed by other Platform Services 

● SSH Access: perform the initial bootstrap and emergency operational tasks 

● Internal Control REST API bus: used to proxy the web services exposed by other platform 

service components 

● The SSH and HTTP access logs and metrics are aggregated by the Logging and Metrics 

Services 

2.2.1.3.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: OpenSSH Server 

Alternatives: HAProxy, Apache 

The prototype platform runs in an isolated network, except for access via an SSH gateway. Currently 

SSH tunnels are used to access the web interfaces. For production use, a web proxy would provide a 

more convenient way to access the variety of web based dashboards and APIs that are available to 

the operator, and secured via an external AAAI system. 
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2.2.1.4 Logging and Metrics Services 

These services gather and aggregate logs and health metrics of servers and software components 

(for both Platform Services and the SDP Operational System), and alert on any problems that don’t 

trigger the successful execution of an operational task to automatically resolve the problem. 

 

An example of a problem that should be quickly detected, and operators should be quickly alerted 

to, is the imminent failure of a Receive and Real Time server. With these tools in place, problems 

should be spotted early, and understood and resolved quickly. It should be possible to automatically 

resolve some issues with minimal interruption to the instrument and executing Science Pipeline 

Workflows. 

 

Here is a description of the interfaces highlighted in Figure 1: 

● All Platform Services use the Logging and Metrics interface to aggregate their logs and report 

metrics on the health of each service. This is the same interface that is used by components 

in the SDP Operational System to aggregate logs and report metrics. The SDP Operational 

System also queries logs and metrics via this interface, and reports them to Telescope 

Manager. 

● The internal Control Bus is largely used by the Operations Interface exposing dashboards and 

APIs to operators 

2.2.1.4.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: OpenStack Monasca, Elasticsearch/Logstash/Kibana, Prometheus with 

Grafana 

Alternatives: ELK using beats, Nagios, Ganglia, New Relic, Splunk, Zabbix, Amazon 

Cloudwatch, etc 

There are two main architectural patterns for metric collection, pull vs push. The prototype has 

focused on using Prometheus (server pulls metrics from app API or an agent with an API) and 

OpenStack Monasca (agent or app pushes metrics to server API). Both have proved useful in 

different ways. OpenStack Monasca provides a multi-tenant OpenStack integrated solution that 

allows for extraction of metrics during log and metric ingest. Prometheus has a sizable ecosystem of 

ready made metric collectors, simple deployment and a powerful query language. 

 

For logs, all current candidate technologies use a push model where an agent pushes logs to a 

central aggregation point. If OpenStack Monasca were chosen, an agent pushes the logs to 

Monasca’s HTTP API. If standalone Elasticsearch were chosen, filebeat would be used to push logs 

from each Operating System to elasticsearch to be indexed and persisted, optionally pushing to 

Logstash in between if the payload needs reformatting before being stored in elasticsearch. It is 

worth noting how logging can be integrated using Docker containers in many ways. Usually a service 

outputs its logs to standard out then Docker is configured with an appropriate plugin that either 

buffers them on local disk or sends them directly to some log aggregation [RD2.8]. 

2.2.1.5 Artefact Repository 

The Artefact Repository is used to store and track all binary files used by the Platform. This includes 

storing things such as: 
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● Tested and verified build artefacts (likely container images) created in an external CI/CD 

system, likely container image binaries 

● Executabiles used for Platform Services, the SDP Operational System and the services the 

SDP Operational System depends on (such as Databases and Queues) 

● Operating System images and Operating System packages 

 

When the SDP Operational System starts workflows via the Compute Provisioning Interface the 

binary being executed will be stored in the Artefact Repository. If using  container images, the 

images are expected to be built and tested in a CI/CD system, then imported through the Container 

Image Registry exposed by the Artefact Repository.  The Artefact Repository is the single source of 

truth for the various code artefacts.  Scalability is achieved through the addition of artefact caching, 

and acceleration layers ensuring timely delivery of executables, and minimal application initialisation 

time. 

2.2.1.5.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: Docker Container Registry and local checkout of Git 

Alternatives: JFrog Artifactory, Apache Archiva 

The prototype has not fully explored the details of artefact distribution and container image 

distribution, rather it went for the most expedient approach for an evolving prototype, the default 

local Docker Container Registry and local checkouts of configuration from GitHub. It is not expected 

to be hard to adopt more controlled binary distribution. It is known that other users of OpenStack 

kolla-ansible and Kayobe have made use of tools like Artifactory for the deployment of OpenStack 

[RD2.6]. 

2.2.1.6 Core Infrastructure Services 

Provides an API to manage all the physical hardware resources (i.e. compute, storage and 

networking hardware), i.e. an API such that Configuration and Orchestration Services can request 

the appropriate physical compute resources, along with a running Operating System that has 

correctly configured networking and storage. 

 

There is a single node needed to do the initial bootstrap of the system, a seed node, but otherwise 

all services are expected to run on infrastructure provisioned using Core Infrastructure Services. 

Note this includes the Logging and Metrics Service that aggregates the logs generated by Core 

Infrastructure Services. This means logs from from Core Infrastructure Services are only aggregated 

once the Logging and Metrics service is up and running. 

 

The diversity of the hardware that needs to be managed is discussed in detail in the SDP Hardware 

View. In particular there are several different networks that a system may or may not need to be 

connected to. Some of the networks use physically separate infrastructure, such as the low latency 

network for example, while some networks use technologies such as VLANs or overlay networks to 

keep several streams of traffic separate. There will likely be several different types of physical 

servers that are specific to one or more server personalities, some of which may have accelerators, 

or specific storage hardware such as NVMe disks.  
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When considering the robustness of the SDP Operational System, it is worth noting that the uptime 

of the hardware provisioned by Core Infrastructure services is largely independent of the uptime of 

the Infrastructure Provisioning API, i.e. if for some reason Core Infrastructure Services fails it does 

not mean the hardware it is controlling is no longer available. 

 

There are the following interfaces to Core Infrastructure Services: 

● Logging and Metrics Service is used to aggregate logs and metrics from Core Infrastructure 

Services. 

● Connection to the Internal Control bus is largely used by the Configuration and Orchestration 

Services 

2.2.1.6.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: OpenStack 

Alternatives: OpenNebula, CloudStack 

 

The prototype has focused on using OpenStack, in particular making use of OpenStack Ironic to 

provision physical servers in a cloud-like way. To help illustrate the expected scope of Core 

Infrastructure Services, the prototype makes use of the following OpenStack components and 

support services: 

● Authentication and Authorization: OpenStack Keystone 

● Orchestrating compute resources: OpenStack Nova (with Ironic Driver) 

● Orchestrating baremetal servers: OpenStack Ironic 

● Orchestrating network resources: OpenStack Neutron (using Generic Switch Driver that 

directly configures physical switches) 

● Store compute images: OpenStack Glance 

● Orchestrating remote block storage resources: OpenStack Cinder 

● To support the above services, Object Storage and Block Storage from Ceph 

● Automation to maintain the system: OpenStack Kolla-ansible and OpenStack Kayobe 

● Note there are also supporting services (such as database and queue services) that the Core 

Infrastructure Services depend on. While they may be similar to some of the supporting 

services needed by SDP Services, they will not be shared between SDP and Core 

Infrastructure Services. 

 

The prototype also made use of some higher level OpenStack services that help with orchestrating 

the use of the above services. These are used by other components in Platform Services: 

● Container Orchestration Services: 

○ Creating container orchestration engine cluster: OpenStack Magnum 

○ OpenStack Heat, which is used for orchestration done by OpenStack Magnum 

● Storage Provisioning Services 

○ Creating shared parallel file systems: OpenStack Manila 

 

When running in a SKA Science Regional Centre, it may not be possible to assume OpenStack is 

present. When looking at commercial public cloud offerings, they offer a similar set of services to 

those listed above, just via proprietary APIs. For more details see the  SDP Platform Services Module 

View. 
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2.2.1.7 Remote Storage Provisioning 

The Remote Storage Provisioning component is responsible for provisioning software defined 

storage systems on appropriate physical storage hardware for the SDP Buffer C&C View. 
 

It is anticipated there will be multiple Storage Backend software, each using different types of 

physical storage hardware (for example SATA-SSD and/or NVMe) in order to meet reliability and cost 

constraints. This is also useful when upgrading or changing the chosen Storage Backend. For each 

storage tier, it is expected there are several physical pools that are local to given pools of physical 

compute hardware. 

 

The Buffer component (SDP Buffer C&C View) requests Shares from Remote Storage Provisioning. 

They have a specific size requirements and specific performance requirements. In some cases the 

performance requirements may specify the locality of the Compute resources and the given level of 

performance, such that the system can pick storage resources “close” to the Compute resources. To 

attach storage to the appropriate compute resources, the Compute Provisioning interface (that is 

implemented by the Platform Configuration Interface module) will communicate with Remote 

Storage Provisioning to get the information required to attach the compute resources to the 

particular storage share. Note that different shares may be implemented by different storage 

backends (e.g. CephFS, BeeGFS, etc). For details on how the Buffer component Data Island 

abstraction may require a Data Island to have multiple shares see SDP Buffer C&C View. 
 

Please note that while this storage may be used for staging Data Products, Platform Services are not 

responsible for long term persistence of those data products. That responsibility lies with the Long 

Term Storage component listed in the SDP Buffer C&C View , which is assumed to be an off-the-shelf 

HSM (Hierarchical storage management) solution. In a similar way, the Buffer Component is 

responsible for orchestrating the movement of data between storage tiers, although it should be 

clear that one implementation variation we allow is Remote Storage Provisioning providing a 

backend specific optimised way to move data between different shares and different types of share. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 1, Remote Storage Provisioning has the following interfaces: 

● Logs and metrics for this services are sent to the Logging and Metrics Service 

● Internal Control REST API bus has several uses: 

○ Remote Storage Provisioning Control API is used by the Platform Configuration 

Interface’s Storage Provisioning interface 

○ Compute Provisioning will need to query how to connect the storage to the compute 

resources it is provisioning, and this may involve the Container Orchestration 

Services talking directly to Remote Storage Provisioning. 

2.2.1.7.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: OpenStack Manila with CephFS, Ansible with BeeGFS 

Alternatives: Lustre, GlusterFS, OrangeFS, GPFS, and many others  

The prototyping has focused on the following areas of this problem: 

● Storage hardware performance 

● Software Defined storage performance  
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● Automating the creation of Storage Defined storage performance 

● Automating attaching to storage via prototype Compute Provisioning Interfaces 

 

The first two areas are covered in the Buffer Prototyping report [RD2.9], showing comparisons 

between NVMe, SSD, etc and Ceph, GlusterFS, BeeGFS, etc. This includes a reference to a BeeGFS 

and NVMe based system that was able to sustain 4Tb/s Read and 2Tb/s Write. 

 

The later two areas are covered in the AlaSKA Prototyping report [RD2.5] and mentioned is a Ceph 

Cluster exposed via OpenStack Manila shares, using quota to flexibly define the size of each share. It 

also details being able to attach to a pre-created Manila share via a Kubernetes Persistent Volume, 

by passing the Manila share uuid to Kubernetes. 

 

The Buffer component has layers of extra functionality on top of Remote Storage Provisioning, such 

as orchestrating the moving data between storage tiers and tracking data products as they move 

between the storage tiers and external Long Term Storage systems. These details are covered in the 

SDP Buffer C&C View. 
 

2.2.1.8 Container Orchestration Services 

The Science Pipeline Workflows run by the SDP Operational System’s SDP Execution Control C&C 

View  are expected to mostly run inside containers. When starting the containers they will reference 

the Container Image binary that is stored in the Artefact Repository (see Software Management C&C 

View) . As such, the Platform Configuration Interface component’s Compute and Storage 

Provisioning Interface is expected to make use of the Container Orchestration Services. For more 

details see the behaviour section detailing how an updated Science Workflow is started. 

 

In addition to Science Pipeline Workflows, the Configuration and Orchestration Services are free to 

make use of Container Orchestration Services to run any Platform Services, SDP Dependencies and 

SDP Operational System components. For example, P3 makes extensive use of containers to run 

OpenStack services. 

 

The Storage Provisioning Services and the Container Orchestration Services need to be integrated 

such that storage created by the former component can be attached to the Science Pipeline 

Workflows being run by the later component. 

 

As shown in Figure 1, the Container Orchestration Services having the following interfaces: 

● Logging and Metrics aggregated by the Logging and Metrics Services 

● Internal Control bus allowing both Platform Configuration Interface and Configuration and 

Orchestration Services to access Container Orchestration Services. It also allows Container 

Orchestration Services to fetch container images from the local Artefact Repository. 

2.2.1.8.1 Implementations 

Prototype uses: Docker Swarm created via OpenStack Magnum 

Alternatives: Kubernetes, Mesos, Creating clusters via Ansible instead of Magnum, 

Manually starting Docker containers using Ansible, etc. 
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The prototype work described in the AlaSKA prototype report [RD2.5]has focused on the following 

areas: 

● Running SDP Components in containers 

● Performance of representative Science Pipeline Workflows in containers 

● Attaching high speed storage to containers 

● Orchestrating the above using OpenStack Magnum via Ansible 

 

Preliminary prototyping has shown Container appear to have negligible impact on storage and 

networking performance [RD2.9] when host networking is directly exposed inside the container, and 

bind mounts are used to bring storage mounted on the host into the container. Further work is 

planned to look more deeply at Container performance [RD2.15], for example looking at how well 

MPI workloads run within a Kubernetes environment. 

 

Much of the SIP Prototype [RD2.1] has been done on an OpenStack Magnum provisioned Docker 

Swarm cluster, that has had various storage technologies attached using Ansible. This has allowed 

for a good split of responsibilities between those operating the AlaSKA Performance Prototype 

infrastructure [RD2.5] and the developers working on SIP, including allowing for developer testing on 

their laptops. 

 

In the above SIP Swarm cluster, different types of storage were mounted in the host OS using 

Ansible, allowing the SIP team to simply bind mount appropriate directories into, for example, 

containers executing a prototype ingest pipeline, and provide feedback on the performance results. 

Testing has shown there is little overhead in using a bind mount in this way. 

 

There was significant work to make all the above efforts repeatable. OpenStack Magnum is a 

certificate Kubernetes installer and is used extensively by CERN to provide containers on demand. So 

OpenStack Magnum was used via Ansible to construct the environments in a repeatable way. The 

CERN collaboration is further discussed in [RD2.5]. 

2.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

All relations are shown and described in the Primary Representation. 

2.2.3 Element Interfaces 

In the component catalog each entry discusses the details of each components interface, how it is 

used, and who typically uses it. In this section we look at the Platform component as a whole and its 

interfaces. 

2.2.3.1 Internal Interfaces 

All components of Platform Services have an interface on the Internal REST API Bus. The best way of 

exploring the dependencies between these internal components is look at how Platform Services are 

bootstrapped. Once all services are running, there are no architectural constraints around what 

Services are free to communicate with each other. 

2.2.3.2 Logs and Health Metrics 

There are two aspects to this interface: 

● Aggregating Logs and Health Metrics 

● Querying Logs and Health Metrics (which includes alerting on Metrics) 
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All services in the system are expected to have their Logs and Health Metrics. The Configuration and 

Orchestration Services are largely responsible for having configuration that defines how to wire up 

all services and Science Workflow such that their logs and metrics are correctly aggregated. 

 

There are requirements on the SDP Operational System to report on the health of the system to 

Telescope Manager, which drives the need for exposing the Query interface to the SDP Operational 

System. 

2.2.3.3 Container Image Registry 

Container Image binaries are uploaded into the system, so they are available to the SDP Operational 

System when starting Science Pipeline Workflows via the Compute and Storage Provisioning 

interface. 

2.2.3.4 SDP Operational System Specific Interfaces 

For details on the interfaces specific to the SDP Operational System see the description of the 

Platform Configuration Interface in the element catalog. 

2.2.3.5 Operations Specific Interfaces 

For details on the Operations Specific Interface see the description of the Operations Interface in the 

element catalog. 

2.2.4 Element Behaviour 

2.2.4.1 Bootstrapping Platform Services 

Before we can bootstrap the SDP Operational System, we must first bootstrap Platform Services. 

 

First is the initial bootstrap via SSH: 

● Firstly we need a seed node, a physical machine that has an Operating System installed. This 

enables remote access to the system, usually via SSH. 

● Initial automation scripts are manually pulled in from some external source (likely a source 

control repository). 

● The above scripts are executed to start both the Operations Interface and the Configuration 

and Orchestration Services on the seed node. In the prototype, this is RunDeck and some 

dependencies such as Ansible, Ansible Configuration and Operational Shell Scripts to tie 

everything together. - See [RD2.5]  

● From this point all operations are triggered via RunDeck, which includes a “bootstrap 

Platform Services” button that works to ensure all Platform Services are running 

 

Once we have the Operational Dashboard started, Platform Services are started in the following 

order: 

● Core Infrastructure Service are started, which provides a cloud like API for provisioning all 

further hardware resources. 

● Logging and Metrics Services are started on hardware provisioned from Core Infrastructure 

Services 

● At this point logs and metrics from Core Infrastructure Services, the Operations Interface 

and the Configuration and Orchestration Services are aggregated in the newly started 

Logging and Metrics Services. As part of this process Operations Interface and Configuration 
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and Orchestration Services are now able to scale out to use infrastructure provisioned by 

Core Infrastructure Services, if required. 

● The Artefact Repository can be started on hardware provisioned by Core Infrastructure 

Services 

● Next we can start both Container Orchestration, and then Storage Provisioning Services. At 

this stage it is expected that no Storage or Container Orchestration clusters will be 

provisioned, only the services used to create the storage and clusters are running 

● Note that in certain hyperconverged configurations the storage is not available via Storage 

Provisioning Service until the appropriate Container Orchestration Engine cluster is 

provisioned. 

● Finally we can start the Platform Configuration Interface that exposes the platform 

capabilities to the SDP Operational System. Noting that the system will need to wait until the 

Configuration Database is running before all of its interfaces are active. 

 

The prototype work has involved using OpenStack Kayobe and OpenStack kolla-ansible to bootstrap 

and manage all the OpenStack services used by the prototype. The details of how the system uses 

automation to divided the system into control plane hardware and Ironic controlled compute 

hardware is discussed in the AlaSKA prototyping report. 

2.2.4.2 Bootstrapping the SDP Operational System 

Once Platform Services are running, we are able to bootstrap the SDP Operational System. For this 

discussion, SDP has been successfully started when Telescope Manager is able to control the SDP 

Operational System via its TANGO interfaces. 

 

The order to bootstrap the SDP Operational System is: 

● Ensure Platform Services started (such as the core parts of Storage Provisioning Services) 

● Start Configuration Database 

● Ensure Platform Configuration Interface can talk to the Configuration Database 

● Start all other SDP Operational System Services 

 

Before the First Science Pipeline Workflows can be started, there needs to be at least some available 

compute and storage capacity, and some available Container Image binaries. More details in the 

next section on Bootstrapping the First Science Workflow. 

2.2.4.3 Bootstrapping the First Science Workflow 

Before SDP can start its first Science Workflow the following things need to be in place: 

● Associated Container Image binaries must be uploaded to the Artefact Repository 

● Initially the system is in low power mode, i.e no Container Orchestration Engine or Storage 

Backends are running, the servers that would host them are likely powered off (except for 

any out of band management needed to power on the server) 

● Container Orchestration Services needs to start appropriate Container Orchestration Engine 

clusters (i.e. exit low power mode is requested) 

○ It is expected a cluster will group together co-located compute resources (for 

example they all share a particular network switch, i.e. there is a similarly low 

network latency between all members of the cluster) 
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○ The networks are expected to be global to each region (i.e. low or mid), not isolated 

to each cluster and not connected between regions. ( for more details see the SDP 

Hardware View) 
● Storage Provisioning Services needs to know about all the storage resources available close 

to each Container Orchestration Engine cluster  (i.e. exit low power mode is requested) 

○ The core parts of Storage Provisioning Services, such as the API endpoint, will 

already by running as part of the initial Platform Services bootstrap. 

○ If the storage is hyper converged, the storage will need to be provisioned (as part of 

or) after the Container Orchestration Engine cluster has been started, and registered 

with the already running Storage Provisioning Services. 

○ Note, it is expected their will be multiple tiers of storage, each one could have a 

different level of affinity to the compute resources. For example storage could be in 

the same host as the compute resources (hyperconverged) or in the same rack 

attached to the same network switch as the compute nodes, or in a dedicated 

storage rack with dedicated storage switches (hence disaggregated). 

● Buffer component will create any required Storage Backends via the Storage Provisioning 

Interface, then copy any required data into the storage. 

● Only with the storage ready will the Compute Provisioning Interface be called, telling it what 

storage to attach to which compute resources, executing which specific Container Image 

Binary. 

 

Once the above tasks are complete, they are advertised to the SDP Operational System via the 

Configuration Database. This information is how the current availability of compute and storage 

resources are reported to the SDP Operational System. 

 

Initially it is expected that the system is statically divided up into groups of storage and compute 

resources during the bootstrapping of the SDP. Longer term, we leave open the option of using the 

currently requested Scheduling Blocks to influence how the system is partitioned. 

 

Here is an example of what might be reported as available: 

● Storage: 2025A-Capacity, Size: 40PB/20PB (total/used), Tier: Capacity, Near:[] 

● Compute:2025B-1, RAM: 123/0 PB, 234/0 GPUs, etc 

● Compute:2025A-3, RAM: 121/0 PB, 232/0 GPUs, etc 

● Storage: 2025B-1-Performance, Near: [Compute:2025-B1], Tier: Performance 

● … etc 

 

The SDP Operational system is responsible for scheduling the appropriate use of the compute and 

Storage that is being shown as available. While some storage performs better when attached to 

compute resources it is co-located with, all storage can be attached anywhere if needed. 

 

For further details on bootstrapping please see SDP Execution Control C&C View. 

2.2.4.4 Updating a Science Workflow 

Before an Updated Science Workflow can be expected, the new Container Images need to be 

uploaded into the Artefact Repository, which will then be reported as available by the Platform 

Configuration Interface. 
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It is worth noting that Container Image Registries make use of a unique id and an optional name 

(called repository, by convention its <user>/<image-name>) and an optional tag (often the version or 

variant and version, with “latest” being a commonly used tag). A single image can be reference by 

multiple different tags. Making use of these conventions it is easy to store multiple versions of a 

Workflows Container Image binaries. It also makes it easy to both update container images without 

needing to update the request for that image and also have multiple new test versions of an image 

without affecting the scripts wanting to run the stable version. 

2.2.4.5 Entering and Restoring after Low Power Mode 

Once the SDP Operational System is running, Telescope Manager may request that it enters a low 

power mode. At some later point in time Telescope Manager is expected to restore the system from 

low power mode. [SDP_REQ-783] 

 

The exact implementation of low power mode will depend on what reduction in power is required, 

how quickly it is needed and how soon full power is expected to be restored. We will look at several 

possible scenarios to illustrate the flexibility of the proposed architecture. 

 

One approach is for the SDP Operational System to stop all batch processing and leave only real-time 

processing running. While no servers are powered down, the reduced CPU and GPU load would 

reduce the power requirements. 

 

At the other end of the spectrum, we could stop all processing, leaving only a minimal subset of the 

SDP Operational system running. Configuration and Orchestration Services can have playbooks for 

both entering and restoring from Low Power Mode. These playbooks would be triggered when the 

Platform Configuration Interface sees appropropriate updates to the Configuration Database. Core 

Infrastructure Services provides the power control (via out of band server management tools such as 

IPMI) to do a hard or graceful shutdown of the server, while later on still being able to power it back 

on. In many ways the playbooks to restore from low power mode can share much of their logic with 

the playbooks to restore the system from a power failure. 

2.2.4.6 Full Shutdown and Restoring after a Power Failure 

During a full shutdown, it is expected that Core Infrastructure Services will be used to perform a 

graceful shutdown of all servers, such that we should later be able to power those servers back on 

and restore all Buffers and Container Orchestration clusters. 

 

If Telescope Manager has previously requested for the SDP to be completely powered down, an 

Operator would have to use the Operations Interface to start back up all Platform Services and then 

get the SDP Operational System running again such that its TANGO interfaces are available. When 

restarting the aim is to reach the same desired state as if starting from scratch, except the action is 

more likely to be to power back on existing servers, rather than to rebuild nodes and services. 

2.2.4.7 Science Workflow Prestage and Fast Kill 

SDP_REQ-27 

The SDP shall be able to switch between previously scheduled observations within 30 seconds 
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To support the requirement for very fast switching between Science Pipeline Workflows we 

will need several additions to the regular Science Workflow Provisioning workflow: 

● Pre-pull container images to all hosts in specific Container Orchestration Engine 

clusters, so it is quicker to start containers using that image when required 

● Hard kill a currently executing Science Workflow to make room for new workflow, if 

there is time a graceful shutdown could be attempted. 

 

It is expected that the SDP Operational System would pre-create any required buffer for the 

workflow, and tell the Compute Provisioning interface to pre-pull all the required images for 

the Workflow. Ideally we would also mount the storage that might be needed, should that 

be possible for the chosen storage implementation. Thus when a quick switch is required, 

the workflows can be hard killed via the Compute Provisioning interface to quickly make 

space for the new workflow, which should start in under a second given the image and 

storage mounts are already in place. 

2.2.4.8 Reporting Platform Services State 

SDP Operational System (and Operators) need to know the current available resources for both the 

Storage Provisioning and Compute Provisioning APIs. This information will be reported by the 

Platform Configuration Interface to the Configuration Database. It will also be tracked over time by 

the Metrics service, and as such will be available via the Operations Interface.  

 

As Platform services is made up of multiple layers of services, we need to report the capacity and 

state of the system relative to each of these layers: 

● Overall Platform Services State 

○ Reports if the Platform Services are all up and available. 

● Compute and Storage Provisioning Resources 

○ Reports how much Compute and Storage resources are currently available to the 

Compute and Storage Provisioning interface 

○ This is reporting both the overall capacity, and the amount available in each 

Compute and Storage Cluster. It is expected each localized cluster maps to a single 

Container Orchestration Engine, and is the main granularity of placement that is 

exposed to the SDP Operational System 

● Core Infrastructure Services Resources 

○ Only of interest to Operators 

○ Reports the state of the physical servers that provide the Compute and Storage 

○ To illustrate the difference with the above capacity reporting, if all servers are used 

up and running Container Orchestration Engines and Storage backends, Core 

Infrastructure Services reports the system as full. However, there may be no shares 

created and no containers started, so the above Compute and Storage Provisioning 

reporting could be reporting the system as totally empty. 

2.2.4.8.1 Overall Platform Services State 

The overall state of Platform services can help inform the SDP Operational System if it will be able to 

provision new resources via the Platform Configuration Interface or not. There are the following 

states that will be reported: 
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● Available: all expected functionality working as expected. This does not imply there is 

enough capacity available to run a Science Workflow. 

● Error: a maintenance action is required by the operator before Platform Services will be 

available, this might be because one of the required services can’t be contacted 

● Unavailable: Platform Services are not expected to be current available, for example still 

being started up, or in the processing of being powered off 

 

The following diagram shows how the system transitions between these different states. 

 

 

Figure 2: Platform Services States 

2.2.4.8.2 Compute and Storage Provisioning Resources 

Assuming Platform Services are “Available”, the SDP Operational System needs to know what 

resources are available to Compute and Storage Provisioning. 

 

Compute and Storage resources are grouped into clusters. It is expected this cluster will be a single 

Container Orchestration Engine cluster. For each cluster we need to report: 

 

● Type of resources 

○ I.e. Compute vs Storage 

○ Which subtype: Ingest vs Processing Compute or Capacity vs Performance Storage  

● Capacity 

○ Total available resources 

○ Amount that is assigned vs unassigned 

○ This is listed per resource class, i.e. Storage GB, RAM GB, CPU Cores, GPU Cores, etc 

● Locality 

○ Compute cluster note the preferred storage for each subtype 

● State 

○ Unavailable, Available, Error 
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The state and the transitions are described in the following state diagram: 

 

 

Figure 3: A state machine showing the different states of a Compute or Storage Cluster 

 

Further to Figure 3, here is a description of the transitions that may occur during a typical compute 

or storage cluster lifecycle: 

● When the existence of a cluster is first configured, it is shown as unavailable 

● When the Container Orchestration Engine or Storage Backend is provisioned, and it was a 

success, the cluster becomes Available 

● When lower power mode is requested, or a full power down of the system is requested, the 

cluster is either powered off or destroyed, and so becomes unavailable 

● If an Error is detected, it goes into the Error state, waiting for operator to try and fix things 

 

Pre-pulling container images (to allow a faster container startup time) onto nodes uses local 

resources, but they are so minimal we don’t propose to track that here. 

2.2.4.8.3 Core Infrastructure Services Resources 

When Operators are configuring which servers will run particular storage or compute clusters, they 

will want a view into the state of all the physical servers in the system. It is expected this information 

will be reported to the Metrics Services by Core Infrastructure Services. Each server will have it state 

summarised as: 

● State: Free, In-use, Available, Error 

● Power state: On/Off 

● Server type 

● Location group (infrastructure is divided into distinct subsets) 
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Figure 3: Core Infrastructure Provisioning API Server State 

 

More details on the states shown in Figure 3: 

● In-Use: server is being used, i.e. has a provisioned instance 

● Free: server can be considered when provisioning a new Cluster. Note the server will be shut 

off, but with its out of band management interface still available. 

● Unavailable: server cannot be considered when provisioning a new instance, due to an 

expected/known reason 

● Error: server cannot be considered when provisioning a new instance, and needs operator 

intervention before returning to either an Allocated or Available state. 

 

It is not expected that the SDP Operational System will need this information, because it is focused 

on the Container Orchestration Engines and Storage Backends that are started by Platform Services. 

2.2.4.9 Dealing with Hardware Failures 

As can been seen in the SDP Hardware View, it is very possible that should a receive node fail, it 

should be possible to reconfigure a processing node to take its place. That may be only a temporary 

move until the hardware is fixed (or as spares are are provisioned) and the system is restored to 

capacity. Platform Services could do this reconfiguration by Core Infrastructure Services to boot an 

alternative type of resources for the Container Orchestration Engine, and add that into the existing 

cluster. OpenStack would be able to do any required network reconfiguration. 
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2.3 Context Diagram 

 

 

Figure 4: Platform Services Context Diagram 

 

All services in the Operational System are expected to use the Logging and Health Metrics Interfaces. 

The two active users of the Platform are the SDP Buffer C&C View  and SDP Execution Control C&C 

View. 

2.4 Variability Guide 
We now discuss the ways in which the architecture supports particular variations. 

2.4.1 SKA1 Low and SKA1 Mid 

There are expected to be two physical instances of the platform, one for each of the SKA1 

telescopes. The different data rates of the two telescopes dictate there to be different quantities of 

storage and compute requirements in each of the platform sites. However it is predicted that the 

requirements are roughly within the same order of magnitude. 

 

In a similar way, it is expected that a phased delivery approach can be used to manage the risk by 

delaying the bulk of the hardware purchase as late as possible in the project [RD2.10], while still 

being able to do full stack prototypes during the initial commissioning phases. 

2.4.2 SKA Science Regional Centre 

The Platform Configuration Interface isolates the SDP Operational System’s Execution Control and 

Buffer components from the specific Platform Services implementation choices. While the SKA1 Low 

and SK1 Mid clouds may choose a combination of OpenStack, Kubernetes and Ansible, it does not 

stop the SDP Operational System being used with a different Platform Configuration Interface 

implementation that is built to work with a commercial public cloud and its proprietary APIs. 

2.4.3 Execution Engine and Science Workflow Independence 
Platform Services is built of mostly off-the-shelf components to bring a cloud-like flexibility to private 

high performance infrastructure. The P3 AlaSKA prototyping report [RD2.5] details how the 

prototype Platform was used to run all manor of different execution engines and workflows. 
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In a similar way, as the SDP architecture has evolved it has been easy to experiment with different 

queuing and database services. When it comes to harmonizing the usage of physical compute 

resources across all components of the SKA. 

 

Adopting Container Orchestration has given us a simple way to describe how multiple versions of 

very complex Science Pipeline Workflows can easily co-exist on the same physical servers, while also 

allowing for switching between different workflows in seconds. Current prototypes have looked at 

using both Docker Swarm and Kubernetes clusters provisioned using OpenStack Magnum. Various 

Execution Engines have been investigated running on top of those including Slurm, MPI and Dask 

[RD2.4]. 

 

Given this flexibility, it is possible many other SKA components could be run on the Platform, rather 

than it being dedicated to the SDP. The pool of resources available to the SDP to execute the 

Real-time and Batch Processing are defined by the platform, such that separate hardware (i.e. 

servers without GPUs or access to bulk data network, and possible without access to the low latency 

storage network) could easily be used for non-SDP needs. Those components could be bootstrapped 

by the Configuration and Orchestration Services component in a very similar way to how all the 

TANGO interfaces for the SDP Operational System are started. They could run directly on an 

Operating System instance provided by Core Infrastructure Services provisioned, or more likely in 

containers as is expected for the SDP Operational System. 

2.4.4 Abstracting away Hardware Vendor 
The chosen type of hardware is largely abstracted away by the Core Infrastructure Servers, both 

from the rest of Platform Services and the SDP Operational System. The API allows the provisioning 

of a running Operating System of a particular type on that requested server, with the requested 

network configuration. 

 

The vendor independence will be important because over the lifespan of the SDP, we should expect 

multiple different vendors providing different generations of hardware. This is discussed in the SDP 

Hardware View.  
 

In addition, the prototype chose OpenStack Ironic [RD2.6] to orchestrate the hardware provisioning. 

Many Vendors work on the upstream OpenStack code to ensure their hardware is supported. There 

are many drivers that use industry standard out of band management APIs such as RedFish and IPMI 

to control the hardware. This should make it relatively easy to add Ironic supported compute 

hardware. 

 

On the networking side, the P3 AlaSKA Prototype Memo [RD2.6] was able to integrate both low 

latency infiniband networking and high speed ethernet, and manage the IP allocation across all the 

different logical and physical networks involved. 

2.4.5 Flexibility of Software Defined Storage 

Similarly to abstracting away the hardware vendor, we abstract away how the storage is 

implemented behind the Storage Provisioning Services. The supported ways that the storage are 

accessed have to be agreed between Storage Provisioning Services, Container Orchestration Services 

and the Disk Data Models code in the SDP (TODO: reference correct module view). But the 

implementation of that access point is abstracted. 
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In particular the storage hardware could be: 

● Hyper-converged (on the same physical hosts as the Compute resources) 

● Storage attached to the same network switch (i.e. low latency local access) as the Compute 

hardware 

● Fully disaggregated central pool of storage with dedicated switches and separate racks 

 

In terms of hardware, the buffer prototyping has looked at a variety of different storage hardware 

options, including: 

● Hyper-converged SSD RAID array 

● Disaggregated SSD 

● Disaggregated NVMe 

● SoftIron ARM based Ceph cluster 

 

On top of all the different storage hardware options a variety of Software Defined storage solutions 

have been tested, including: 

● BeeGFS 

● GlusterFS 

● Ceph (librados and CephFS) 

 

For more details see the Buffer Prototyping memo [RD2.9]. 

2.4.6 Logs and Metrics 

It is expected that workloads running in containers can output their logs to standard Unix services 

(stdout/stderr and syslog), and the Platform and the configuration will deal with the rest. In terms of 

querying the logs, it is expected that an Elasticsearch like interface be exposed (along side a 

Kibana-like dashboard for operators). 

 

There are more open questions around the collection of metrics. As discussed in the AlaSKA 

prototype report [RD2.5] Prometheus pulls information from REST APIs, including its Node Exporter, 

where as things like Monasca have clients push to APIs. Either way, it is expected that running 

containers will have metadata attached such that the CPU, Memory, Network and Storage resources 

used by each container can be collected in which every way is best for the chosen Metrics 

technology. The prototyping work has shown that statsd can be used to push metrics from an 

application into both Monasca and Prometheus. That means the application can push metrics 

without needing to worry about which technology is aggregating the metrics. 

2.4.7 Authentication and Authorisation 

The Operations Interface is expected to secure access to all Web Services and Web based 

dashboards by making use of the SKA wide AAAI System. It is expected that an apache module could 

be used to protect access to a subset of users that have the appropriate Operator role, rejecting all 

other users. The role could be different for different endpoints that are being proxied. 

 

Given how the system is being used, while usage statistics could be extracted and sent to the AAAI 

system, as there is only planned to be a single user, although during Construction and Verification 

there may be a need for access for debugging purposes. 
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Should more fine grained access control be required, it would be possible to integrate technologies 

such as OpenStack and Kubernetes with a central AAAI system, but it is not required for the current 

requirements. 

2.5 Rationale 

2.5.1 Experience 

The Platform Services architecture is built around the now common pattern of using Configuration 

Management to deploy software within a Software Defined Data Centre. In particular, the focus has 

been to deliver this flexibility with little or no loss in performance. 

2.5.1.1 Existing Architectures 

One of the most high profile advocates for adopting a Software Defined Data Centre approach to 

running Science Pipeline Workflows has been CERN. The high-luminosity upgrade that is being 

worked on for the LHC around mid 2025 will mean the SKA and CERN will be having to process a 

similar order of magnitude of data. This realisation lead to the SKA and CERN partnership, which has 

helped accelerate various areas of the prototyping work. Much of this work is happening under the 

umbrella of the OpenStack Scientific SIG, including publishing a book about using OpenStack for 

Scientific Research: https://www.openstack.org/science 

 

From an industry perspective Yahoo (now Oath) are one of the largest OpenStack clouds, containing 

100s of thousands of servers. They run most production workloads using OpenStack Ironic, so there 

is no performance overhead of virtualization (i.e. no “VM tax”). 

 

More generally the Infrastructure as Code and Configuration Management style of tools are widely 

used in large-scale Operations. Several tools dominate, each with its own ecosystem of reusable 

components. Hyperscale Data Centers have shown the levels of efficiency that can be achieved with 

good automation and good processes (such as Site Reliability Engineering). In a similar way, the use 

of tools like Kubernetes and Helm are also growing in popularity. 

2.5.1.2 Prototype 

The Performance Prototype Platform (P3-Alaska) [RD08} report, details the prototyping work that            

has helped inform and validate the approach described in this document. This document captures              

more detailed information in a series of memos, namely: 

 

Document Components Covered 

P3-Alaska OpenStack Prototyping   [RD2.6] Core Infrastructure Services 

P3-AlaSKA Container Orchestration and Compute     
Provisioning Interface [RD2.7] 

Container Orchestration Engine and 
Compute/Storage Provisioning 

P3-AlaSKA Monitoring and Logging [RD2.8] 
Monitoring and Logging for the SDP [RD2.13] 
Apache Kafka for an SDP Log Based Architecture [RD2.14] 

Logging and Metrics 

 

These memos provide significant evidence to demonstrate the use of standard off-the-shelf software             

components, such as OpenStack to provide the necessary functionality.  
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In summary, the prototype was able to support the SIP team evolve their prototype on top of the 

platform, while at the same time support extensive Buffer prototyping (both in terms of hardware 

and software). The flexibility gained by adopting this layering of the Platform and the Software stack 

on top has helped maintain the prototyping work, but more importantly demonstrate the flexibility 

needed to support the evolving Science Pipeline Workflows during the lifetime of the instrument. 

 

Next we will focus on the following two questions: 

● What parts of Platform Services could use off-the-shelf components? 

● Can an appropriate level of performance be achieved? 

 

Throughout the element catalog we have noted the off-the-shelf components explored by the 

prototyping work. The one exception being the Platform Configuration Interface that provides an 

abstraction layer between the Platform and the SDP’s Buffer and Execution Control components. The 

key technologies to highlight are: OpenStack, Ansible and Containers (Kubernetes and Docker 

Swarm). 

 

Ansible was the chosen tool for all Automation and Configuration Management. While much is built 

on reusable roles, this is where the bulk of the integration work happens. In addition, RunDeck was 

used for pre-packing particular operations that are automated using Ansible. Using RunDeck allows 

for a unified interface to perform operations (such as go into low power mode and restore to normal 

power mode) from both the SDP Operational System and via Web Dashboards available to 

operators. 

 

OpenStack was used to provision all the hardware via a REST API. The use of OpenStack Ironic to do 

baremetal provisioning has allowed a cloud-like experience without the overheads of virtualization. 

The use of out of band management to power on servers means all servers not currently used for a 

workload are powered off, and can easily be powered back on when required. In addition OpenStack 

Magnum was used to provision Container Orchestration Engines on demand, both Docker Swarm 

and Kubernetes. The SIP team were then given direct access to the Container Orchestration Engine 

to deploy whatever they needed to deploy. 

 

Given the use of baremetal provisioning, Containers were explored as a simple way to run workflows 

with very different sets of possibly conflicting user space dependencies side by side on the same 

physical machine. Testing has shown containers to (in some configurations) have no measurable 

overhead, giving the same performance as when run directly on the local Operating System  of that 

server. This is only true with a specific set of choices around using the host networking and bind 

mounting storage into the container. 

 

OpenStack Manila was also explored as a way to deliver file systems on demand. This approach was 

shown to work well with CephFS. Following in CERNs footsteps, we were able to show how this can 

be integrated with Kubernetes to combine to provide a prototype Compute and Storage Provisioning 

interface. For file systems that are not yet integrated in this way, Ansible will perform a similar job. 

 

All the off-the-shelf software that has been used from Platform Services is Open Source. This has 

allows for innovations to better meet the SKA use case to be fed back into the associated upstream 
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projects, so the system can be sustained by the upstream project over the long term. Should a 

project stop, the SKA has the option of keeping the project alive for its own needs, for example 

keeping the system working across Operating System updates and hardware refresh cycles.  

2.5.2 Requirements 

In this section we look at the SDP Requirements and Architectural Drivers that have driven the 

choice of this architecture, including requirements on the SDP Operational System that influence 

choices made in the Platform Services Architecture. For more details on requirements see [RD2.11]. 

2.5.2.1 Operational Requirements 

SDP_REQ-748  SDP average processing load 

The SDP must achieve an average processing- over observation-time ratio of 1 over a period of 30 

days.  

 

The above requirement has lead towards the need to size the system for average rather than 

peak load, i.e. balance the vairing data rates and processing needs from different scheduling 

blocks over time. This implies the need for the Buffer (to de-couple Real-time and Batch 

Process) and the needs for slicing the Buffer into various different sized chunks, in terms of 

both capacity and throughput. In a similar way that compute resources need to dynamically 

split between various Science Pipeline Workflows, and for this containers have been used. 

 

SDP_REQ-757 SDP equipment installation 

All SDP equipment shall follow standard data centre or HPC centre installation practice.  

 

The platform provides the orchestration needed to make use of commodity hardware to 

provide the compute, storage and networking requirements for the SDP Operational System 

and the Science Pipeline Workflows it needs to run. See the P3 AlaSKA OpenStack 

Prototyping Memo [RD2.6] for how OpenStack Ironic has the tools to automate the 

discovery and enrollment of new hardware into Platform Services. 

 

SDP_REQ-756 SDP part identification 

All SDP parts, cables and connection panels shall be uniquely identified down to LRU level.  

 

While inventory management is not currently included as part of Platform Services, a 

collaboration between CERN and Oath are looking at using things such as the OpenStack 

Ironic node cleaning process to track hardware changes, and report them to an inventory 

management system. More generally, exactly what each bit of hardware is being used for is 

made explicit via the Platform Services APIs. 

2.5.2.1.1 Upgrades 

SDP_REQ-747 Observatory Support of SDP upgrades 

The SDP shall provide functionality to allow regular upgrades and replacements of hardware and 

software components on various upgrade and replacement cycles (specific to the type of hardware or 

software being upgraded or replaced). 

SDP_REQ-759 SDP Software update downtime 
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The SDP shall not require the telescope to be offline while performing software updates. 

 

Container Orchestration Engines provide easy ways to grow/shrink clusters by restarting 

containers on new hosts, or reducing the number of copies of a particular service that are 

currently running. This allows hardware to be taken out of service for maintenance. In a 

similar way, using containers eases upgrade automation because it is easy to run two 

versions of the same software side by side on a single physical server, even when they have 

conflicting user space requirements. In addition the use of Ansible to deploy the SDP 

software allows a way to encode any ordering of operations that may be required for an 

upgrade, including making it easy to test on a pre-production environment. 

2.5.2.2 Functional Requirements 

2.5.2.2.1 Monitoring and Logging 

SDP_REQ-592 Status Monitoring 

The SDP shall query the status of science and calibration data streams.  

SDP_REQ-594 Status Reporting 

The SDP shall use internally received status information to report on technical performance.  

SDP_REQ-721 Log level configuration 

The SDP shall support configuration of internal log levels to support external drill-down.  

 

The Logging and Metrics service provided by Platform Services helps the SDP meet its 

requirements relating to Logging and Monitoring. It may also help with the requirements 

around Alerting. 

2.5.2.2.2 Accessibility 

SDP_REQ-285 Accessibility 

The SDP shall enable per user access to SDP resources using the Authentication and Authorisation 

facilities provided by the SKA.  

 

The Operations Interfaces protect user access to the system via integration with the AAAI 

system provided by the SKA. Work sponsored by the STFC Community in relation to Best 

Practises for Federation of OpenStack has demonstrated is discussed in [RD2.6]. 

2.5.2.2.3 Control 

SDP_REQ-783 Start-up power mode 

On start-up, the SDP shall enter low power mode until commanded otherwise. 

 

The Platform Configuration Interface allows the SDP Operational system to forward requests 

to enter low power mode and restore to normal power mode. The bootstrap of the system 

behaviour notes that only enough SDP services are started, such that the TANGO interfaces 

are ready to receive commands from Telescope Manager. Only when normal power mode is 

requested are the Container Orchestration Engine and Storage Backends started up, to allow 

Science Pipeline Workflows to be deployed. 
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SDP_REQ-27 Observation control - switching 

The SDP shall be able to switch between previously scheduled observations within 30 seconds. 

 

The pre-pulling of Container Images and the usage of containers to run workflows help 

switch between ingest pipelines as quickly as possible. This is discussed in the behaviour 

section describing the pre-staging of workflows. Further prototyping work is required. 

 

2.5.2.3  Reliability, Availability and Maintenance (RAM) Requirements 

SDP_REQ-761 SDP Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) 

The SDP Mean Time To Repair shall be less or equal to 8 hours 

SDP_REQ-782 Power interruption survivability 

The SDP shall survive a main power interruption, at an arbitrary time. 

SDP_REQ-762 SDP Inherent Availability (Ai) 

The SDP shall have an Inherent Availability (Ai) higher than or equal to 99.9%. 

SDP_REQ-763 SDP Critical failure identification 

The SDP shall identify more than 99% of all critical failures and report them through the LMC to the 

TM. 

SDP_REQ-764 SDP Isolation of critical failures 

The SDP, through the LMC, shall isolate 95% of all critical failures and report it to TM. 

 

The adoption of this cloud like platform layer underneath the SDP Operational System help 

follow the best practices of Site Reliability Engineering (SRE). For example, relying on well 

tested operational scripts helps decrease the MTTR. One particular example is bringing the 

system back online after a power failure. Part of the picture is making use of the Logging and 

Metrics provided to measure the system, identifying and fixing potential problems before a 

failure happens, and when a failure happens help make it quicker to identify the root cause 

of the failure. Other aspects related to RAM requirements are treated in the RAM Analysis 

[RD2.12]. 

 

SDP_REQ-822 

The following design requirements were identified to allow quick recovery from node failures. 

Detection of node failure and setup of spare node shall be done within TBD seconds. The time will 

vary according to the amount of data loss during the recovery window and this depends on what the 

node is doing at time of the failure, i.e. short time for real-time processing and longer for offline 

processing. Re-routing of real-time (incl ingest from CSP) data streams to a spare node when an 

ingest node fails to ingest shall be done within TBD seconds. Changing or updating execution graph 

following a node failure shall be done within TBD seconds/minutes. 

 

Another aspect of the system that helps with the MTTR is that the flexibility of the hardware 

and software provisioning means failed hardware can be quickly worked around by moving 

the workload onto different physical hosts while a more permanent solution to the problem 

is worked on, such as shipping replacement servers or spare parts. See the behaviour section 

for more details. 
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2.6 Related Views 
This view is a counterpart of the SDP Operational C&C View. 

 

This view refers to other views: 

● SDP Execution Control C&C View 

● SDP Delivery C&C View 

● SDP Processing C&C View 

● SDP Buffer C&C View 

● SDP Hardware View 

● SDP Software Management C&C View 

 

Components from this view are implemented using modules documented in the SDP Platform 

Services Module View 

 

2.7 References 
 

The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

 

[RD2.1] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137 SKA1 SDP Integration Prototype (SIP) Report 

[RD2.3] https://www.rundeck.com/open-source  

[RD2.4] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000117 Execution Frameworks Prototyping Report 

[RD2.5] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000151 P3-Alaska Prototyping Report  

[RD2.6] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000166 SDP Memo 069 P3-Alaska OpenStack Prototyping 

[RD2.7] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000167 SDP Memo 070 P3-AlaSKA Container Orchestration and        
Compute Provisioning Interface 

[RD2.8] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000165 SDP Memo 068 P3-AlaSKA Monitoring and Logging 

[RD2.9] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000126 SDP Memo 045: Overview of Buffer Prototyping 

[RD2.10] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000046 SDP Costing Basis Of Estimate, Rev XX 

[RD2.11] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000033 SDP L2 Requirements 

[RD2.12] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000115 SDP RAM Report 

[RD2.13] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000132 SDP Memo 053 Monitoring and Logging for the SDP 

[RD2.14] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000163 SDP Memo 052 Apache Kafka for an SDP Log Based           

Architecture 
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[RD2.15] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000131 SDP Memo 051 Cloud NAtive Applications on the SDP          

Architecture  
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3 Software Management Component and Connector View 
Contributors: M. Ashdown, V. Allan, P. Wortmann 

3.1 Primary Representation 

 
Figure 1: Component and Connector diagram of the SDP Code Management system. 

 

 

This diagram shows the path from code development to deployed code at SDP sites. Source code 

from SKA repositories and external repositories goes through some level of Continuous Integration 

and is deposited in an Artefact Repository. This repository can then be queried by Observation 

Planning to acquire information about available workflows and estimates of their resource 

requirements. Artefacts from the repository are mirrored locally at SDP data centres, to facilitate 

swift deployment onto the Science Data Processor when Processing Blocks are submitted by TM. 

 

The philosophy behind this view is “build once, deploy everywhere”. A software artefact is built early 

on in the development process, and that artefact is then tested and deployed.  

 

Note that this document leaves a good deal unstated about software development. The precise 

procedures and policies will be defined at system level [AD24]; hence this document provides 

suggestions on how this might work from the SDP point of view. Although this document is 

principally concerned with management of the science pipeline workflows and processing 

components, the systems described here may be used to manage the software for other SDP 

components. The ARL and SIP prototyping reports note how some of these factors were managed 

during prototype development [RD3.2, RD3.3]. 
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3.2 Element Catalogue 

3.2.1 Elements and Their Properties 

3.2.1.1 SKA Source Repositories 

Repositories containing source code developed by the SKA Observatory. The repositories may be 

organised by the nature of the source code, to distinguish between code for science pipelines 

(workflows, processing components, and data models), other parts of the SDP Operational System, 

and Platform Services. 

3.2.1.2 External Repositories 

Repositories containing software developed outside SKA, such as Execution Frameworks (e.g. Apache 

Spark, Dask, or an MPI implementation) or software to provide Platform Services (e.g. OpenStack). 

They may contain source code or build artefacts. The versions used will be specified in the 

configuration files for the build processes (stored in the SKA Source Repositories) to enable 

reproducibility. External repositories will be mirrored locally for performance and availability, and 

also to ensure that externally created artefacts do not disappear due to factors beyond the control 

of the SKA Observatory. 

3.2.1.3 Continuous Integration and Deployment 

Responsible for building the software and performing automated testing on it. It pulls source code 

from the SKA Source Repositories and the External Repositories to do a build. It uses standard tools 

such as Jenkins, Travis or GitLab. The nature and scale of the automated testing will depend on the 

type of software and the resources available. It is recommended that when new Processing 

Components are written, the code for the Resource Model is also updated, so that Observation 

Planning and TM can produce reasonable estimates for scheduling the telescope. 

3.2.1.4 Artefact Repository 

Contains built artefacts (binaries, containers) generated by Continuous Integration and Deployment. 

Artefacts are only added to the repository if the associated tests have been passed. This is the 

reference point for available artefacts that are permitted to be used in the live SDP systems. It may 

be implemented as a collection of repositories, some of which may be private to SKA. It is the source 

of information on the science pipelines for Observation Planning, since it contains the list of available 

workflows, the specifications of their parameters, and the current Resource Model. The Resource 

Model is an artefact used by Observation Planning and TM to estimate the performance of 

workflows on SDP. 

3.2.1.5 Observation Planning 

This component can retrieve information from the Artefact Repository about the list of currently 

available workflows and their parameters, and the current Resource Model. 

3.2.1.6 SDP Operational System 

The Operational System receives Processing Blocks from TM, and queries SDP Platform Services for 

availability. This includes querying the local Artefact Repository in SDP Platform Services for 

availability of the artefacts for the workflow and its processing components. This component is 

described in detail in the SDP Operational System C&C view. 
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3.2.1.7 SDP Platform Services 

This component is described in detail by the SDP Platform Services C&C view. It contains a local 

Artefact Repository which is updated from the master Artefact Repository in SKA Common. 

3.2.2 Relations and Their Properties 

Not applicable. 

3.2.3 Element Interfaces 

3.2.3.1 Observation Planning Interface 

User interface to allow Observatory staff to plan observations in collaboration with users of the 

telescopes. As part of the planning, the SDP workflows to be used and their values of their 

parameters must be specified. 

3.2.3.2 Developer Access 

Interface to Source Repositories, Continuous Integration and Deployment, and Artefact Repository 

to allow Observatory staff and others to examine, create or modify SKA-specific software. Different 

levels of access will be enforced for different categories of users. 

3.2.3.3 External Repository Access 

Allows Continuous Integration and Deployment to pull software from External Repositories. This will 

happen automatically when a build is requested/triggered. Standard protocols will be used, 

depending on the types of repositories being accessed. The Continuous Integration and Deployment 

system will require that all software is versioned, and that any external software dependencies are 

derived from a list of products and versions which have undergone successful validation. 

3.2.3.4 Workflow Query 

The interface by which the Artefact Repository can be queried by Observation Planning to get a list 

of available workflows, the specifications of their parameters, and the current Resource Model. 

 

2.3.5. TM Interface 

Allows planned observations to be scheduled in TM by Observatory operations staff. The information 

on the workflows and their parameters will be used by TM to construct Processing Blocks to submit 

to SDP as part of a Scheduling Block Instance. 

3.2.3.5 Artefact Deployment 

The means by which code artefacts are deployed from the master Artefact Repository to SDP sites. 

3.2.3.6 Processing Block Submission 

TM commands SDP to execute Processing Blocks via the TANGO interface. Each Processing Block 

specifies a Workflow and the values of its parameters, and  is contained in a Scheduling Block 

Instance. 

3.2.3.7 Compute Provisioning 

This is the means by which the SDP Platform Services component makes code artefacts from its local 

Artefact Repository available to be run by the SDP Operational System. For further details, see the 

SDP Platform Services C&C View. 
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3.2.4 Element Behavior 
Software will be fully versioned, with code stored in git repositories, using semantic versioning as 

defined in [AD14]. There is an open architectural question about precisely how to manage versions 

and branches for workflows [see the Architecture Reading Guide]. 

 

The standard behaviour of the Continuous Integration and Deployment system means that, once 

artefacts with appropriate tags are available in the Artefact Repository, they will be pushed to both 

SDP sites. This means that the artefacts are then available for immediate deployment on the SDP 

systems. In the case of hot fixes, the SDP operators must decide whether to apply the hot fixes at a 

site; if a hot fix is pushed to deal with an issue on one telescope, it may not be appropriate to deploy 

on the other. There must therefore be some degree of operator discretion. However, the code is 

available to both sites, limited only by the transfer time from the Artefact Repository to the SDP in 

question. This is not an issue unique to SDP; this should be part of system-level release management 

across the SKA. 

3.3 Context Diagram 
The context for this view is the SKA system as a whole. No system-level architecture diagrams are 

available at present. This will eventually be documented in [AD24]. 

3.4 Variability Guide 
The SDP architecture can support considerable variability in continuous integration arrangements.  

 

Different types of software may have different testing regimes: 

● Processing Components need high levels of scientific validity. They should have extensive 

unit tests to ensure correct behaviour and performance tests to ensure that changes to the 

code do not lead to unexpected changes in performance. 

● Workflows are designed to be modifiable, so small modifications may not require extensive 

testing, depending on the level of scheduling risk SKAO is willing to bear. 

● We also want to construct our repositories to facilitate the scaling tests as described in the 

SDP Construction plan [RD3.1, section 3.3.1]. 

 

There may be need (especially in Commissioning and Early Operations) to deploy workflows and 

processing components to help debug the telescope. To permit such deployments, there will need to 

be some sort of way of short-cutting the testing, to allow quick deployment, with the concomitant 

risk that the software may not work properly. This should also be accompanied by a policy and/or 

process that strongly discourages this short-cut during normal operations. 

3.5 Rationale 
With regard to reliability and reproducibility, care needs to be taken with the artefact build 

technology to ensure that we have completely reproducible artefacts. However, the “build once, 

deploy everywhere” philosophy eliminates concerns about building the same code in multiple 

locations. The Artefact Repository allows us to provide a common way of ascertaining which 

workflows are available, and an estimate of their performance on SDP from the Resource Model. 
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There are considerable uncertainties in the testing regime, though it will be covered by [AD24]. 

Much of the specific detail depends on where continuous integration and testing facilities are 

hosted, the specific pathways anticipated to get from a developer working on code to a deployed 

code artefact, and the trade-offs involved. 

 

Some continuous integration could be hosted on servers at SKAO HQ, at ITCs, at Regional Centres, or 

on external systems (such as AWS). There are benefits and constraints when considering all of them. 

There are many ways to set up the development pathways. There may be different policies for 

different repositories, though one may want to balance the special requirements of a particular 

pathway against the benefit of having a clear, consistent set of pathways for all SKA projects. SAFe 

strongly suggests that we will be working on trunk during development, and using fix branches to 

deal with bugs. Testing may be done on tags, branches, or a combination of both. However, a culture 

in which we “commit early, commit often” and verify our code via continuous integration is likely to 

lead to best results. Note also that, where we are key users of external software, we will also be 

contributing code back, and those projects may use different commit procedures.  

 

Deploying untested or little-tested workflows comes with the risk that we will only detect problems 

when testing at full or near-full scale. However, testing on the SDP operational systems (particularly 

when in full operations) means using time that otherwise could have been used to process 

observations. Testing on external systems, such as a National Labs facility or AWS, has two problems: 

it is expensive, and the hardware may not replicate the SDP closely enough for us to run into the 

same issues. Therefore, there will need to be some level of cost-benefit analysis to balance the risk 

versus the cost of full-scale testing. 

 

The SDP may also be deployed in SKA Regional Centres (SRCs) for testing purposes. There is an open 

architectural question [see the Architecture Reading Guide] about the interfaces that are required 

for testing SDP: the Construction Plan [RD3.1] notes that we will need an emulator for TM; however, 

we may need to provide additional ways of exercising our code. 

 

This view has been developed to serve the needs of SDP, but it could also be used for other software 

elements of the system. 

3.6 Related Views 
The related views are: 

● SDP Operational System C&C View 

● SDP Platform Services C&C View 

● Science Pipeline Management Use Case View 

● SDP Architecture Reading Guide 

3.7 Reference Documents 
The following documents are referenced in this document. In the event of conflict between the 

contents of the referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence. 

[RD3.1] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000047 SKA1 SDP Construction and Verification Plan, Rev 04 

[RD3.2] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000137 SKA1 SDP Integration Prototype Report 

[RD3.3] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000150 SKA1 SDP Algorithm Reference Library Prototyping Report 
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4 Applicable Documents 
The following documents are applicable to the extent stated herein. In the event of conflict between 

the contents of the applicable documents and this document, the applicable documents shall take 

precedence.  

This list of applicable documents applies to the whole of the SDP Architecture 

 

[AD01]  SKA-TEL-SKO-0000002 SKA1 System Baseline Design V2, Rev 03 

[AD02] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000008 SKA1 Phase 1 System Requirement Specification, Rev 11 

[AD03] SKA-TEL-SDP-0000033 SDP Requirements Specification and Compliance Matrix, Rev 
02C 

[AD04] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000307 SKA1 Operational Concept Documents, Rev 02 

[AD05] 000-000000-010 SKA1 Control System Guidelines, Rev 01 

[AD06] 100-000000-002 SKA1 LOW SDP to CSP ICD, Rev 04A 

[AD07] 100-000000-025 SKA1 LOW SDP to SaDT ICD, Rev 04 

[AD08] 100-000000-029 SKA1 LOW SDP to TM ICD, Rev 03B 

[AD09] 100-000000-033 SKA1 LOW SDP to LFAA Interface Control Document (ICD), Rev 01 

[AD10] 300-000000-002 SKA1 MID SDP to CSP ICD, Rev 04A 

[AD11] 300-000000-025 SKA1 MID SDP to SaDT ICD, Rev 04 

[AD12] 300-000000-029 SKA1 MID SDP to TM ICD, Rev 03B 

[AD13] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000484 SKA1 SDP to INFRA-AUS and SKA SA Interface Control 
Document, Rev 02 

[AD14] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000661 Fundamental SKA Software and Hardware Description 
Language Standards 

[AD15] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/TAP/  

[AD16] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/latest/SIA.html  

[AD17] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/DataLink/  

[AD18] http://www.ivoa.net/documents/SSA/  

[AD19] Memorandum of Understanding between  the SKA organisation and National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory relating to a work package for the study and design of a 
new data model for the CASA software package 

[AD20] MeasurementSet definition version 3.0. MSv3 team, eds. 2018. 
http://casacore.github.io/casacore-notes/264  

[AD22]  Shibboleth Authentication Service from Interenet2 
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https://www.internet2.edu/products-services/trust-identity/shibboleth/  

[AD23] COmanage Authorization Service from Interenet2 
https://www.internet2.edu/products-services/trust-identity/comanage/  

[AD24] SKA-TEL-SKO-0000990 SKA Software Verification and Testing Plan 
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